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HATONN

“It is as if a veil has been drawn between us and church representatives,”
Gritz writes in a
lengthy first-person account of his decision to leave the church, published in the November issue
[H: Don’t you find it interesting
that this would be pulled
I find it hard to believe that there is such interest in the ongoing saga of “Bo” of his Center For Action newsletter.
Gritz through this place. I am interested, however, that you readers still like to FROM A PRIVATE NEWSLETTER
OF LIMITED DISTRIBUTION
to be used against him
focus on this man. Well, I suggest you continue to pay attention for he has much in the national PRESS? Well, it doesn’t to US WHO HAVE BEEN MR. GRITZ’ TARGETS
remaining to do in his life and he certainly CAN’T SEEM TO HELP IT IF HE ON RADIO AI+lD IN HIS PRESS!!]
ALLOWS ONE CALLMG HIMSELF HATONN, IN THE COSTUME OF A
“Now that I have stirred up a storm by inquiring why the LDS corporate church is acting more
It is NOT ME so why bother with the time- like tax collectors than witnesses for the Lord Jesus Christ, some of our fair-weather
friends
LIZARD, INTO HIS PRESENCE.
wasting to try and make it into something that has no value-except
for the have abandoned
ship. Better now than when things really begin to buffet.”
[H: Good, Bo!
lessons taught by ones who THINK they can play with the devil and not get Perhaps we can again work fogether when the buffeting starts-and
you learn the truth of
stung-that
forked tail is for something!
those you SUPPORT who are against us77 THE MORMON CHURCH
IS THE TH!RD
Why do I bring this up today? Because Bo is in the Salt Lake news againLARGEST
CULT IN THE WORLD WITH THE FIRST TWO BEING THE “JEWISH
HEMSELVES
“ZIONin the Mormon paper, THE SALTLAKE TRIBUNE. The Mormons are threatened MOVEMENT
OF ZIONISM” (THE MORMONS ALSO CALL
and it SHOWS!! Let us share.
ISTS”), AND THE CATHOLIC
CHURCH SINCE PUTTING
TH: POLISH JEW ONTO
[QUOTING:]
BO

GRITZ

BLASTS

HIS FAIR-WEATHER
by Christopher Smith.

FRIENDS

Ultraconservative
crusader and war hero James “Bo” Gritz says his family
has been ostracized by many friends and followers since breaking with The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.
[H: See, a “label” does nol
TRUTH

make!]
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THE PAPAL THRONE.
IT STARTED FAR BACK BEFORE THIS PLACEMENT-BUT
THIS WAS TI-IE FULFILLMENT
OF THE LINEAGE
PLAN.1
(Please see Americans!
Declare
Y&r
Independence,
p.27)
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BOTANICAL
JURASSIC
PARK
DISCOVERED

12/22/94

RICK

MARTIN

In an article from the Dec. 15 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTZNEL, SYDNEY, Australia-[quoting:]
Scientists have stumbled upon a real-life Jurassic Park
where trees thought to have disappeared 150 million years
ago tower 130 feet in a secluded rain forest.
“The discovery is the equivalent of finding a small
dinosaur still alive on Earth,” said Carrick Chambers of
the Royal Botanic Gardens.
To botanists, discovery of the 39 prehistoric pines is
“off the planet,” he said Wednesday.
“This is probably one of the most significant botanical
finds of this century...It’s
a real living fossil,” said botanist Ken Hill of the botanic gardens.

Critics say a small group of companies stand to lock up
entire markets for what are expected to be the foods of
tomorrow: vegetables, fruits and even animals genetically
SECRET
CARGO
customized to taste better, last longer, grow faster.
In an article from the Dec. 2 I edition oftheMEDFORD
“The new tools are so great that everybody wants to
jump in and use the new way,” said Hemy Shands, a USDA
TRIBUNE, WASHINGTON-[quoting:]
Secret Russian cargo bulky enough to fill the world’s
genetic resources official.
“We’re just concerned that
largest airplane has been delivered to the Redstone Arse- these broad patents can have an impact on food and feeding
nal, a U.S. Army base in Huntsville, Ala.
the world population in the future.”
Earlier this year, the USDA and an unnamed Agracetus
Army officials’ admitted Tuesday that truckloads of
ADL
competitor filed separate challenges asking the U.S. Patent
material were delivered Monday to Alabama by a Russian
An- 124 aircraft, but nobody would say what the cargo was. and Trademark Office to reassess the 17-year cotton patent,
In an article from the Nov. 11 edition of EZR [EXECUa move viewed as an opening salvo aimed at heading off TZVE ZNTELLZGENCE REVIEW], [quoting:]
“This is classified,” said Dave Harris, a civilian public
information officer at the base. “I can tell you that it was several other broad applications piling up at patent offtees
Superior Court Judge Barbara Jones of San Francisco
not nuclear material and that there was nothing on that around the world.
ordered the District Attorney’s offtce in September to
Among them is Agracetus’ soybean application,
a release the investigative
plane that poses a hazard.‘* [I’m sure thatpoint is debatfiles on the 1992-93 probe of
able.]
version of which has been granted in March by the 17- Anti-defamation
League (ADL) spying to attorney Paul
nation European Patent Office. That patent is being chal- McCloskey. Former Congressman McCloskey filed a class
Also, he said, the cargo “was not a single thing.”
Redstone has received secret military cargo many times lenged by a farmer advocacy group, the Rural Advanceaction civil suit against the ADL, which purports to be a
in the past, but it was always flown in aboard airplanes that ment Foundation International.
Jewish organization,
last year, demanding $25 million in
could land at the Army base, Harris said.
“The social implications are so far-reaching that we damages on behalf of the tens of thousands of Californians
feel it should be revoked,” said Hope Shand, the group’s who were illegally spied on by the League. Among the
This time, however, the cargo came in on the An-124,
research director.
an airplane too large for the Redstone runway. As a result,
plaintiffs are associates of Lyndon LaRouche whose names
the Russian aircraft landed at Huntsville’s
International
India, one of the world’s leading cotton producers, had appeared in ADL files discovered in the personal computsecond thoughts about granting the Agracetus cotton patent ers of ex-San Francisco Police Inspector Tom Gerard and
Airport and the cargo was trucked to the base.
The reason this secret delivery became known is -be- and revoked its approval this year.
ADL spy Roy Bullock.
Because the future of cotton is exPected to depend on
cause of the large airplane, Harris said, and the blue and
McCloskey received DA records including the invesgenetically altering it to be more durable, pest-resistant
white aircraft is parked on a runway near an interstate
tigative chronology, police reports, and the full database
and even multicolored, the patent is considered one of the seized from Gerard’s computer. The Gerard files included
highway in full view of passing motorists.
The An-124 has a wingspan of 240 feet and is 226 feet great corporate coups in the young history of biotechnolillegally obtained government data, including driver’s lilong. It can carry a payload of up to 188 tons in a cargo ogycenses, auto registration,
and postal information on over
He [Richard Parry, assistant administrator
for the 900 League targets. Early this year, Gerard pled guilty to
hold that is 118 feet long.
The U.S. C-17A, one of
America’s largest cargo aircraft, is 50 feet shorter and USDA’s Office of Technology] and other USDA officials
illegal possession of confidential government data. The
argue that the process of genetically engineering a particucarries only about half the payload.
ADL signed a deal with DA Arlo Smith in which it avoided
“This is a very large aircraft,” Harris said of the lar plant is too important to be locked up by one company.
criminal prosecution,
accepted a permanent injunction
“We’re seeing a change in the whole structure of the againat spying, and paid a $75,000 “contribution”
to a DA
Russian plane. “It could carry several 18-wheel trucks.”
Redstone Arsenal is home to the Army Missile Com- industry with genetic technology,” Parry said. “This is an offrce @‘hatecrime” fund.
mand, which develops, acquires and supports all of the area we feel is in the public domain.”
JEWS
&
tactical missiles used by the U.S. Army. The base also
PHIL
MARSHCHRISTIANS
houses the Army’s Missile in Space Intelligence
Center
THE
PILOT
CONNECTION
which analyzes missiles used by foreign governments.
In an article from the Dec. 5- 11 edition of the WASHHarris would not say where the secret cargo was taken
In an article from the Dec. 2 edition of THEMODESTO
INGTON TIMES WEEKLY, written by Cheryl Wetzstein,
on the base, but he admitted the whole episode was unBEE, SAN FRANCISCO-[quoting:]
[quoting:]
usual.
A federal jury has deadlocked on fraud and conspiracy
After meeting behind closed doors all day, leaders of
“I’ve been here more than 30 years and this is the first
charges against seven members of a tax protest group Jewish and Christian groups said that although they had
time a classified cargo has come in on a Russian airplane,”
called the Pilot Connection Society, which claimed that arrived with pain, they were parting in peace.
he said.
paying income tax was voluntary.
“We met at a very critical moment in American hisThe spokesman
said the airplane flew to Alabama
U.S. District Judge Vaughn Walker declared a mis- tory,” said Rabbi James Rudin of the American Jewish
from somewhere in Russia and it was unknown how long
trial Wednesday after jurors reported a deadlock on most Committee. “I would say that our major role is to pursue
it would remain in Huntsville.
charges following 20 days of deliberations.
An eighth peace...to prevent America from falling into either a culdefendant, Robert Singleton of Salt Lake City, was acquittural war or a religious war, something we’ve never had in
PLANT
ted.
this country.”
PATENTS
A majority of the jurors favored acquittal on the reAbout 30 leaders of Jewish and Christian groups met
maining charges, Foreman James H. Gilbert said. Assisfor the first time Nov. 29 to soothe tensions between Jews .
In an article from the Dec. 4 edition of THE ALBUtant U.S. Attorney Sandra Teters said the prosecution
and the Christian right.
A recent article in a Jewish
QUERQUE JOURNAL, written by Mark Fritz, [quoting:]
would retry the case.
publication
had criticized
Christian
leaders, sparking
Suppose you could convince governments worldwide
The Internal Revenue Service said the Pilot Connecheated &bate and harsh words.
to give you the exclusive rights to customize the genes of
tion Society sold its “untax” kits and services to more than
The meeting “was a beginning of a beginning.. .a very,
a crucial crop. Soybeans, for example.
11,000 people around the country, telling them that they very positive day,” said the Rev. Jerry Falwell, chancellor
Anyone who wanted to design a niftier bean-perhaps
of Liberty Baptist University in Lynchbrirg, Va.
make it resistant to bugs or weed killers-would
have to could get themselves removed from the tax rolls.
Jewish-Christian
relations have been troubled by
The defendant included Phillip Marsh, who founded
pay you. You could make a fortune in licensing.
You
“2,000 years of fratricide,” said Rabbi Yechiel Eckstein,
Pilot Connection in San Jose in 1989.
would corner a piece of the food industry’s future.
Most of the charges were based on the organization’s
founder and president of the International
Fellowship of
You could, in fact, be Agracetus, a Middleton, Wisconsin-based
company that stunned the farm industry in promotion and sales activity, which prosecutors said had Christians and Jews, which convened the meeting in the
defrauded the government out of millions of dollars be- Senate Hart Office Building.
1992 by winning the exclusive U.S. rights to genetically
“We’ve come a long way from the Crusades and the
engineered cotton-a
plant patent unprecedented in scope. tween 1990 and 1993. The defendants made more than $10
million from the sales, according to the IRS.
Inquisition,”
said Rabbi Eckstein, who at times fought
It is seeking the same thing with soybeans.
The defense was helped by a 199 1 U.S. Supreme Court back tears. “There was a real spirit of shalom in this
Agracetus, a division of the giant chemical conglomruling that allowed a defendant charged with tax fraud or meeting.”
erate W.R. Grace, is one of a handful of companies fiercely
The fellowship, founded in 1983, has worked to foster
willful tax evasion to be acquitted based on a good-faith
jockeying to win bigger and broader patents on genetically
of the law, even if the belief was unrea- better relations between Jews and Christians, ev
engineered
corn, cauliflower,
rice, leafy greens, sweet misunderstanding
sonable.
fruits and a veritable grocery basket of vital farm products.
Tensions heightened recently when the Anti-DefamaGilbert, the jury foreman, said he saw no evidence that
The trend has alarmed scientists, farm activists and
the U.S. Department of Agriculture, who say such broad Pilot Connection Society members did not honestly believe tion League (ADL) of B’nai B’rith issued a report accusing
and
patents could strangle independent research and sow the their claims about the tax system. “In my mind, (Marsh) is some Christian leaders of harboring anti-Semitism
Loonev, Toons. but in his mind he’s not.” he said.
being “prophets of rage.”
seeds of 2 1St-century food monopolies.
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PRODIGY

PROTESTS

In an article from the Dec. 14 edition of THE PALM
BEACH POST, LOS ANGELES, [quoting:]
Alarmed by the growing presence of hate groups in
cyberspace, the Simon Wiesenthal Center on Tuesday sent
a letter to the Prodigy computer on-line service protesting
the “continued use of Prodigy by bigots to promote their
agendas of hate.”
The Los Angeles-based
center said it has tracked
increasing activity over the past few months by more than
50 hate groups using on-line services and the Internet
global computer network.
“More and more of these groups are ,embracing and
utilizing
the information
superhighway,”
said Rabbi
Abraham Cooper, associate dean of the center. “The slurs
are the same but the venue is different.”
The center called on commercial on-line services to
keep hate groups out and proposed that the government
play a similar policing role on the amorphous Internet,
citing concerns that young people could be exposed to
white supremacy in an environment unmediated by teachers, parents or librarians. About 20 million computer users
are connected to the Internet, and another 5 million use
commercial on-line services, including about 2 million on
Prodigy.
But civil libertarians-and
white supremacists themselves -say cyberspace, like any other medium of expression, must remain open to fee speech.
Prodigy was the focus of controversy involving antiSemitic comments in 199 1, and worked with the AntiDefamation League,at the time to craft a policy that forbids
“blatant expressions of hatred” on its boards. All messages also are run through a computer that scans for
obscenities before they are posted. But Cooper says the
service should look more carefully at messages that target
groups rather than individuals.

The main line connects British Columbia, Washington, Oregon and California. When it shut down, the power
imbalance triggered shutdowns in transmission
stations
and power plants, including the Diablo Canyon nuclear
plant near San Luis Obispo on the California coast, which
will go back in service this weekend.
ROCKET

LAUNCH

DELAY

In an article from the Dec. 20 edition of the SANTA
BARBARA NEWS PRESS, VANDENBERG AFB--[quoting:j
The often-delayed
launch of an Atlas E rocket from
Vandenberg Air Force has been postponed once more.
The launch is scheduled no earlier than Dec. 28. Officials said a firm date will be determined later.
According to the Air Force, workers are still repairing
ground equipment that caused the launch to be stopped
Dec. 14 less than two minutes from liftoff time.
STEW

WEBB

were demanding too much cash and other concessions.
Some analysts believe Warburg will hear soon from
other suitors, although Warburg sought to quash speculation that it is for sale.
Warburg’s shares fell 12 percent, although they remained higher than before the merger talks were initially
revealed last week-a
signal that some investors were
betting on more action.
Warburg’s proposed merger with Morgan Stanley broke
up over difficulties concerning Mercury Asset Management, held 75 percent by Warburg.
DEADLY

PARASITE

”

In an article from the Dec. 16 edition of THE
MONTREAL GAZETTE, TORONTO-[quoting:]
Health officials are mapping a plan to fight the latest
threat to Canada’s blood system-a
deadly parasite that
can cause heart failure.
“It’s one of the newest, most important threats facing
the Canadian blood supply,” said Paul Gully, spokesman
for the Bureau of Biologics, the federal blood regulator.
The parasite-known
as Trypanosoma
cruzi-has
killed thousands of people in South and Central America
since it infiltrated the blood supply in those countries
decades ago, Gully said.
Up to 30 percent of people who contract the parasite
develop Chagas, a potentially
deadly disease that can
cause heart failure and weaken the esophagus and colon,
Gully said.

In an article from the Dec. 10 edition of the ROCKY
MOUNTAIN NEWS, [quoting:]
Denver’s best-known conspiracy theorist is in a Las
Vegas jail awaiting extradition to Colorado on charges of
threatening a Jefferson County sheriffs detective.
Steward Webb, 40, was arrested after going to the Las
Vegas police department Dec. 1 to obtain a copy of a
national crime computer report on himself.
Officers found an outstanding warrant from Jefferson
CANADA’S
CHRETIEN
County on the computer and arrested him.
Webb is a self-styled crusader trying to expose links
In an article from the Dec. 14 edition of THE
he sees among seemingly disconnected scandals-among
them Denver International
Airport, Iran-Contra,
alleged MONTREAL GAZEZTE, written by Andy Riga, QUEBECcriminal conduct by former President Bush, the BCCI [quoting:]
Indian chiefs from across Canada accused Prime Minbanking scandal, Savings and Loan ripoffs and CIA drugister Jean Chretien [A- 131 yesterday of failing to stand up
running.
According to Jefferson County Sgt. Randy West, the for them in the face of Quebec’s separatist threat.
THE
END
That was after the chiefs condemned Premier Jacques
warrant charges Webb with threatening to sue detective
Parizeau’s sovereignty blueprint as illegal and a major
In an article from the Dec. 11 edition of THEMODESTO
Don Estep, who had seized some of Webb’s records during
BEE, WASHINGTON-[quoting:]
a May search of the Arvada home of Webb’s secretary. It threat to their aboriginal and human rights.
On the first day of a three-day meeting of the Assembly
Nearly six in 10 Americans believe that the world will is a Class 5 felony to attempt to influence a public official
of First Nations, 250 chiefs unanimously passed a resolucome to an end or be destroyed, and a third of those think through economic threats.
Webb heads a group called Guardians of American
tion saying Quebec can’t secede from Canada without their
it will happen within a few years or decades, according to
Liberties.
His secretary also has worked with We The consent, rejecting the idea that the province’s borders are
a poll released Saturday.
unalterable and asserting that natives can decide whether
The survey, conducted for U.S. NEWS AND WORLD People, a Fort Collins organization led by Roy Schwasinger,
who claimed citizens could share in a multi-billion
dollar to associate with Quebec or Canada.
REPORT magazine,
also found that 61 percent believe
The chiefs also warned that they’re ready to take the
lawsuit settlement with the U.S. government for a $300
Jesus Christ will return to Earth, and 44 percent believe
complaints about secession to the court of world opinion,
that there will be a final battle of Armageddon, with true payment to his group.
Schwasinger is serving a 15-year sentence for con- a tactic that proved successful in the Cree fight against the
believers whisked off the planet and called into heaven.
Great Whale hydro-electric project.
Almost half-49
percent-said
they believe there will spiracy.
Chretien has “constitutional
obligations to the first
be an Antichrist.
MYSTERY

LIGHTS

EXORCISM

In an article from the Dec. 2 edition of the ALBUQUERQUE JOURNAL, HORSHAM, Australia-[quoting:]
Two religious zealots were sent to prison Thursday for
killing a woman who suffered a heart attack after a weeklong exorcism.
They were convicted of manslaughter
in
the dealt of Joan Leonora Vollmer. 49, who they said spoke
in voices other than her own, had enormous strength and
had a face that sometimes looked like a dog or a pig.
Mrs. Vollmer died Jan. 30, 1993, at her farm in
Antwerp, near Horsham, after her husband and three other
people held her on a chair for four hours in 102-degree heat
to try to exorcise the demons.
MYSTERY

BLACKOUT

In an article which finally surfaced on this event, taken
from the Dec. 15 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
SAN FRANCISCO-[
quoting:]
An unexplained power surge in the West Coast’s main
electrical transmission
line plunged parts of eight states
into darkness early Wednesday, shutting down a nuclear
plant and forcing doctors to stitch by flashlight.
Up to 2 million customers from Arizona to Washington went without power for periods ranging from a few
seconds to several hours when a stretch of the giant 500kilovolt Pacific line went dead just after midnight.
The blackout affected 1 million California customers
and interrupted
power to patches of Arizona, Nevada,
Utah, Oregon, Washington,
Idaho and Montana.

In an article from the Dec. 9 edition of THEMODESTO
BEE, [quoting:]
Scientists are both confounded and fascinated by spectacular blood-red and blue flashes-looking
like dancing
angels and trumpets -that appear high in the atmosphere
above huge thunderstorms.
The luminous phenomena, called red sprites and blue
jets, seem to be forms of electrical discharge, but a series
of presentations
Tuesday at the American Geophysical
Union fall meeting produced no definitive word on how
they form.
The flashes are accompanied by distinctive crackling
and popping radio signals.
Scientists attribute the flashes, first reported in 1989,
to strong negative electrical charges at the top of clouds
after positively charged lightning strikes, which release
electrons into the upper atmosphere.
But the precise
mechanism of their formation remains unknown.
BANK

MERGER

In the Dec. 16 edition of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL,
LONDON-[quoting:]
Wall Street giant Morgan Stanley Group Inc. walked
away Thursday from a merger with S.G. Warburg PLC,
London’s biggest investment bank, because the price turned
out to be too high.
Morgan Stanley made the move because minority shareholders in a Warburg-controlled
fund management
company-that
Morgan saw as the crown jewel of the deal-

support CONTACT.
Due to limited space
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their fine products, call today
l-800-639-4242
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nations in Quebec to protect our land, to protect our resources, to protect our inherent right to self-government,”
he [national chief Ovide Mercredi] said.
SANTER

In an article from the Dec. 13 edition of THE FINANCIAL TIMES, [quoting:]
The next president of the European Commission, Mr.
Jacques Santer [A-7], said yesterday he hoped to see the
*emerging democracies of eastern Europe joining the European Union around the turn of the century, Reuter reports
from Bonn and Brussels.
He did not set a specitic date for Poland, Hungary, the
Czech pepublic,
Slovakia, Bulgaria and Romania to join
the EU, but stressed in an interview with German radio that
Europe must strive to expand eastward as fast as reasonably possible.
’

Executive Director of Planned Parenthood for Riverside
County charges that the Hemet School Board is using the
district as “a play-ground to perpetuate its own selfish,
rigid and narrow doctrine. Vows of abstinence break more
often than condoms do.”
POLICE

AUTHORITY

In an article from the Dec. 6 edition of the TELEWASHINGTON-[quoting:]
Police gained added authority yesterday to shoot to kill
prisoners who try to escape from jail or from police custody, as the Supreme Court turned aside a new case on the
issue from Texas.
Without comment, the court voted to leave intact a
federal appeals court ruling that strict constitutional
limits
on police use of “deadly force” do not apply once the
suspect is in custody-in
a jail, a police station, or a police
csr or van. [Wow, talk about potential for abuses-good
griefl]
GM,
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U.N.

In an article from the same edition of THEMODESTO
BEE, WASHINGTON-[quoting:]
The United Nations is a failed institution
with
“grotesque
pretensions”
and the United States should
rethink its commitment to the world body, incoming House
Speaker Newt Gingrich said Sunday.
“The
United
Nations
is a totally incompetent
instrument anyplace that matters,” Gingrich said on NBCTV’s MEET THE PRESS. “When you get to a serious
problem
with serious violence, the United Nations is
literally
incompetent,
and it kills
people
by its
behavior.”
THE
SCENT
THE
~O~PLACE

OF

In an article from the Dec. 14 edition of THE ORLAND0 SENTINEL, written by Lini Kadaba, FAIRFIELD,
Ohio-[quoting:]
NATIVE
TRIBE
In an article from the Dec. 14 edition of the STARInside the bland office building of the $12 million
GROWING
TELEGRAM, WASHINGTON--[quoting:]
Fredric’s company, the smell of success isn’t sweet.
The aircraft carrier USS Kitty Hawk and a Chinese
It’s tangy. Like lemo&
Or spicy, like a tropical
In an article from the Nov. 24 edition of the AUSTIN
nuclear submarine squared off in international
waters off
forest.
At the moment, a fresh, fruity aroma called Citrine
China’s coast this fall in an encounter that demonstrated
AMERICAN
STATESMAN,
written by Bill Dermody,
the growing potential for naval conflict between the United
that smells like lem@n drops fills the air.
To the 54
PROVIDENCE, R.I.-[quoting:]
Suddenly,
there are a lot more members of the Fredric’s workers who inhale it day in and day out, it’s a
States and China, the LOS ANGELES TIMES has learned.
tribe-and
not because of more babies or pleasant perk, akin to the plants and pretty pictures all
Shortly after the incident, which occurred in the Yel- Narragansett
low Sea on Oct. 27-29, China served notice through a U.S. fewer deaths or because new aboriginal villages have been around.
But the fragrance, which wafts through the lobby,
military official in Beijing that the next time such a situa- discovered in the wilds of Rhode Island.
The reason: Since the tribe announced plans to open a executive offices and employee cubidles like a double shot
tion arises, China’s orders will be to shoot to kill, Pentacasino that could produce hundreds of millions of dollars
gon officials confirmed this week.
of Jean Nate perfume, has another purpose.
It’s a scent
In the end, no shots were fired, but U.S. officials
annually, would-be Narragansetts
have come out of the that, some researchers believe, makes employees more
woodwork.
acknowledge that it was serious.
alert and therefore more productive.
“I wouldn’t say we’re inundated, but we are seeing
Here is a new, relatively inexpensive work perk that
The encounter underscored the growing maritime tenmore
come
forward,” said Ella Sekatau, the tribe’s
sions between the U.S. Pacific Fleet and China.
smells like a rose. But some warn that this particular rose
medicine woman and genealogist.
“Some are definitely
may have a nasty thorn or two-including
the prickly
not Narragansett,
but we’ll have to expect some liars ethical issues of bosses manipulating workers with moodCHINA
& SEX
and cheats when we’re living in a country where God is altering substances.
Called environmental fragrancing, this New Age noIn an article from the Dec. 11 edition of THE OR- green.”
tion based on ancient beliefs involves dispensing
fraLAND0 SENTINEL, BEIJING-[quoting:]
INTERACTIVE
GAMBLING
grances into the air for specific results, say, to relax or to
A sexual revolution of sorts is under way in China, not
energize.
because the world’s largest population has just discovered
In an article from the Dec. 5 edition of THEMODESTO
Now, slowly, scents are seeping into the workplace
sex but because it is discovering how to talk about it.
with the purpose of reducing stress (lavender); boosting
In newspaper columns, on radio talk shows and over BEE, [quoting:]
Interactive Network, Inc. of San Jose on Tuesday said morale (lemon); increasing alertness (peppermint);
dinner, the Chinese are discussing sex, how to enjoy it and
and
it would create a wholly owned subsidiary called Real ultimately, improving productivity.
how to deal with its consequences.
“By the end of the decade...it will be a significantly
And what they are discovering
is that even though
Time Gaming Systems to enable viewers to bet from home.
millions of Chinese have already thrown off the sexual The new company, which will be based in Las Vegas, Nev., embraced adjunct to many sectors of the workplace,” preconstraints of the orthodox Communist era, China is still plans to target seven states where off-track betting from dieted Mark Peltier, the president of AromaSys, a Minneapolis
struggling against huge pockets of ignorance as it tries to home is legal. They are: New York, Connecticut, Ohio, company and one of the few worldwide that manufacture environPennsylvania,
Maryland, Kentucky and Nevada.
mental tiagrancing systems for commercial use.
normalize the role of sex in societv.
U.S.-CHINA

UPSIDE

INCIDENT

DOWN

In an article from the Nov. 2 1 edition of RUFF TIMES,
[quoting:]
A world turned upside down7 That’s the way it looks
in Hemet, California, where the School District was sued
for using three sexfication
programs that promote abstinence.
Critics say the violate state-curriculum
guidelines
and are inaccurate, %iased and distorted. They preach that
pre-marital abstinence is the best way to avoid unwanted
pregnancies
and sexually-transmitted
diseases.
[Sure
sounds logical and reasonable to me.]
The lawsuit charged that the text harmed students,
because they omit discussion of contraception,
are genderbiased, and promote a conservative religious moral agenda.
One text which offended the plaintiffs preaches that
“premarital sex, especially with more than one person, has
been linked to the development of emotional illness,” and
another handbook says, “One of the saddest things about
today is that so many men don’t want to be real fathers.”
The lawsuit was filed by The Planned Parenthood
Federation
of America and the so-called civil liberties
advocacy organization-”
People For The American Way,”
a left-wing,
humanist outfit founded by Norman Lear,
TV’s most influential producer.
The director of People For The American Way says,
“Hemet students are the latest pawns in a battle being
fought nation-wide to replace real sexuality education with
precensored educational materials that rely on fear, shame,
religious indoctrination
and blatant misinformation.
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MakingA DifferenceTakes
One Informed StepAt A Time
12/21/94

#I

HATONN

UPDATE
Squeaking through until the first of the year on interest
rates is good news and bad news. Part of the bad news is
that there have been increases in credit card purchases
during this “late” holiday season of over $29 billion and
growing.
The good news is that “doom’s day” is postponed (for
some) until after Christ(mas) Holocau-er,
Holiday.
More bad news is that the Feds WANT to reach a 11%
to 12% prime rate and had planned on no later than February to accomplish the task. The underground
now leaks
that a full percentage rise to that amount would happen in
They had also
one bounce after the first of the year.
planned to have the stock market level at 4500 by the first
of the year and it looks like it will have to be a major surge
to accomplish such an outrageous thing-but
“they” are
noted for their outrageous actions.
YOU ARE MAKING A DIFFERENCE.
WE ARE
AMONG THE MANY UNCOVERINGEVERY
ACT AND
EVERY CLUE. EVEN TO THE “RAILROAD” MERGER
CODE-YOU
MUST UNDERSTAND THAT THE MORMON CHURCH OWNS ONE OF THOSE MAJOR RAILWAYS AND HAS AN INTEREST IN THE OTHER!!!
Better, today, to attend the other little dabbling in the
buy-sell arena.
The Sultan of Brunei has made an incredible offer for
Mr. Trump’s Plaza Hotel. Now “there” is a nice idea. The
Sultan of Brunei is a good source of funding for we-thepeople! The Sultan is not a very good “adversarial”
product. He is simply a greedy Sultan-but
would actually like
to “getcha” the parasitic rat-packs.
So, if you of “the
People” have entree to the Sultan-please
ask him if he
would like to assist the CONTACT AND A FEW OTHER
NICE PEOPLE! YOU MIGHT WELL BE SURPRISED.
In the “By-the-way” Department:
MR.

GOLDSMITH

We wish to thank the GOLDSMITH FOUNDATION
for producing and presenting a film about the “Elder Brothers”, a high altitude tribe in South America who has told
you how it will be down among the Younger Brothers
(check out the tale in the Video store). There are ones
among the Elite Barons who are not on the “other” sideif you continue your petitions to ones such as Goldsmith. Continual contact is wondrous in obtaining eventual “hearing”.
[Editor’s note: The remarkable video tape to which
Commander Hatonn is referring here is called “The Heart
Of the World-The
Eider Brothers ’ Warning ” and, ifyou
can ‘tfind it at the local video store, it can be orderedfrom
Mystic Fire Video at l-800-727-8433.]
BUT

WHO

IN

AMERICA?

Well, let me share an answer received by J.B. James
FROM AN INTERESTING
SENATOR IN WASHINGTON. I MAKE NO JUDGMENT OR EVEN DISCERNMENT ABOUT THE PERSON IN POINT-BUT
LET US
JUST RECALL WHAT THIS GENTLEMAN
HAD TO
SAY, AND DID, ABOUT THE HORRENDOUS
ART
FORM DUMPED ON THE GARBAGE HEAP OF PUBLIC ART FORUMS PAID FOR BY YOU-THE-PEOPLE.
HIS NAME IS JESSE HELMS.
[QUOTING:]

PARASITES

November 17, 1994
Mr. J.B.J.
P.O. Box 5000
Oakdale, Louisiana 7 1463

AND

ZIONISTS

I see no differences in any various groups referring to
themselves as Zionists. They are all parasites, including
the ones who have FORMED CHURCHES! They are more
disgusting, in my humble opinion, for they FEED OFF
THE BLOOD OF THE GOYIM u
THAT ARE NOT
SO-CALLED “JEWS”).
The term is a full-blown
lie,
“jew”, so I do not even know HOW to explain the term
itself, except the Zionist Elders decided tg call themselves
by that term like the Head of the Mormon Church decided
to call themselves Mormons. In the Asiatic-Oriental
nations the WORD “MORMON” means “Satan”. I did not
make these terms-THEY
DID. The Mormon “religion” is
based entirely on the Luciferian Je*ishFreemasonic
BIBLE.

Dear M; James:

Thank you for your letter concerning United States
funding and support for the United Nations.
I do not believe that the U.N. is an organization
capable of establishing peace in the world. Unfortunately,
the U.N. is rife with mismanagement,
waste, fraud and
abuse. Until the U.N. manages itself the way any competent organization would, it has no chance of ever achieving
its goals and objectives.
The U.S. is the largest monetary contributor to the
FULL
DISCLOSURE
U.N., funding 25% of the United Nations regular budget.
We have the right, if not the duty, to demand that the
Full disclosure is coming about-it
just takes a while,
billions of dollars sent to New York and various international destinations are spent wisely. When the U.S. signed for those who KNOW, to get brave enough, or make the
the Charter of the United Nations, we agreed to support the right connections, to get their information spread around.
U.N. through contributions.
These contributions
were to I had hoped to devote my entire attention to Jesus and his
have been tied to an econometric formula in which coun- true “gospel” but the things that “Happen” seem to be the
tries would pay their “fair share”. Unfortunately, the U.N. things that come up “while we are making other plans”.
has abused this understanding
by assessing the U.S., in We are flexible and will have to stay right on top of the
dollar value terms, far more over the last few years than most current information being spread about. Remember,
the ones who are researching various topics and ongoing
it should have been. I doubt that any of the member
conspiracies-are
not FULLY INFORMED-THEY
CANnations of the U.N. would ever have agreed to an annual
NOT BE. WE OFFER ONLY THOSE THINGS ALREADY
assessment
seemingly unlimited in size and for which
OFFERED-BECAUSE
WE OFFER TRUE “JOURNALthere were no guarantees that the money would be spent
ISM” AND THAT MEANS “ALL” VIEWPOINTS.
SOME
wisely and efficiently.
Since the Executive Branch seems to have had little DETAILS WILL BE IN ERROR, SOME MORE THAN
ADEQUATE FOR INFORMATION
PURPOSES-AND
luck in driving change at the U.N., it is the responsibility
of the U.S. Congress to effect this change, especially since SOME DOWNRIGHT MANDATORY IF YOU ARE TO
RECLAIM FREEDOM.
such massive payment is born by the American taxpayer.
IN EVERY INSTANCE-YOU
WILL FIND THE
The only effective bargaining tool in bringing about this
BEHIND THE
change appears to be the threat to withhold funds, and I FLUKES AND OTHER PARASITES
ACTIONS,
RULES AND LAWS.
THEY HAVE SET
wholeheartedly
advocate using this tool.
UP THEMSELVES
TO DESTROY
NATIONS
AND
Sincerely,
TAKE
JESSE

THE WORLD.

HELM.9

UNITED STATES SENATE
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, DC 205 lo-6225
[END OF QUOTING]
I SUGGEST YOU MAKE YOURSELVES KNOWN
AND SUPPORT THIS MAN. HE HAS POWER FROM
“SOMEWHERE”
BECAUSE THE PARASITES HAVE
TRIED UNCEASINGLY
TO GET RID OF HIM.
ANOTHER

CONTACT

Bombard Warren Christopher with your displeasure at
what is taking place in your nation and world. Demand his
participation
in helping get you stable instead of serving
It doesn’t matter what he is doing, he IS
Clinton.
YOUR
SECRETARY
OF STATE-MAKE
YOUR
VOICE HEARD-HE
IS ALSO A-5 OF m
“POWER
COMMITTEE” [For Warren Christopher’s address seep.

8.1

“2x6” (It required a 2X6 to get his attention-a
2X4
wasn’t enough) went to a library and looked up bunches of
“Committee members”’ addresses. I believe we should dig
up the information and run it for you readers [seep. 8]-the
pens can do mighty work if you stay right with it!

YOU
*AND

WHO
HIN

DON’T

BELIEVE-

You must realize that we are not for WE ARE the
“Semites”.
We are anti-parasitic.
If you bother to learn
FACTS you will realize a lot of things-one
being the
murderers of ones in the Simpson case--to
have been
KILLED BY FALSE-KOSHER
MURDERERS.
THE
METHOD OF MURDER WAS SACRIFICIAL
IN FULL
INTENT-WITH
THE CUT THROAT METHOD OF
KOSHERIZING “MEAT”.
KOSHERIZING

MEAT

How many of you nice environmentalists
REALIZE
that to make any meat or animal KOSHER, demands that
the animal be slain in such a manner wherein the BLOOD
IS DRAINED FROM KNIFE SLASHES WHILE THE
ANIMAL
IS ALIVE
AND IN AGONY???
THE
METHOD OF SLAUGHTER IS SO BRUTAL AND HORRIBLE THAT IT IS OUTLAWED IN MANY “OTHER”
NATIONS. HOW MANY OF YOU KNOW THIS? How
many of you nice “practicing” people thinking yourselves
to be Sacred “jews’‘-know
this?
An animal is bound and when it is totally terrified and
tortured-its
throat is cut and it is left to an agonizing and
SLOW tortuous death while the murderers are standing
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around it to terrorize it further by dancing and singing,
chanting and noise-making.
Don’t lie to yourselves and
say this is not so--IT IS SO, PHOTOGRAPHED,
AND
EVIL. If untethered, the animal stumbles around until it
slowly dies with its throat cut so deeply as to only allow the
spine and neck bones and muscles to remain intact enough
for it to move its head. And you ones think this is OK? You
are blind and foolish that God will continue to forever
allow this brutality from a bunch of parasitic rodents who
live off others and despoil everything beautiful and wondrous. Do I speak too harshly7 No, there is no way to
SPEAK OF THIS ATROCITY TOO HARSHLY!
I’m sorry, nice readers, if you think I come here to
soothe your brows and “allow” without confrontation,
forget it. These evil characters from the cosmic dung-heap
are MY ENEMY! This has NOTHING to do with ones who
happen to be birthed with so-called “Jewish” blood-these
are LEARNED, TAUGHT AND DEMANDED TRAITS
RIGHT FROM THE RULE-BOOK WHEREFROM THEY
ARE TAUGHT TO LIE. CHEAT.DEBASE
AND ESPECIALLY,
LIE. LIE. AND LIE! They are so slimy and
without moral fiber that they never even do their own
fighting-THEY
SEND THE GOYIM CHILDREN AND
PEOPLE TO FIGHT AND DIE WHILE THEY GRASP
MORE AND MORE OF YOUR VERY LIFE-BLOODWHILE YOU ARE LIVING AND TORTUOUSLY
DYING. THEY SACRIFICE THEIR OWN WITHOUT BATTING AN EYELASH-THERE
IS NO HONOR AMONG
THEM.

***

ALERT

PROJECT

***

The Cure For All Cancers
& The Cure For HIV/AIDS
by Hulda Regehr Clark, Ph.D., N.D.
The author ofthese books has reportedly been forced to flee the country by the American
Medical Association and the Food and Drug Administration.
Remember, never believe
Government until they officially deny something!
They have denied a cure for cancer and
AIDS. These books not only gives the true cause of cancer and HIV/AIDS [parasites!],
it
gives the simple cure and provides complete instructions.
You may order it from:

QUEST

FOR
THE
BEST
P.O. BOX 1775
SOLANA
BEACH,
CA 92075
l-800-326-8589

LYING
I am reminded right here to note that of the last
documents entered into the court as declaration by George
Green that of the 12-to- 15 numbered statements-THERE
WAS NOT EVEN ONE TRUTH-NOT
ONE. I am also
reminded that Green worked for his father-WHO
WAS A
MEAT MERCHANT.
I AM CAUSED TO WONDER
ABOUT KOSHERIZING POSSIBILITIES!
We are caused
to recall that all of his friends were and are of that same
general parasitic group of takers. Ah yes, they are shrewd
and sly-and
the hapless ones, whichcould include Green,
DON’T EVEN KNOW IT.
I do not say the above things are true-they
are presented because they have been fully presented to me with
demand for comment.
I have no comment. If you do not
wish to be painted with such a bloody brush-then
it
behooves ones to change their stance.

PARASITE

PflOENm

$25.00

EACH,

TWO

FOR

$45.00

(SHIPPING

INCLUDED)

To your good health, my fellow Americans!

with the Police Department in Austria and you will find
that there are many from whom funds were strippedlisted right at the police department-and
you readers will
recognize a lot of them. Why Rayelan continues to spread
such false statements is obvious-to
get more sympathy
and “take you” for even more. Ede Koenig is simply
another “victim”.
If this is considered an “attack”, so be it. You who are
struggling to just dig out of their escapades aren’t so
amused by the garbage dumping.
Am I somehow abandoning Gunther7 NOPE! But YOU
have to understand that the gold and assets in point with
Gunther Russbacher are a part of the ongoing “misplaced”
RONN
JACKSON
e
metal and the Philippine gold has little to do with the
“Gold Standard” DIRECTLY-as
involved Gunther and
Readers, STOP! You continue to bombard us with
his shenanigans.
It is not important-there
is enough gold
questions about Jackson and denials of his ability to do
to get you back on a gold standard and it is back in the U.S.
RUSSBACHER
what he says. I have told you that he has no accurate
in a quantity large enough to pull it off by manipulation of
accounting of the number of letters or separate pieces of
E.J. came up last evening with a return of charges to pricing, etc.
mail received.
He now says another two trucks of mail
went to the central handling location for accounting.
My his credit card in a massive way. There was interchange
GRANDMA?
ONLY comment is exactly THAT. He has no way of with Austrian police. Gunther is said to still be incarcerated and the officer has mailing information, an address.
measuring the mail except BY WEIGHING and averaging.
Gold certificates sound good and may very well be
This is not “ME” saying his numbers are not correct. I Gunther is NOT the major betrayer in this gs!\ e. There
Getting funds of any amount is doubtrespond to inquiries, nothing more-“I”
am “not” Ronn were criminal elements at the hotels wherein the scam was valid instruments.
ful, however, especially if the New World Order continues
Jackson and the numbers of letters is NOT THE ISSUE.
pulled-off as well as other attachments to the man himself.
Can the man-serve?
YES! Now please, attend these other It may be a long while before the facts are all known and its sweep. In fact, if the New World Order continues the
vacuuming of all ASSETS, there is not a prayer of any
inquiries with HIM. I note that he has responded to The proven. I suggest everyone be wary. The man (Gunther)
American Bulletin REGARDING
RUSSBACHER-and
knows too much and became a total embarrassment
to the payments or bequeathed “will” honoring.
This does not
he speaks TRUTH. Why don’t, we just GET ROAN OUT government of Austria. He has a background which “checks mean that the intent or validity of same is incorrect-it
AND FREE-AND
ALLOW HIM TO GET ON WITH HIS out” and activities have proven the facts, but addiction and simply means that there is such power in the high places
This does not mean that
WORK? You are struggling to preserve what is left ofyour
parasites to his own being have cost him dearly. If this is that you can’t enforce anything.
suggest you check you stop trying to validate and gain your sovereignty as
nation and regain CONSTITUTION.
Do not miss the tree somehow construed as being disloyal-I
States and please continue to press the government for
honoring the debt. Each step is a s,ep toward “survival”B.C.-By Johnny Hart
so take every step. We love and appreciate Vina [Grandma]
for she has walked through Hell and back-but
it changes
not the circumstances.
To get anything done-you
have to
stick with it until it is accomplished for nothing works on
“honor” in the system of the Power Elite. And, the getsomething-for-nothing parasites are always right there to collect
the blood FIRST. When the intent is simply to further material
goals or ego acclaim-it
usually falls of its own destfuctian
becausethepeopleatthetopwillmakeitso.
Do I object to her outbursts, insults and total disrespect? No, I find it pathetically amusing and “telling” of
personalities
and pressures being applied. CONTACT is
NOT HER PAPER and the staff has spent absolutely
appalling numbers of hours rewriting and “cleaning up”
for the forest.
You must remember several things- if monies are
touched from grrts, donations or petition made in direct
measure to assist, say, CONTACT-THE
SYSTEM WILL
COME DOWN WITH NICE NEW CHARGES-OF
DOING BUSINESS OR EFFORTING AT DEFRAUDING
ANDMONEY-RAISINGWHILEINCARCERATED.
This
is SERIOUS and would keep him locked away FOREVER.
Remember that Maholy had to ask you to disclaim any
“business” possibilities.
The best thing to do is just to GET HIM OUT and then,
that becomes a
if he does “not perform” on his promisesdifferent matter. But must we always “pre-judge”?
You
must have someone who KNOWS HE CAN BE EFFECTIVE-LET
US ALLOW HIM TO BE SO. Thank you.
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the massive piles of papers sent in and demanded to be
printed in the paper. They are not happy with her but that
is not surprising when she sends more and demands printing while degrading everyone at the paper, and me, who is
NOT at the paper nor has anything to do with the printing
of CONTACT.
She told me to “get my ass from over the
dash board of my ship and back to the controls” where I
belong-so
be it. The “staff’ will do that which it decides.
What it sounds like to me, however, is the planned
back-down of promises and programmed announcement
that there was never intent to produce anything and this is
the manner of “kiss-off’.
When you GIVE something and
then use it as a lever-it
rarely works well. To take back
a gift which has not been seen is hardly a shocker to the
would-be receiver. Don’t hold your breath, for the lady has
been brought under control of “managers”.
Remember the
“Cosmos” debacle? Well the same ones are involved again
and if it was bad then-it
is worse NOW. I do, however,
believe the “bequeathing”
was DONE BY RUSSELL so it
is quite difficult to see how the rules change with the winds
of “others”. So, if there is actually a “bequeath”, how does
another just up and snatch it away? Well, I guess no
bequeath has been forthcoming-yet.
So, please keep on
keeping on and good luck. Just, please, stop asking me to
“DO SOMETHING”
about it for I have no intention of
doing ANYTHING about it-1 have been told-off in no
uncertain terms for simply responding to her own request
for input. I am out-and
kissed-off with explicit terminology that I can understand.
She has said she would bestow
no more of her priceless wisdom and expertise to CONTACT and therefore they honor her wishes.
Perhaps
Treasurygate Green-Light will pick up the offerings but we
have no alternatives
save honoring demands. Again, I do
not speak FOR CONTACT but have met with the Chief
Editor, Chief Journalist AND the Board of the paper, at
their request. So many of the papers have been mammoth,
sometimes because of the massive amount of material
which Grandma demanded be run, that the paper can no
longer AFFORD to even continue the paper. They also
have to make decisions as to how to continue with all drain
and no return. OUR PEOPLE ARE WEARY OF PROMISES WITH ONLY PITS AT THE END OF THE PATHWAY.
TREASURY
GATE
So, the barrage now comes as to Treasurygate and will
that ever happen and thus and so. I DO NOT KEEP UP
WITH IT-I HAVE NO INTEREST IN IT AND IT APPEARS THAT NO, IT WON’T BECAUSE OF THE SAME
PRESSURES AND POWERS PREVENTING REASONABLE FUNCTIONING
OF ANY CITIZENS-EVEN
IF
DOCUMENTS ARE VALID AND AUTHENTIC.
TOO
MANY PARASITES
GET INTO THE PICTURE AND
KILL THE CROP BEFORE HARVEST! No one REALLY
wants REAL help because they might have to admit that
God is VALID and possibly involved. I think “names” do
not nullify GOD, however-or
HIS Hosts. If you think
ripping God’s troops or HIM apart-is
going to serve well,
I would suppose that there might well be surprises in store.
The POINT is to bring back Constitutional
LAW-UNDER GOD-not
just replace the parasites with the even
more egotistical “saviors”.
THERE IS NO GET-SOMETHING-FOR-NOTHING-EVER!
THAT IS SIMPLY ILLUSION!
YOU WILL, FURTHER, GET BACK YOUR
SOVEREIGNTY
BECAUSE IT IS RIGHT AND CONSTZTUTZONAL-NEVER
FOR THE PURPOSE OF COLLECTING SOME MONEY.
THE MONEY IS NICEBUT IS NOT THE POINT.
“But,” you say, “isn’t that what is coming from Jackson?” NO-HE
ALSO GETS SOMETHING IN RETURN
OF INCREDIBLE VALUE! WHAT HE CAN PRODUCE
IS FAR MORE VALUABLE THAN MONEY-SO,
FUNDING WOULD ONLY BE A FRINGE-BENEFIT
FOR OUR
INVESTMENT
IN HIS WELL-BEING.
HE CLAIMS
NOTHING MORE THAN HE IS-AND
THAT, IN ITSELF, IS QUITE REFRESHING TO ME.
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carefully READ the full story on this topic in the last
CONTACT.
There is not much information yet and certainly NOTHING upon which to base release or freedomat this time. THE POINT IS TO GET A FULL STAY OF
EXECUTION
FOR THIS MAN SO THE NEXT STEP
CAN BE EVALUATED.
IF HE IS MURDERED-THERE
IS NO TIME TO INVESTIGATE.
HE SEEMS TO BE
CHARGED WITH TWO MURDERS, NOT ONLY THE
ONE. IT IS SAID HE. IS IN FOR A LIFE SENTENCE
AND AN EXECUTION SENTENCE. THIS IN ITSELF IS
INDEED STRANGE.
The point is to keep the man alive
and out of the death chamber so that investigation can take
place. The Law Center cannot do this without help-from
resources to information
acquisition.
Much depends on
how much the Patriot community will support their own. It
is not the job of the LAW CENTER-OR
ME. However,
if the parasites can simply kill off the victims-there
is NO
HOPE FOR RECOVERY OF THE PATIENT (NATION).

The other is a military MANUAL known generally as
the Concentration Camp Manual.
May God walk with us constantly in HIS Light of
protection because the battle heats and the flak is hard to
sidestep. When the ones at the top who see the destruction
ongoing AS IT IS (for they don’t know), then and only then
will the battle be fought and won. Perfection will not
follow-but
a chance at perfection will be gained along
with freedom and a ridding of the parasitic infestation of
such extent as is now leaking out your lives and souls.
I bid you peace and brotherhood and especially at this
loving time of the year-may
you have insight and appreciate the full GLORY of that which is hidden from you by
the curtain of lies. We are not the parasitic “Flukes” in this
picture, dear ones-your
enemy IS. May you come to see
TRUTH-in
spite of the training and mind-control
used
against you.
Do I HIDE my presence7 No, in fact I have met long
ago with ones, Eisenhower, Baruch, McIntyre and others.
Carter has seen my ships and KNOWS-and
THESE ARE
IMPORTANT
INFORMATION
DOCUMENTED.
I only name these incidents because
I need to be elsewhere now but I will tell you before I YOU ALL KNOW OF THEM. I am alive and REAL, why
close that, there are two documents sitting here of such should I hide from the parasites that have destroyed “my”
value that we must diligently get the information to you. brethren? I have bigger “guns” and TRUTH shall serve me
One is UFOs, THE GRAND DECEPTIONAND
THE COM- sufficiently-as
it will YOU. I don’t look like THEIR
ING NEW WORLD ORDER by Norio F. Hayakawa, Direc- snakes, of which they called themselves “Serpent People”.
tor, Civilian Intelligence
Network, but we have to get I am LIGHT and I AM OF GOD. I am of the HOSTS sent
permission as the document has copyright protection.
I forth to attend and prepare.
You don’t have to believe
would however suggest that this is a major contact and one ANYTHING except that you have problems and they need
which will prove beneficial to “Dave” who visited this area attention-the
rest will be revealed.
last weekend.
Salu.

Latest Waco Shenanigans
Deal Puts Agents Fired In Waco Raid Back On Payroll!
Scott Pelley, Dallas-Pelley
reports that, almost two years after the tragic raid on David Koresh, the Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco t Firearms confirmed today it is reinstating the two commanders it fired for the failure. It is a
stunning reversal, says Pelley, because a Treasury Department inquiry had found Agents Chojnacki and Serabin
[sp?] were neligent, violated orders and lied about what happened. File footage shows Treasury Secretary Bentsen
on Sept. 30, 1993, saying the agents had “erred by failing to abort the mission.”
STEVE GARDNER [sp?],
Serabin’s attorney contended it was unfair for the commanders to be fired when others were in on the raid decision,
saying, “every othkr agent who was in on that decision faced no disciplinary action at all, they may have been
transferred, one was even promoted, but none of them were fired. Four agents were killed and 20 wounded in the
battle. Neither of the raid commanders would comment today, but videotape shows CHOJNACKI at a memorial
service saying, “if you have to die-doing
what you love to do is the way to go.”
Pelley reports that, under the settlement, the agents are demoted to a slightly lower pay grade, but the ATF gives
astonishing concessions:
the agents will get clean reocrds, no mention of disciplinary action; ATF will also pay
attorney’s fees that could cost $50,000 and grant immunity to the agents from any further charges.
It is not clear what the ATF hopes to gain from the settlement, says Pelley, but he concludes that the
reinstatement will stop a hearing that was supposed to appeal the firings- a hearing that would have delved again
into all the details of what went wrong.
- fax received at the CONTACT offices, from B.B., crediting the CBS
Evening News, for Thursday, December 22, 1994.

PROGRAM

STARTING

PACKAGE

1 Bottle Gaiandriana ( 1 Quart)
1 Bottle AquaGaia ( 1 Quart)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each)
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes
COST: $150 (for CONTACTSubscribers &)
$180 (for non-subscribers)

MAINTENANCE

New

Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126

PACKAGE

1 Bottle Gaiandriana( 1 Quart)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 Liters each)
4 Packages Spelt Bread Mix

SNELL
What about Richard Wayne Snell?
[See the Front
Page story of last week’s CONTACT.] The Constitutional
Law Center is hot onto the trail and collecting information.
The point here may well be misinterpreted
if you do not

7

COST:

$90.00

(for

CONTACT

subscribers

%115 (for non-subscribers)

For credit card orders,

call:

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
onlv)

(Call for ordering information
and/or free Catalog)
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” 2x6 ” went to the library and looked up addresses for THE Committee of 17. He couldn ‘tfind anything on A-3 or A-8 or A-12.
addresses, please forward the information to CONTACT forfuture
publication.
Here is what hefound:

A-l,WaltWhitmanRostow-bom7Ckt.
1916inNewYork.
currently Prof. of Econs. and History, Univ. of Texas;
Chairman of the Board and CEO, The Austin Project, 1992-.
Published 30 books.
Address: 1 Wildwind Point
Austin, TX 78746
A-2, Stephen M. Wolf-born 7 Aug. 1941.
Has been CEO of five major airlines.
Is currently CEO of United airlines.
Address: United Airlines, Inc.
19 11 Jefferson Highway
Arlington, VA 22002
A-4, Norman Kingsley Mailer-born 3 1 Jan. 1923. Long Branch, NJ
Dimcted four movies, published 29 books.
Addmss(es): c/o Rembar
19 w. 44th street
New York, NY 10036, or
e/o Random House, Inc.
Authors’ Mail
201 E. 58th Street
New York, NY 10022
A-S, Warren M. Christopher-born
27 Oct. 1925, Scranton, ND.
Member Tri-lateral Commission, secretary of State,
Addles: Depltnmt
of state
2201 C Street, N.W.
washiagton, DC 20520
Tel: (202)647-4000 Fax: (202) 632-5854
Ad, Sir James Michael Goldsmith-born
Addtess:CasaLaLoma
costacuixmala
Jahsw, Mexico

26 Feb. 1933, Paris.

A-7, Jacques Santer-bom
18 May 1937, Wasserbillig.
Prime Minister of Luxembourg.
Address(
Hotel De Bourgogne
4 rut3 De L.a Congregation
L-2910 Luxembourg (off.), or
69 Rue J.-P. Huberty
1742 Luxembourg (Home)
Tel: 478-l (off.)
A-9, Juan Carlos 1, King of Spain-born
Inaugurated King on 22 Nov. 1975.
Address: Palacio De La Zomuelo
Madrid, Spain

5 Jau 1936, Rome.

A-10, Albert0 Kenyo Fujimori-born
President of Peru 1990- .
Address: Office of the President
Lima, Peru

If anyone else

1939, Lima, Peru.

A-l 1, Eduard Amvrosivevich
Shevardnadze-born
25 Jan. 1928
Georgia (Russia).
Long-time Communist leader/politician.
Chairman Supreme Soviet of Georgia; Acting Minister of Defense.
Pub.: The Future Belongs To Freedom, 1991.
Address: Georgian State Council
Tbilisi, Georgia
11 Jan. 1934, Shawinigan,
A-13, Hon. Joseph Jacques Jean Chretien -born
Long-time Liberal leader/politician,
Prime Minister of Canada.
Address: Offtce of the Prime Minister
Langevih Block
Parliament Building
Ottawa, Ont. Kl A OAZ, Can.
A-14, Tomiichi Murayama-born
3 Mar. 1924
Long-time Socialist leader/politician,
Prime Minister
Address: Offrce of the Prime Minister
l-6. Nagata-Cho
Chiyoda -Ku, Tokyo, Japan
Tel: (03)3581-2361

of Japan

A-15, Barbara C. Jordan-born
21 Feb. 1936, Houston, Tex.
Member of 93rd-95th Congress from 18th Dist. Tex.
Host of PBS: TV series “Crisis To Crisis”, 1982.
Elected to African-American
Hall of Fame, 1993.
Address: University of Texas
Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs
Austin, TX 787 13
A-16, Aleksandr Isayevich Solzhenitsyn-born
11 Dec. 19 18, i<ostov-On-Don.
Contracted- later cured of cancer. Exile in Siberia 1953-1957.
Expelled from Russia Feb. 1974. About 24 publications.
Address; c/o Harper and Row, Inc.
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022
A-17 Ronn Jackson
Address: % CONTACT
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

Can.
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many things including the weapons on Zapata 7 that were
also underwav headinn south. He said that Mr. Bush was
a happy camper so &r and would make sure that the
personnel that helped put all that together would be looked
after. (Well, as you can see, they really looked afier me.)
The man told me things that made a lot of sense. He said
that a lot of Americans don’t know up from down. They do
what they are told.
He said that the news media are

The Pipehe

controlled by a few of the chosen, wealthy people who run
the biggest part of this country, and that they, the public,
were like lambs being led to the slaughter house.
As I stood and talked with him, I couldn’t help but
think that in less than 1 hour, the off-loading of drugs that
would soon hit the streets in the United States would
begin. One big game of money, lust, greed. When I sit,
like I am now, and think back on all this, I truly get a knot
XI
in my stomach-a bad feeling. The Madrid radioed US just
after midnight saying that the operation was once again
stay until the Madrid was finished off-loading in Zone II. underway. She gave us a current up-date on weather and
The five of us ate our dinner in the seclusion of the sea conditions. Seas were running at 6 to 8 feet, with a

By Michael
PART
DELTA DAWN ZONE II
As I left you in Chapter X, the storm that played havoc
in the extreme northwest portion of the Gulf of Mexico had
moved inland, allowing Adams, Pena, and myself to evacuate Zapata’s
“Mustang I”, the offshore oil production
platform that was used in the first phase of the delivery of
the drugs.
We would once again board a Huey helicopter that
would fly US to our next command post. Our destination
was the Santa Fe drilling barge, the Choctaw, which was
still anchored 160 miles due s&th of Cameron, Louisiana.
The mother ship, Madrid, had weighed anchor and was
once again underway toward Zone II to prepare for meeting
a total of 24 more shrimp trawlers that came from 4
different states. They came from Galveston, Texas; Sabine Pass,
Texas; Cameron, Louisiana; New Orleans; Morgan City, Louisiana; Biloxi, Mississippi; and Mobile, Alabama.
In this part of the Gulf of Mexico. there is heavy
shipping traffic due mainly to the fact that the mighty
Mississippi
River, America’s largest, empties into the
Gulf just below New Orleans. Ships from all ports of the
globe converge just offshore and await their slots to travel
up the shipping channel to either unload or load up with
goods, commodities, whatever. At times, there can be up
to 25 ships that must wait their turns to be accepted by the
harbor master and given permission to enter the Port of
New Orleans. All these ships waiting in the “outer banks”
makes a perfect cover for a large ship to mull around and
unload drugs during the cover of darkness. On any given
day, weather permitting,
of course, there may be a thousand different ships and smaller boats cruising this area.
The U.S. Customs Service has neither the time nor manpower to investigate all of these vessels that frequent this
part of the Gulf.
We landed on the Choctaw at around noon the same
day. From the air space above the steel heliport, the
Choctaw resembled an ant hill with all the workers performing their individual daily tasks. We were immediately
taken to our quarters, and told that there would be a
briefing in the main conference room just before the evening
meal.
We each had separate staterooms; however the
intense noise of the drilling operation had made it hard to
sleep, so I once again reviewed the codes, call numbers,
G.P.S. locals, and general information about the drop that
would begin the next night at midnight.
At 1400 hours the three of us and two members of
George Bush’s liaison team who worked for Zapata Oil out
of Houston, Texas, met in the conference r.oom to discuss
our progress. I was then told that theMadrid was running
on schedule and would be ready to start supplying the
shrimp trawlers 120 miles south of Galveston, Texas at
midnight.
There would be five shrimp boats that would
pick up bales of marijuana and return to Galveston the
following day. Each boat contained a crew of 5-7 men.
These men would be paid $5,000 each for a total of two
days work.
The Madrid was now on a standard west-east course
used by many ships coming from Mexican ports and running at 12 knots. During the drop, the Madrid would stop
all engines, and go into a free drift for no more than two
hours. This way, if the U.S. Coast Guard or U.S. Customs
sighted the Madrid on their radar they would not dispatch
surveillance planes or ships to investigate.
Everything had
to go as planned.
The smallest error in unloading could
jeopardize the whole operation.
The two men George Bush sent to the Choctaw would

Maholy

conference room. We were to make little or no contact at
all with crew members of the Choctaw for security reasons.
After the fabulous dinner, we all congregated in the control
room, where I called the Madrid by corn-sac radio and
asked her captainto forward her current position and
speed, and give us her E.T.A. for the drop. The Madrid
acknowledged and relayed all necessary data, and I plotted
the course and made entries on my logistic maps. Now I
would contact the smaller shrimp trawlers and get their

I

south-westerly

wind.

Not the perfect unloading

sea, but.

then again, it could have been a lot worse. It took just over
one hour to load the boats from Galveston. Now the boats
from Sabine Pass would load, followed by the boats from
Cameron, Louisiana, and Morgan City, Louisiana, then the
final unloading to the boats of New Orleans and Bilox:,
Mississippi.
I cannot furnish you readers with a map at this time,
due to federal prison rules. If I were to send out any type

Letter From Michael
Dec. 14, 1994

Dear Friends,

Thank you one and all for your recent concern about my well being. Believe me, I am
doing just fine. I am in good health and good spirits as well.
Many of you have written to the prison here, expressing your concern about me from
the recent article on me. I izally appreciate such love and concern,
however, please DONOT write the prison Warden or S.I.S. officer unless I request that you do so. Please.
Although your intentions are good and come out of love and deep commitment of
concern, the B.O.P. views things much different than we do. As I said before, the slightest
thought of wrongdoing or any misconduct inside these walls constitutes the warrant of an
investigation, in which they can hold me in a special housing unite (S .H.U.) as long as they
deem necessary.
If this happens, I will lose a lot of what little privileges I have.
The S.I.S. officer spoke with me today regarding many letters he received. Again, I
am fine, so please DO NOT contact these people unless I request you to do so. Thank you,
and please don’t stop writing to me!
/s/Michael

Maholy

Michael

Maholy
#19365-009
P.M.B.
1000
Tallahassee,
FL 3231

l-3400

coordinates as well.
of maps with any logistic markings on them, they might
It was now nearing zero hour, so I stepped out on the conclude or claim that I was sending out a coded map and
deck of the control tower to have a cigar and cup of coffee. planning some sort of escape.
For the record, I have
When I turned around, one of George Bush’s men ap- absolutely no plans now or ever of attempting to escape.
proached me and wanted to strike up a conversation.
He So let it be written, so let it be done.
told me he was aware of my impressive Naval career and
Adams and Pena appeared to be along for the ride, as
that he thought that I would go places working for Bush they had yet to do anything constructive, other than provide
and North in the capacity I was. He said for a young man security for me. From whom or what, I could not tell.
I sure got around, that I had a good brain for this type of Adams would come to me and talk about some people out
activity. He also stated that I must have pretty good nerves of New Orleans who were going to get some of the drugs.
to be tied up with the people I ran with, naming Seal, He also said that they were the same people that controlled
Hebert and a few others. One thing O.N.I. and the C.1.A much of Algiers and other crime areas of New Orleans.
taught me to do well was listen to others, then decide what The name he had mentioned to me was Carlos Marcello,
is useful or not. It’s just too bad I did not listen to Frank
and he was connected with the Dixie Mafia out of New
Adams when he told me to get out of the business I was in Orleans. Adams said that Ricky (“the Fatman”) Guidrey
before it was too late. “Live and learn,” as my father used and Marcello were partners in a Mr. Shrimp seafood proto tell me.
cessing plant in New Orleans, and that Marcello had two
Anyway, I listened to the man and we talked about crews picking up the drugs from the Madrid.
This was
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another one of those last-minute changes that were all too
frequent in the smuggling business.
We had picture 1.D.s of everyone involved with the
operation, along with much personal data that was provided through sources in the government-sources
that
only people like Bush and North could get their hands on.
Adams related to me that he was somewhat disturbed by
the fact that there were twelve crew members on two boats
out of New Orleans. I told him that he and Pena were the
two specialists
in that department and that, after all the
excitement in Algiers, I would surely get out of the business if I were to get into anything like THAT again-1
didn’t need the money that badly! He just kind of chuckled
and sipped his coffee.
From his background
in the
military he could tell that I was no killer. I was more of a
“bookworm”
kind of guy who, like many of the others
involved in smuggling, was lured by easy money, lust, and
greed.
Adams told me that he and Pena would call in a
chopper and fly back to Belle Chase, Louisiana, to be
waiting at the Mr. Shrimp warehouse, where the drugs
would be taken. The fact that we did not know the crew
members from the Marcello crime family meant that they
would have to be investigated and watched very closely.
Hell, we didn’t even know if the operation had now been
infiltrated.
The chopper was at the Choctaw in less than one hour.
Adams and Pena left and told me that they would keep in
touch with me. As the sun came up that morning, there was
still another change in plans. The off-loading
of drugs
from theMadrid to the smaller shrimp trawlers took longer
than expected.
Therefore, the boats out of Mobile, Alabama had aborted the original plan and now headed further
south into the Gulf of Mexico. I would now have to go back
to the drawing board and set up new G.P.S. logistic positions and E.T.A. points. I would have to plot a course for
the Madrid where they could intercept the shrimp boats
and advise the Madrid of any and all changes of plan.
Another problem was that perhaps the captain of the Madrid
would not go for any changes. I had limited time to do all
this, as the Madrid would soon hit full speed toward the
next drop point near Florida’s Ten Thousand Islands and
the boys from Everglades City.
After another three hours of making changes, I caught
a chopper back into BatonRouge.
Before I left the Choctaw
I contacted Adams at the Mr. Shrimp warehouse in Belle
Chase. He said everything appeared to be O.K. but that he
was waiting for Carlos Marcello and “the Fatman” Guidrey
to drive down from Baton Rouge to go over some details.
Adams informed me that I should get a room at the Ho-Jo
near the airport and wait for him and Pena. They shouldn’t
be more than eight hours. This was a good idea; I could go
over some data, eat, shower and rest before the next leg of
the tour.
I had checked into the Ho-Jo in a nice, comfortable
room. I ordered food brought to my room, as I did not want
to deal with the public at all. I made some phone calls, etc.,
and rested. At nine o’clock that night, the phone woke me
up. It was Adams at the Baton Rouge airport. I caught a
cab and met him and Pena at the airport lounge. The lounge
was busy. We met at the bar and Adams told me that we
would be flying down to Miami’s Opa-Locka Airport with
Barry Seal. Seal was on his way from Mena, Arkansas, and
should meet us within the hour or shortly thereafter.
We had two or three rounds of drinks and then proceeded to the hangar where we waited thirty minutes for
Seal. Since things were delayed, Seal flew us down to
Opa-Locka in a C.I.A.-owned
Lear jet that he had flown
down from Adams Field in Little Rock. Upon arrival at the
Baton Rouge airport the Lear jet was refueled and we
loaded our gear and took off on a southeast heading across
the Gulf of Mexico towards Miami. Barry Seal said, “Let’s
do a fly-by over the Madrid.” So thirty minutes after take
offwe sighted the Madrid some 240 miles out to sea. Since
it might have spooked her, we did not make any contact.
Now we had completed phase II of Operation Delta
Dawn in Zone II. One more unloading and it would be time
for me to go back to my home in the Ozarks.
On a final note to the special, golden-haired liaison in
the shadows of Rainier, good things are in store for the
three bears; they can huff and puff, but they will never
blow a log house down. The eagle is near-ready to land.
Come fly with me.
Your man on the inside,
/s/Michael

THE PHOENIX
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Burbank,Califorriia91510
SlS-769-1071
In the year 1959, Mr. Maxwell began what has become a
lifelong work in the field of religio-political
philosophy. His work
in the field of secret societies and occult orders, both ancient and
modern, along with their mystical symbols and emblems and their
hidden meanings have fascinated audiences across the country.
His exposing of the hidden foundations of Western religion and
political movements has received an eager and positive response
from all audiences. He has lectured and taught privately for many
years. In the year 1989 he was asked by International Research
and Education Society to share his work publicly.
Materials

For Sale:

(1) “Millennium 2000.” Interview with Jordan Maxwell. Secret society plans for the new millennium, 2-hr. video, $25.
(2) “Lucifer 2000-The
New World Order,” Jordan Maxwell
interview, 1-hr. video. Fast-moving insight on the proposed world
government,
$20.
(3) Jordan Maxwell Presents: “The Basic Slide Presentation.”
Sxret society influence on churches, government and culture, 2hr. video, $25.
(4) “The Illuminati/CFR” by Myron Fagan. Best introduction
to “Conspiracy View of History,” audio cassette with written
documents included, 3 hours, $25.
(5) “Stellar Theology and Masonic Astronomy.” An introductory study of the ancient religion of the stars, 130+pages, monograph. A must-read book. $25.
Add $3 shipping & handling on all orders, regardless of size.
Direct your Postal Money Orders (preferred), checks,
or cash to “Jordan Maxwell”.
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indeed.
There do, however, evolve “traits” in groups
which ai.,e gained through tradition, culture and training.
To understand the mind-set of one culture or another-you
MUST KNOW the truth and historical presentation of such
“groups”.
However, to JUDGE or label ANY SINGLE
BEING WITHIN A GROUP BECAUSE OF THE GROUPIS STUPID. Civilization can also be JUDGED-because
it becomes a manifest “thing” made up of a predominance
of thought coalition. It can also become extinct of its own
suicide or it can blossom into the higher reaches of dimensional growth. Which will YOUR civilization become?

FRONT
FULL

We call this portion of a writing or book a “Foreword”
or “Introduction”,
but this is the most important element of
THIS particular volume of information, please.
A lot of this volume will be directly from Eustace
Mullins and will be specifically directed AT a group of
persons. That is NOT intentional in interpretation-for
the
group in point IS NOT a PARTICULAR group-except
by
intention (of ones in the group itself) and circumstance.
MUST
HISTORY

KNOW
FACTS,
AND
PERSONAGES

To discern and judge men and circumstances
you
MUST know TRUTH and, once known, changes in perception and actions can be laid forth in WISDOM.
It is so unfortunate that the term “jew” has become a
definition
of something which does not exist AS ACCEPTED THROUGH REPRESENTATION.
It is EXACTLY the same as the “false” “christ”ians who vote in or
out morality and draw blood simply because it is AGAINST
something
“they” do not like or in which they do not
believe. One is equally invalid in God’s eyes and intent. A
horrible deed by anyone is no lesser WRONG by another.
So, right up front here, let us come to the understanding
that what is. presented is for information-not
JUDGMENT of any race, color or people-only
a look at CREED
and intent.
CATEGORIZATION
It becomes impossible,
as definitions
of terms and
words are changed to suit a given situation or clan, to
dctine or place into categories that which is undefinable.
When we speak of “jewish” or “Jewish” or “jew” or “Jew”
you are mislabeling
the WHOLE in favor of a FEW who
have made a decision to call themselves a given label. It
does not make it truth or just-it
simply IS and no more.
As groups of experiencing people are followed through
history there is always the perceived “good” and “bad”.
Well, I cannot tell the difference in the murdering Jews or
the murdering Christians!!
Even the bigotry against the
Native American came WITH the interjected malcontents
and greed-mongers.
And, in EVERY instance, the INTENT is to cause the whole to appear as the few-and
some
groups are better at this deception than are other sleeping
citizens. A black man who hates the white ho&es simply
because they are white-is
as undiscerning
as any other
and so, too, is the opposite true. Mankind is made UP OF
INDIVIDUALS!
A Society can be judged because it is
made up of a compiled set of standards by many individuals. To “judge” all on the basis of the few-is
foolish

GOAL

INTENT

Throughout history have come the ones who would
rule the world and would rule it in a most Anti-Christian
manner. They would grab all the property at any cost (even
to themselves) AND they are the would-be KINGS who
feed off the remainder of any producing society.
To gain their ends they will utilize whatever is available and allowed by the “victims”. In the current situation,
say, in. America .as a good example, the working “middle
class”, made up of any and every rat;, creed, color and
lineage, is stripped to feed. the controlling non-working
slave-masters.
The poor and lesser minority groups are
exploited in a very different way which is DECEPTIVE in
actuality for it appears to be charitable-but
it is called
“welfare” and knows no individual races, etc. If the Elite
can take from the producers and thrive themselves while
placing the poor at the mercy of those same middle class
providers-soon
you have a state of full enslavement for
when the producers cannot longer produce enough, the
poor cannot survive and the slave-masters HAVE EVERYTHING-USUALLY
INCLUSIVE OF YOUR SOULS.
They too, however, will have to move on because a stripped
and dying nation is of little value to the parasitic “takers”.
America is at the door of that event-today.
a
NO

MORE

PAINFUL

WRITINGS?

CHOICE.
Those who are not Christians are anti-Christ just as
those who call themselves Christians but believe on the
things “against” the truth and love of God-are
antiChrist. I am, therefore, the opposing team against the antiChrist team for they practice and believe in the sensing
fleshly acquisitions at all, or any, cost-to another. That is
against the Holy Laws of God and against the Laws of The
Creation-in
EVERY in.&nce-no
matter who practices
such activities and beliefs. The actualizing of such systems of belief are yours to make or believe, allow or
disallow-but
it is within SELF that the only TRUTH OF
THE CONFRONTATION
RESIDES.
MAN

S CRUEI.TY

UNJ.LMITED

Man’s cruelty to man is recognized from time’s beginning perception.
Why? I suppose to allow you to discern
your own path and growth. Certainly to hold technology in
practice is beautiful if used correctly-i.e.,
refrigeration is
certainly better than spoiled food. Abundance and assets
are wonderful-but
not jusrto hold power and ego gried
over another.
Gold is wonderful as a treasure-but
the
LOVE of gold bears first the evil cravings of physical man.
PEOPLE

GET

NAMED

People by any color or race will be reared in the habits
of the guardians and you cannot label a child except by that
which he PRESENTS-especially
as he presents as an
adult. Moreover, expect that child to be the direct product
of his teachings-he
has no other way to grow. Often,
however, the wisdom whichcomes with the child’s birthing
will allow the child to break away and SEE errors of his
elders. It is a blessing when this happens-for
it holds no
line of religious strings or bindings. He sees, finally, right
because a thing is right, or wrong because a thing or action
is wrong- not a listing in a rulebook of some sect or that
of another.

SO WHO IS THE ENEMY?
Christmas and other holiday celebrations are upon you
and the glory of one group may well not be that of another.
YOU! Man weeps, becomes insane and agonizes over
One major focus is Jewish-which
celebrates lamps buming and honors WAR.
The other is Christmas. which his wrongs. No one need have other than peace withinover his goodness! Think about it, please.
honors birth and Peace. I did not make these definitionsIs a gift of a thing good or bad? There is no answer for
this is what is factual about history. Each has traditions
and lately it is impossible to tell one from the other. Is this REASON and INTENT are the only guidelines. To accomgood? No, because it matters nqt what is being touted, the plish an act of wrongness to get a giA or to receive a giftEVERY circumstance.
The “mofacts are that the goals are not SUPPOSED TO BE THE is ultimately painful-in
ment” is never enough to negate the wrong. One who lives
SAME! One honors Christ’s birth-the
other a celebration
and allows wrong actions to prevail as if they are goodof that which precipitated death-to
someone.
from within-ALWAYS!
IT IS SIMPLY
Am “I” a Christ“ian”?
Yes; I am NOT a “Jesusian” or ness-rots
“Jesuit”.
Do I honor the one, Jesus? Yes, because “he” NEVER ENOUGH TO LIVE GOODLY “SOME” OF THE
EVEN “MOST” OF THE TIME. INTENT IS
represents that which you consider valid representation of TIME-OR
a Christed being of some 2000 years ago. But, dear ones, WITHIN THE LIVING IN GOODNESS ALL OF THE
if physical expression is a manifested thought (OF GOD) TIME IF PEACE AND ABUNDANCE BE THE GOALFOR ABUNDANCE WITHOUT JOY IN THE HAVING IS.
THEN THERE IS ONLY PERCEPTION OF A “THING”
OR “EXPERIENCE”.
The past is memory, the future is WORTHLESS IN ULTIMATE REALITY.
anticipation
and only the present is a fleeting experience
JS THERE
within mind PERCEPTION.
This is not some gaudy theory
TRULY
A GOD?
which is necessary to PROVE by ones who invent atomic
bombs and use their scientific THEORIES (so far proven to
I suggest to answer this one you simply look and listen
be incorrect) for physically destructive purposes.
to those who claim there is no such thing and that Angels,
The choices come right down to INDIVIDUAL
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are coincidences
of some kind. IF YOU BELIEVE IN
GOD, YOU BELIEVE IN THAT WHICH HAS POWER
TO BRING PEACE-AND
YOU ARE SIMPLY HONORING AND RESPECTING THAT WHICH ALLOWED
YOUR MANIFESTATION
AT ONSET.
Whether or not you LIKE it, the FACTS ARE-YOU
(and I) are the PROJECTED AND MANIFEST THOUGHT
OF GOD-IN
LIGHT. If you cannot recognize that higher
POWER-you
have no refueling point in your experience-you
simply have nothing from which to draw when
the person is overwhelmed
by circumstance.
Magic
miracles won’t convince-only
a “knowing” experience
within can offer conviction.
Argument only makes the
confronting party more credible.
FACTS

OF

TECHNOLOGY

You ALL wish to define in absolutes those things
which are not “absolutes”.
You want to PROVE by YOUR
METHODS, for instance, that I, as a Host of God, am valid.
I am valid if I am nothing more than a “thought” form.
However, if you have any reasonable comprehension
of
God and practice in a physical interchange-I
suggest you
can assume that if there are little bad energies in spacesuits, there MUST BE GOODLY BRETHREN AS WELL!
BIGOTS
Dharma is pained for ones leave our circle of friendships and stop reading our messages-“BECAUSE
YOU
ARE NOTHING BUT BIGOTS AND HATE-MONGERS.”
How so? We print historical fact and, in addition, that fact
is written by people right on your place. The facts are right
there-so
WHO IS THE BIGOT? Is it the one who offers
that which is written and historic-or
the one who turns
away IN BIGOTRY “against” us for whatever we are or
offer? MY SERVICE IS UNTO THE JEW AND THE
GENTILE-ALL
COLORS, ALL CHILDREN OF GOD.
How am I the bigot??
If you are of Godly intent-you
do not read our presentations as hate or ill-mongering.
If you, however, do not
face the parties who have come to rule your worldTHROUGH THE SATANIC ACTIONS OF PHYSICAL
MASTERS-you
have NO WAY to change that which you
perceive to be WRONG. No way! Reclaim your Constitution? From what? From whom? Why? These questions
MUST BE ANSWERED lest you never know your enemy,
and if you know not the enemy and GO TO WAR, might
you well kill your own friend7 That is called “friendly tire”
and it happens ALL THE TIME! If you replace ones in your
government (which you just did) with those who are worse
or at the least, equally “bad”, what have you done7 You
have compounded your own problems and saved NOTHING. It can be a “start” in the right direction-but
only if
you KNOW what direction to travel. You cannot reach
New York from California by going to Mexico-unless
you
Sometimes that sort of journey
are on the tourist route.
may well be necessary but it surely is a “time waster” ifyou
are in a hurry.
CAN
FROM

RIGHT
COME
“A”
WRONG?

No-but
people can CHANGE from wrongness into
righteousness!
If a man journeys along and realizes his
errors-he
can changi.
That and only that will save your
necks in the present political circumstances.
There are
some who have simply gotten wealthy and served because
it seemed the way to go. When they realize it is not the way
to fulfillment--they
CAN AND WILL change in intent.
Always the prayer and hope is that they change in goals as
well. It is up to YOU to take the opportunity and turn it into
goodness at every opportunity-no
one will DO IT FOR
YOU.
Frequently an act of “wrong” intent evolves into that
which is goodness and “right” but it bears not the same
“DNA” seed.
Rarely, however, does a random act of
“right” present ‘Lwrongness”.
Each experiencing
PERSON decides his lineage and
his inheritance.
GOD ALLOWS!
i
INTERFERENCE
Last evening I asked this little bunch to watch a few
films which had been sent by friends or readers. There get

to be many and “time” is saved by sharing viewing. One
was on the subject of Jews as presented by the Historical
Society and dealt with traditions
and biological
presentation. It related much of what will be presented from
research in this volume.
It is a biological focus-and
shows a traditional mode of action and intent. Unfortunately, the prevailing characteristics
seem to label the
“whole” for even within the groupings there is no ALLOWANCE to%ecome anything else in intent of actionsfor the ruling elders FORBID such education and learning.
It is the same as mind-control in any circumstance. WorseTHE SAME ONES CONTROL THE VERY MIND-CONTROL PROGRAMS
OF TECHNOLOGY,
MILITARY
AND GOVERNMENTS-THE
SAME NAMES, THE
SAME LINEAGE, THE SAME INTENT!
Another film dealt with the Montauk Mind Control
PROJECT(s).
To the viewers it was more incredibly
horrifying for it was done by “good Americans”. No, it was
done by the SAME ELITE and EVIL parties as started in
the very dankest Evil places of Satan. The scientists came
right out of the German/Jewish
community and, through
the Elite, established these unbelievably
EVIL programs
and projects. It is interesting-but
I find it degrading and
beyond Satanic.
Yes indeed, there was at one instance a major interference by Pleiadians whose very craft was brought into the
underground at Montauk. THE EVIL FOISTED OFF ON
THE CREW AND THE ONGOING “MONTAUK BOYS”’
PROGRAM WAS THE MOST HORRIBLE THOUGHT
THAT THE EVIL MIND OF MAN COULD CONJUREAND YES INDEED, WE BLEW OUT EVERY CIRCUIT
IN THEIR DAMNED FACILITY.
DID IT STOP THE
ACTIONS?
NO! BUT MAN WILL PAY DEARLY IN
INSANITY, REMORSE AND UNGODLY “HELL” OF
BEING FOR THOSE LITTLE GAMES UPON THE BEING AND SOUL OF MAN.
Did they produce monsters7 I would guess so-THEY
WERE THE MONSTERS WHO PRODUCED THE REFLECTION
OF THEIR OWN MINDS-AND
PROJECTED IT INii) MANIFESTATION.
Insanity will not
SAVE these ones-for
MEMORY will be restored for their
actions-and
death or insanity shall not save them from the
confrontation of their actions and intents. Misrepresentation of the actions and actuality of the installations
and
programs will not help, either.
For ones who think they had “loved ones” innocently
involved in those programs-forget
it and FACE IT. The
ones willingly involved were EVIL IN INTENT and no
manner of whitewash will make it otherwise. Evil coalitions were made with the most evil energies of the Cosmic
realms-and
it is not just “interesting” or “psychic searching” or anything else by cute names-IT
IS PURELY
EVIL. TO COMMIT EVIL IN THE NAME OF SCIENCE
IS WORSE THAN JUST BEING EVIL-BECAUSE
IT
DESTROYS GOODNESS MORE SURELY THAN ALL
OTHER APPROACHES.
THERE ARE VERY FEW “SCIENTISTS” YOU WILL MEET IN MY CREW-FROM
YOUR LITTLE PLAY.
Do I infer that Einstein, for instance, was not valid7
Einstein was valid-his
work invalid and incorrrct-right
to his “Theory of Relativity”.
IT IS WRONG! He did,
however, allow for the unleashing of the worst single thing
on your planet-the
atomic bomb. Einstein was a devoted
Zionist One World Intender! He is unworthy to even touch
the hem of Russell’s or Tesla’s garments. Isaac Newton,
likewise, was a mispresenter-and
an ELITIST.
YOU
ARE FED THE LIES AND ACCEPT IT AS IF IT BE
GOSPEL. IN FACT, YOU ACCEPT “THE GOSPELS” AS
IF THEY BE TRUTH. YOU LIVE THE LIE AND NEVER
SEEM TO 0BJEC;T AND, WHEN THERE IS OBJECTION, IT IS MOSTLY AS EQUAL TO THE ORIGINAL
LIE AS THE LIE ITSELF IN THE FIRST PLACE.
Well, what do I think of Steven Hawking?? I think he
is magnificent.
Not for what he has proven but for what he
admits is unprovable-the
Universe, God and the Cosmos.
He has concluded that physical expression is merely a
“thoughtform” of HIGHER SOURCE and when you reach
that conclusion-you
HAVE IT! ALL OTHER CALCULATIONS BECOME FOOLISH AND STUPID.
YOU
CANNOT MEASURE ACCURATELY-THOUGHTESPECIALLY OF w!
It can be accomplished-but
not
by man at your level of primitive coexistence with THE
EVIL MASTER.
The truth may well be known and expressed-but
it will NOT be allowed to reach your sheltered eyes and ears!

THE PHOENLX
RONN

PROJECT

JACKSON

Oh my, readers, you each quander and ponder on Ronn
Jackson. Is he some kind of enigma? No-but
he is going
to be. He is just a man with a past, present and assumed
future. What he does with it is that which will become a
gift or a tragedy. If you have p!%ential fuel for your car in
a can with gasoline-do
you put it in your car when you
need it or do you assume it is not sufficiently octaned for
your preference7 Why don’t I just tell you all about this
man7 Why should I-he already has done so. If you want
somebody else to do your job-so
be it. Disappointments
are more dastardly to the one who expects ANOTHER TO
SOLVE HIS PROBLEMS.
IF YOU WANT SOMEONE
DARING ENOUGH TO HELP YOU ACCOMPLISH A
JOB OR TWO-I
THINK YOU WILL HAVE A REAL
DEVOTED COMPATRIOT!
What is MY relationship with Ronn Jackson?? MINE!
What is my relationship with Grandma7 I don’t have one.
So be it.
Each item of attention in life comes with several facets
of possibility.
When you are able to consider the many and
discern the best as perceived in educated knowledge and
then judge the action to be attempted-in
wisdom-then
you will have grown. In not acting with discernment, you
fail to become educated and wise-and
you will not have
“lived’‘-you
will simply have been “somebody else’s”
pawn in “his” play. It is then that you become a parasiteof LIFE. You simply exist from the actions and script of
another. Ponder it.
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
December 23, 1994
May your thoughts guide you well.
This volume shall be called:

AND

FLUKES
OTHER PARASITES

YOU TOO MAY BE ONE
AND DO NOT KNOW IT!
A parasite is that which lives “off” of something else.
It helps to isolate the invaders who live off you and those
who represent that which lives off of society-which
is
also YOU. Ifyoufit the category of one or the other-look
at it carefully and consider a good cleansing change of
attitudes andactions. Either way the intelligent approach
is to understand, define, diagnose and then heal self and
society. Remember-parasites
take on another’s identity
so that they are not suspect-do
notjump to conclusions
lest ye be WRONG.
DEDICATION
TO ALL HOSTS AND TO ALL PARASITES-MAY
THE BEST MAN WIN!
Just as a Hawk or an Eagle can be trained to eat grain
rather than kill of the living creatures-so
too can Human
Parasites grow into Host qualification
specifications
by
changing attitudes.
So be it.

11KARGASOK TEA 1
A DELICIOUS HEALTHY BEVERAGE AND
HISTORICAi REMEDY FROM
THE FAR EAST
2 LITERS $6.00
PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING
(Call No0 Guiu at 1400439442
for ordering
information and/or free Catalog)
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KnowThe Real Problems
BeforeTrying”To Fix Things
12/24/94

#l

HATONN

CHRISTMAS

EVE

arrows
“their”

and the just-as-quickly
demands to run MORE
stuff and “get the stupid people moving”.

[QUOTING
Dear Ones, on this holiday eve-why
would you not
enjoy the wonderful feelings of brotherhood
and beauty? It
matters in no way “who” might be what-can
you not pause
for a bit and renew?
People complain that I only bring bad news of things
buried and “it is bad enough already without bringing the rot
out of the closets”...and
so on. I UNDERSTAND
YOUR
FRUSTRATION
AND WISHES-BUT,
IT IS MY JOB,
CHELAS.
IF I BE BUT ANOTHER PRESENTER
OF
NOTHING SAVE PLATITUDES
AND FURTHER COVERING OF THAT WHICH CAN BE YOUR EDUCATION, I AM NO FURTHER
AHEAD
THAN YOUR
WORST ENEMY. The facts are that I know your enemy
and you do not yet all KNOW.
I had a note yesterday
which objected to my always
making you readers feel “stupid’‘-and
then a petition to stop
running all the insulting garbage and get on with running the
rest of the Ronn Jackson material. Would it not be wonderful
to be able to do that-just
run a “novel” without true names
and tales. Oh, the writings are BASED on activities but any
intelligent writer would NEVER give information which will
get himself silenced.
We do what we can with limited funds,
time, personnel
and space.
Ronn will get his stories into
print-already
The Death Of Camelot is moving into the
hands of Wally Gentleman,
the motion picture producer,
writer and director.
I get complaints that Ronn cannot be what he claims to
be or he would certainly “do” things differently and yet gets
furious when confronted.
Well, he is in prison, what more is
there to be said? You want my confirmation
when I have
nothing more than do you-for
we try to keep you updated.
These complaints are backed up with such as arrived this
morning
from AN ANONYMOUS
“faxer”-and
I would
share. I have no idea from where it arrived. It is typical of
the frustrations
and we also go through the pits of despair at
seemingly endless thwarts, angry brothers who, like this one,
announce that he/she is going to “stop faxing to you people
as of today!”
Is this to CONTACT, Hatonn, Ken Vardonwho? I suppose that is OK with me. But the “faxers” and
“writers” obviously do not mean what they say, i.e., Grandma
wrote scathing and abusive letters and said that her writing
of that day was the LAST. We honored that and yet, yesterday, came pages upon pages of stuff to be run in the paper as
her “holiday” package. Thank you but no thank you. I do not
run the paper and when I am told in abusive and unprintable
language to “kiss off’-1
do. What the Editors do is their
business but since they are included in the abuse-they
don’t
feel too hot about the connections.
People who do this to
us-DO
NOT READ THE MATERIAL
AND ASSUME
THEMSELVES
TO KNOW IT ALL-SO
BE IT.
This letter from “no name” is obviously intended to be
sent forth so all of you could “shape up” and go to war.
Moreover, the war should be fought over a handful of patriots
or hapless victims being damaged.
How many would be
damaged
if you went to a gun-battle
war?
And “1” am
supposed
to be the dullard.
What have we here?
Ones
willing to push you off into WAR with mass murder to
selves?
Yes indeed.
I do not think any of you “stupid” and certainly if you are
ongoing readers you do not think of us as either bigots or
superior thinking, stupid pronouncing judges. For my people
I offer the following, not to confront the writer, but to allow
you to see the frustrations
dumped on this crew, the insulting

(as received,

of

errors and all!):]

I SAT IN MY HOME THE PAST FEW MONTHS ABSORBING A FEW POINTS OF FOOD FOR THOUGHT!
WACO, TEXAS: 86 PREMEDITATED
MURDERS:
JONESTOWN, GUYANA: 914 PREMEDITATED
MURDERS:
GORDON KAHL, PAUL WILCHER: MURDERED:
RANDY WEAVER’S
TRAGEDY.
WIFE, SON AND
DOG MURDERED:
W H 0 S E N E X T?‘?‘???‘??
W.W.1&2, KOREA, VIETNAM OR ANY OTHER WAR
OR POLICE ACTION.
ALL PRE-PLANNED!
WITH THE
AFTER THOUGHT OF USHERING IN THE NEW WORLD
ORDER AND TAKING OUT CHRISTIANITY,
THE BILL
OF RIGHTS AND OUR BELOVED CONSTITUTION!!!!!!
WHAT IN THE HELL ARE YOU WAITING FOR
AMERICA?
I AM GETTING
REAL SICK AND DISGUSTED!!!!!
SO I WILL JUST SAY KISS!
KEEP
IT SIMPLE
STUPID
DOES THIS RING A BELL WITH YOU SO CALLED
PATRIOTS?
ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS, MARCHING OFF TO WAR!
THESE MORONS SHOOTING AT THE WHITE HOUSE IS
A BAD JOKE!
DID ANYONE EVER HEAR OF A HIGH POWERED
RIFLE AND SCOPE?
IN VIETNAM WE WERE CALLED
SNIPERS, NOT TERRORISTS!!!!!!!!
FIGHT FOR CHRISTS’ SAKE AND OUR HUMANITY
AND FREEDOM!
OR JUST LAY DOWN AND LET THE
ATF KICK YOUR DOORS & TEETH IN!
YOU ARE WASTING TIME AND PRECIOUS LIVES
WITH THIS LEGAL BULLSHIT
OF RECALL,
C.G.C.,
COMITTEE OF WHOEVER, OR CHARGES OF TREASON
& IMPEACHMENT!
LACK OF ACTION IS THE BIGGER CHARGE OF
TREASON IN AMERICA!
I STOP FAXING TO YOU PEOPLE AS OF TODAY! DO
ANYTHING TO TURN THE N.W.O. AROUND AND SPELL
IT NOW
NOW
NOW
[END OF QUOTING]
“In Christ’s
name...” 777 Hasn’t enough foolishness
taken place and enough lives poured out on the battlefields
in “Christ’s
name”?
Christ has nothing to do with war,
blood-letting,
murder, shooting, stabbing, starving, beating
and thus and so. Christ was called THE KING OF WISDOM!
He did not spend his “months” pondering his a
and working up murder in his heart against the enemy. But
his people did and got HIM HANGED FOR IT. You play
right into the enemy’s hands by such rousing and calling to
arms! It appears the writer would have all of you “so called
patriots” and “Americans” go to war and get killed but he/she
is too frightened of the enemy, even perhaps “me”, to append
a name’? Come on, readers.
This is not to chastise the
writer-but,
rather, to cause you to “think”.
I agree that all the activities going on so far, are pretty
useless EXCEPT FOR ONE MAJOR THING-you
are communicating, working and BECOMING INFORMED.
With an
informed public and citizenry-YOU
CAN ACHIEVE YOUR
GOALS-AND
LEAVE THE BLOODSHED
TO THE ENEMY! DO YOU WANT POSITIVE RESULTS OR DO YOU

WANT WAR??
IT BOILS RIGHT DOWN TO THAT
CHOICE-FOR
IF YOU HAVE WAR YOU WILL SURELY
BE DESTROYED.
YOU CANNOT POSSIBLY IMAGINE.
THE TECHNOLOGY READY TO BE USED AGAINST YOU.
IF WE BORE YOU WITH ONGOING INFORMATION,
SEEMING TO SINGLE OUT GROUPS OR ACTIVITIES,
PLEASE ALLOW SOME INPUT AND RESEARCH ON THE
SUBJECT INSTEAD OF WORKING INTO A FRENZY OF
VIOLENCE.
What is IN this CONSTITUTION which YOU WISH TO
SIDESTEP
IN VIOLENCE??
RECLAIM
WHAT FOR
WHOM?? IF YOU BREAK ALL THE LAWS OF GOD AND
CONSTITUTION ARE YOU ACTUALLY BETTER THAN
THE ENEMY WHOM YOU KNOW NOT??
This person was in Vietnam? Who knows! But I suspect
so for these are the very things which WERE BRAINWASHED
INTO THE MINDS OF THE PARTICIPANTS
TN THAT
NON-WAR. THE TRAINING WAS “TESTED” FULL-BORE
IN VIETNAM FOLLOWING KOREA EXCHANGES.
EACH
ENCOUNTER HAS BEEN A TESTING GROUND FOR INTRODUCTION
OF DISEASE AND MIND-CONTROL.
If
you don’t know WHO has precipitated
this evil on mankind-you
might as well shoot everybody-for
it will be the
very last ones suspected of such atrocity. You will find that
the most unlikely culprit is the very CHRISTIAN CHURCHES
which are infiltrated
and the teachers/preachers
are fully
hoodwinked
or outright involved.
Did anyone watch ANCIENT MYSTERIES last evening
about the birth of Jesus?
Even the quotes at the beginning
“...and his name will be Jesus” is not even
were wrong.
remotely so-even
Isaiah said his “name will be Immanuel”.
The whole story is only fragments of myths and tales abounding in the day-70
to 300 years AFTER JESUS. Do I bash
this as total lie? I could-but
why would I do so? It is
important
for man to have something
to cling to in his
growth.
The nativity is mentioned in only two gospels and
Even at best it would be recollecnever from “first parties”.
tions of stories told by the participant himself and 2000 years
can dull the memory-or
replace it.
STOP it, people.
The CONCEPT is that which is at
point.
A “virgin” in those days was not even considered
anything save a “young woman”.
BLIND faith is exactly
“that’‘-BLIND.
IT IS THE CONCEPT OF GOODNESS
WHICH IS IN POINT HERE. The fact is that the ENEMY of
mankind and Christ WROTE the stories for your further
blinding.
Can you not accept Christ and God NOW and stop
living 2000 years ago? The name of this game is “getcher
soul” and the enemy is a long way out front!
To get the immoral, egotistical scoundrel in the White
House is only to worsen the problem-you
have to GET THE
CULPRITS
BEHIND THE SILLY THRONE.
AND NOBODY WANTS TO BE ACCUSED OF BIGOTRY IN NAMING THEM-JUST
GO TO WAR AGAINST THE SILLY
“FRONTS” AND PUPPETS.
DO

I

MEAN

JEWS?

No, no more than I mean that all whites are as insane in
warped thought as is Clinton.
He is simply the “picture” of
a “white” goyim (gentile) even though he is certainly not a
Christian or anything else worthy of the name.
He is the
worst example of a PARASITE feeding off power and your
blood.
THE VERY POINT HAS BEEN TO ESTABLISH SUCH
CONFUSION THAT YOU CANNOT HAVE ANY WAY TO
KNOW YOUR ENEMY-HE
LOOKS, TASTES, FEELS AND
EXISTS LIKE YOU-SO
YOU HAVE TO LOOK AT AC-
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You ‘voted in” things which the “enemy” does and now
claim RIGHTS for their behavior-so
just WHO is the
“bad guy”? Now God of Goodness is going to come down
and “utterly defeat the armies of darkness”.
WHO ARE
THE ARMIES OF DARKNESS???
WHO ARE YOU
GOING TO SHOOT AT??
THE EARLIER WRITER
CALLED “YOU” THE “ONWARD
CHRISTIAN
SOLDIERS”...!
WHO ARE YOU GOING TO MURDER?
WHO IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE EVIL COME UPON
MANKIND?
ARE YOU PURE IN THOUGHT, HEART
AND SOUL OR DO YOU ALSO WANT TO GO TO WAR
AND MURDER THE BASTARDS
THAT “YOU” DECIDE ARE THE EVIL CREATURES?
WHO IS THE
WORST CRIMINAL-THE
ONES WHO FOLLOW ORDERS OR THE ONES WHO ORDER-AND
ALLOW
THE MAKING OF RULES AND LAWS WHICH ALLOW EVIL AND PROTECT THE EVIL AND THE PERPETRATORS
OF THAT EVIL?1
Jesus Christ will bind Satan and cast him into the
bottomless pit, at which time he will clean up the planet and
[QUOTING:]
reign and rule for one thousand years (Revelation 20). [H:
How are you going to recognize this master magician?
We
JESUS:
PSYCHIC
OR
PROPHET?
come as Hosts and after eight years of full disclosurcyou denounce me, for instance, as a reptilian snake from
[H: I can assure you that HE wasNEITHER!]
outer space cadet school or a fake or a liar or, or, or....
Alarming Propaganda
or Astonishing Predictions?
by JUST HOW ARE YOU GOING TO KNOW WHEN THE
Dr. Jack and Rexella Van Impe, Produced by Jack Van Impe
DAY ARRIVES?
OH, I SEE-CHRIST
WILL BE ON
Ministries,
Box 7004, Troy, MI 48007.
Two-85 min. VHS THE CLOUDS AND SUCK YOU UP AND MAKE EVtapes.
ERYTHING
HAPPY EVER AFTER-EXCEPT
FOR
Reviews by Pastor R. Dean McNeese, First Baptist
SATAN,
OF COURSE,
IN THE BOTTOMLESS
PIT.
Church, Lawley, FL.
BUT HOW ARE YOU GOING TO DECIDE WHETHER
THIS ONE OR THAT ONE IS TOSSED IN WITH HIM?
THE
BATTLE
OF
ARMAGEDDON
WELL, LUCKY YOU-PASTOR
MC NEESE AND THE
VAN IMPES WILL DO THAT FOR YOU.]
The prevailing question in the twentieth century, among
At the end of the one thousand years God will judge all
philosopher
and scholar alike, is centered around the end of sinners (Rev. 20:12, Hebrews 9:27). [H: Well, I guess YOU
the world. Many scoff and scorn the idea that the world will don’t have to worry much-you
don’t even know the day
come to a catastrophic
end, yet even in their ridicule, a to celebrate this Jesus’ birthday and didn’t even after
twinge of doubt and fear is present in their souls. Novels are less than 70 years had passed. JUST WHO IS GOING TO
written and movies are produced portraying various suggesBE JUDGED?
AT THE RATE YOU ARE BEING DEtions of how it all may end. However, the Word of God, the STRUCTIVE
THERE
LIKELY
WON’T
BE MANY
Holy Bible, presents
us with a clear picture of that final
SAINTS OR SINNERS AROUND THAT DAY-AFTER
story.
[H: Clear picture??
For 2000 years or ioflnity
A THOUSAND
YEARS-IF
ANYONE
CAN COUNT
CORRECTLY-NO
ONE HAS THUS FAR.
I am not
(whichever seems to come first) nobody has had a “clear
making fun of anything-THIS
IS SERIOUS thought
picture” of anything written in that “Holy Bibh”-espePlease use your brains while reading
cialiy the dreams of John the Revelator who never even material, readers.
did that
SAW Jesus. What was it that made that man “John” so for GOD did not create a bunch of suckers-you
all-fired believable?
He spoke in visions and today you job all by yourselves!J and then dissolve the world with tire
Those who submitted
to the Lordship of
would string up the villain with electric wires. Why has (Rev. 21:1-5).
this story come forth? BECAUSE THE ENEMY OF GOD Christ and obeytd the gospel message will be spared, but
those who rejected Christ will be condemned eternally (Heb.
WANTED YOU TO ACCOMPLISH
EXACTLY WHAT
[H: Matthew who? If I said,
IS PRESENTED FOR YOU TO ACCOMPLISH-AT
ANY IO:26-29, Matthew 2548).
“Well, Matthew told me that you are going to be drowned
FOOLISH
COST.]
again”-would
you believe It? Well, why do you believe
The question was recently posed to this writer concernsomeone whose name you don’t even KNOW from 2000
ing the Battle of Armageddon,
mentioned mainly in Revelation 19:11-21 and Ezekiel [H: And just Uwhen” was the years ago? Because you are supposed to believe the lies,
Book of Ezekiel written
and much less, when was it friends!
SOMEBODY has kept the myths going in spite
half-truths
and instructions
for your
printed?
AND BY WHOM?
THE SAME ONES WHO of the non-truths,
Every year those tales are given “revelation”
PRINTED REVELATION!!!
THAT’S WHO!] Chapters 38 behavior.
and 39. Will the world end soon? Will there actually be a and updating, retranslation and on and on and pu and you
as if they were augreat world battle between the forces of GOD and Satan? [H: paddle along after the perpetrators
thority. They are foolish and you become most foolish in
YEP, RIGHT NOW! YOU JUST DIDN’T KNOW WHAT
the processing.]
THE WEAPONS WOULD BE-DID
YOU? YOU STILL
Secondly, where is the location of this great battle? In
DON’T.]
the Valley of Megiddo (Ezekiel 38 & 39), not far from the city
Revelation 21:l prophesie? there shall be a new heaven
of Nazareth, in the Palestinian area. [H: Anybody want to
and a new Earth, because the first heaven and first Earth
shall be passed away. ZZPeter 3:7,ZO declare that God will bet?]
We have
Lastly, when will this battle take place?
soon destroy the universe because of the wickedness
and
rebellion of man against God. How does the terrible awe- already noted the specific time will be at the close of the
seven years; which thought presents a second question: when
some Battle of. Armageddon
tit into the picture?
is the time of the seven years? Again, we go to the Word of
Firstly, what is the Battle of Armageddon?
Revelation
God for the answer. InMatthew Chapter 24, [H: Looks to me
19:11-21’ at the end of the tribulation
period: the terrible
seven years of Satanic rule on planet Earth, when God has like you are going to the word of Matthew again- what
does that have to do with the Word of GOD?] the 12
taken the believers of Christ to heaven and has withdrawn
disciples [H: You mean those good buddies who didn’t
His powerful restraining
hand on the forces of evil. (Study
Daniel, ZZ Thessalonians
and Revelation.)
At the end of even bother to STAY AWAKE WITH JESUS THE NIGHT
Jesus, “What shall
those seven years (described
in Revelation 6-Z8) the devil BEFORE HIS MURDER?] questioned
be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world?” Jesus
will have gathered the armies of the world to come against
gave them an extensive answer (study Matthew 24). [H: By
the Jews at Jerusalem.
At this point in time, the LORD Jesus
Christ will emerge from heaven with his angelic army (ZZ the way, there are at least 29 KNOWN GOSPELS while
scholars a
Thessalonians
Z:7) and with all his saints (Jude 14) and only 4 were CHOSEN by German-Hebrew
utterly defeat the armies of darkness.
That, in a nutshell, is zillion years after the so-called fact.] He told them when
wars, famine, diswhat the Battle of Armageddon
is all about.
[H: And you world crises woul$ arise (earthquakes,
[H: Do you think those things were
think you have problems now? This is going to be God of eases, etc.) to beware.
NOT ongoing?
How do you think tbe great mountain
Light-with
His “saints” and do these dastardly
deeds?

TIONS, ASSOCIATIONS,
LINEAGE AND COME TO RECOGNIZE
THE SIGNS AND SYMBOLS
WHICH SLIP
THROUGH
FOR REINFORCING
THE POWER STRUCTURE.
You must have “hate-laws”
which disallow anyone
telling you truth under the guise of bigotry, etc. If you can’t
learn truth-you
will blunder and they have excuse to destroy you. It is your privilege to do as this patriot would
incite you to do-but
a Christmas
massacre of the Elite
would simply be bad press at the “Holy” season.
Since it is Christmas and the subject focus is on Jesus,
may we consider another writing from The Journal of Civil
Defense: Winter 1995. I will reprint it and let us look at the
presentation
and REALIZE that the opinions are by one man,
Pastor R. Dean McNeese, of the First Baptist Church, Lawley,
FL. This was also printed in the papers and is accepted as
valid truth.
I will comment along for it is so tilled with
garbage that it behooves the trash man to gather it into his
dumpster.
But TIiIS is what is happening-through
full
intent or purely erroneous
and blind foolishness.
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ranges formed other than by massive earth upheavals?
How about famines and wars?
Has there EVER been
anything else?] He told them when false prophets would
arise to also beware.
[H: Didn’t seem to cause anyone to
note the false prophets right then in writing the false
documents!]
He said it would be a time of sinfulness
abounding
as it was in the days of Noah (drunkenness,
adultery, fornication, no moral values, sodomy, fleshly pleasure, social corruption,
murder, stealing).
[H: This would
all seem pretty easy to identify, wouldn’t it? Well, what
about the laws against sodomy that were prevalent in all
the U.S. until recently?
Well, good people-there
aren’t
laws made unless something is going on!] He also said that
when the Jews returned to their homeland and became a
nation once again, that the Second Coming of Christ would
be very close, even at the door (Matthew 24~33). [H: The
term “Jew” did not take place until the late 1700s A.D. so
it is obvious that this cannot refer to the modern “jew”.
The Yhomeland” was not in what is now PALESTINE-it
was PALESTINE
so what do we mean here? It means,
obviously,
that it is ASSUMED
that when ihe United
Nations Security Council would give Palestine
to the
Russian Zionist ‘Jews” that something would happen?
Ah, but today the Zionbtr in the U.S.A. say that the
United States is the Israeli HOMELAND!!
CHECK IT
OUT!] Jesus then stated that the generation who saw the
Jews become a nation would not pass away until they saw the
end of the world.
[H: At best, Matthew may have stated
this-Jesus
DID NOT.]
To answer the question of the nearness of the Battle of
Armageddon
in the end-time, a cleat study of the Word of
God reveals that the time is soon, very soon.
[END OF QUOTING]
Well, good luck-JUST
WHERE ARE YOU GOING TO
GET THE WORD OF GOD? I THOUGHT SO. Just wait
until next Match, 1995, when “they” toss a little Project Blue
Beam all over you via Billy Graham’s
“crusade”
out of
Puerto Rico. How many of you watched LAST NIGHT and
saw the equipment which was set up to initiate Operation
Blue Beam?? Oh it was hidden under the charade of “exttaterrestrial communications”
systems-but
it was right there
with hookups to satellites all over-in
Puerto Rico.
YOU
know, that system they “shut down” to keep you from knowing anything and giving you time to forget what you might
have overheard.
May we get back now to reality7 You have problems but
they are right in front of you. You can begin with any of the
things on the PROTOCOLS OF ZION listing but let US just
consider the Judicial system and attorneys at the moment.
From Florida comes an article worthy (almost) of shatThis article comes from
ing-picked
basically at random.
“The American
Federation
of Police”,
circa December,
1994, by Chief
Jim Kouti, CPP,
Special Report, 1994,
Police Times Magazine.
[QUOTING:]
VAMPIRES
JUSTICE

IN
THE
SYSTEM?

_.
Exploring the Dominant Lawyer culture.
. . . “One inmate sued a prison warden for serving him
chunky instead of smooth peanut butter... ” [H: YOU think
Russbacher
this couldn’t be? Come on now-Gunther
AND Ronn Jackson were/are both in prison-and
yet they
have CONSTANT communication,
There is one party to
whom Jackson speaks, in addition to here, some 2 to 5
times a day! He also says he writes some 700 to 1,000
letters a day and speaks to attorneys, politicians, committee members and on and on. I do not remark about this
save for one reason-prisons
may be nasty and dank-but
the prisoners seem to have unlimited time and resources
Prison? Dharma is in prison-she
for a lot of activities.
has no time, ls under total surveillance
every minute of
her life even into the shower and spends her time in a tiny
corner of a basement room. She cannot travel because it
is too dangerous (you know, people shoot at her) and we
work 24 hours a day-which
is prison?
She has no
privacy, no life pleasures, rarely has visitors and the load
of responsibility
is INCREDIBLE.
She ls victlmlzed by
the judicial system and the more incredible legal system
of lawyers to the polnt that ail assets, ail probable assets
and all freedom have been taken by the parasites.
Which
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is PRISON? It is not ‘just” Dharmashe is simply a good Association is almost completely staffed by lawyers. Jenkins
example.
If you have not tangled with the system-you
rueful observes, “The system is controlled by lawyers and
must be already DEAD because the hounds of hell do not lawyer-judges (sod) smacks of a closed membership
club
leave any LIVING thing alone.]
dictating volumes of legalese to the masses.”
He quotes
According to Legal Watch, a violent crime occurs every
Charles Dickens’ reference to English law-“a
system mak22 seconds and a property crime is committed every three
ing business for itself’-and
observes that even some law
seconds.
Why is there so much crime and violence
in professors
are concerned
over the enormous control exerAmerica?
cised by lawyers-control
that continues to increase during
Liberals claim the underlying causes of crime are eco- a presidency
eager to expand its power and the power of
nomic in nature: poverty, racism, lack of job skills, com- American attorneys: A bloated bureaucracy
that is swollen
pounded by an uncaring society. On the other hand, conserwith millionaire lawyers.
President Bill Clinton, a lawyer
vatives believe crime causation has more to do with cultural
and former law professor, and his mate, display an obvious
considerations:
a growing
underclass
population,
singlepassion and insatiable appetite for government
expansion,
parent homes, value-free
education,
a lack of stabilizing
which is really an expansion of the dominant lawyer culture.
institutions
within many communities,
moral relativism, and If ever an elitist body existed, it is certainly the hundreds of
a failure to hold the individual responsible
and accountable
thousands of members within the legal profession.
for his/her actions.
So it comes as no surprise
to any law-enforcement
But a recent poll of our nation’s police and security
officer that cops are, the only ones within the entire criminalexecutives indicates that a majority of law-enforcement
offi- justice system who are held accountable for their actions.
cials blame the judicial system for escalating
crime rates.
When accused of malfeasance
or misfeasance,
officers must
They believe that it is the inability of the U.S. judicial
face the criminal and/or civil courts. However, when a judge
system to deal with crime that actually contributes
to the knowingly releases a killer back onto the streets, and he kills
increases
in crime.
again, whom does that judge have to face?
And why are judges,
prosecutors,
and the courts in
Suing police departments
and officers has become a
general unable to operate effectively?
Author Sammy Jenkins
growth industry, and many of these suits are lawyer-instithinks it’s due to the attorneys who control our justice system
gated.
These cop-baiters act as private district attorneys of
and government
in general.
sorts.
In his informative,
sometimes
humorous
new book
A related growth-industry
is legal action against private
DRACULA IN CHARGE OF THE BLOOD BANK: An Expose
security departments
and agencies.
Today, many security
of the American Justice System, Jenkins offers a number of companies face lawsuits not only for actions taken but for
explanations
for crime-all
of them involving the saturation
inactions.
of lawyers throughout
the country.
He blames lawyers for
This writer’s brother, a San Francisco-based
attorney,
out-of-control
crime; for the thousand
upon thousands
of who’s currently defending a property owner being sued for
frivolous lawsuits; for the overall breakdown of American
his inability to prevent crime on his property, puts it suedemocracy;
and for the dangerous deterioration
of constitucinctly: If the government
cannot prevent crime, how is a
tional law.
private citizen supposed to do it? Better ask the lawyers.
Jenkins begins his treatise with a detailed description of
Suggested Reading: Dracula in Charge of the Bloodbank:
what he calls the Dominant
Lawyer Culture, a powerful
An Exposk of theAmerican Judicial System, by Sammy S.
group of men and women who, unchecked,
control this Jenkins. Jr., American Trend Publishing, Las Vegas, Nevada
nation, its wealth,
and its resources.
One-hundred
and / I994 - 392 pages, 59.95.
seventy-five
members of the House of Representatives
and
two-thirds
of the U.S. Senate are lawyers.
The Clinton
[END OF QUOTING]
Administration
boasts more lawyers than any other recent
presidency.
For instance, of the I7 cabinet members, 13 are
This is such “old news” that it hardly is worthy of taking
attorneys.
Even the First Lady (or co-president)
is a highthe space to repeat such as the above-unless
of course, you
powered (17) lawyer.
are being eaten alive by this system of parasites who enforce
Of course all nine members of the U.S. Supreme Court
the parasitic laws made by the higher ranking parasites, the
arc attorneys,
as are all of the federal and regional judges,
Elite AND THE CONGRESSIONAL
POLITICIANS.
U.S. Attorneys,
state attorneys
general, district attorneys,
It will not do you any good at all to go march against
appellate Court judges and other so called officers of the anybody and do anything until you KNOW THE PROBLEMS
COUti. Add to the list governors, mayors, state legislatorsand get ready to implement the COh?!VZTUTZON as it WAS
mostly all lawyers.
RATIFIED and get rid of the scoundrels who MADE THE
This dominant lawyer culture, while controlling most of LAWS AFTER REMOVING THE 13TH ,&UEND~,??hrTll
federal,
state, and local governments,
enact laws which
Along the “legal” trail I am asked about Richard Wayne
ultimately benefit lawyers in the public and private sectors.
Snell and his plight in Arkansas.
Well, the facts are that he
has been used as a scapegoat.
There was a murder committed
Jenkins claims this is a dangerous situation for all Americans
and the commonwealth.
To him, our justice system “has
prior to the encounter he is “in” for. He was sentenced to
become a private tool of (the dominant lawyer culture) in a murder in this latter incidentbut the “records show” that
giant business.. . making business for itself.”
he was accused and sentenced to “life” prior to the death
Besides the violence and crime that threatens all of us, sentence.
Now, one or the other-HE
COULD NOT HAVE
hordes of attorneys
practicing
nationwide
cost taxpayers
DONE1 IF I-IE WAS “IhI FOR LRX” HOW COIJLD I-IE BE
directly and indirectly over $300 billion annually through the OUT SHOOTING AGENTS AFTER ONLY A YEAR OR
most frivolous litigation imaginable.
SO??
DOESN’T MAKE SENSE?
NO, AND NEITHER
For example, a recent National Review story described
the enormous number of suits brought against correctional
departments
and facilities by prisoners.
One inmate sued a
prison warden for serving him chunky instead of smooth
peanut butter.
Another sued a state corrections
department
because of the inferior
quality of his prison-cell
pillow.
Although
comical,
these ludicrous
actions were seriously
entertained
by judges.
America’s
“law factory” has passed, and continues
to
pass, thousands
of laws and yet crime soared 550 percent
over the past thirty years. In fact, each year legislatures
at
the federal and state levels pass new laws that actually add
new crimes to the list of offenses punishable by incarccration. Therefore, Jenkins states, when faced with the reality
of crime in America, the denizens of the judicial system point
an accusing
finger at the attorney-dominated
legislatures,
who in turn pass more laws. He points out that it is not the
law-makers who failed to use the thousands of laws on the
books, it is the judicial system that fails.
And who is responsible
for overseeing this monolith we
call the legal system? Lawyers!
State disciplinary panels are
comprised entirely of lawyers.
The powerful American Bar
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DOES ANYTHING ELSE THEY DO. [See Front Page sloly
of Iasf week’s CONTACT for background on Snelf’s case.]
It is obvious that the prisons are tilled to overflow with
the WRONG INMATES!
FIX “THIS” SYSTEM OR YOU
CANNOT FIX ANYTHING ELSE WRONG.
If the ones who make the laws and enforce the laws are
the criminals-you
can’t very well “march on something” or
“shoot” something or somebody and fix anything, can YOU?
The culprits removed from the Constitution that which they
chose and replaced it with myriads of other “stuff”.
YOU no
longer have any resemblance
to “Common Law”; YOU are
watching a go between lawyers, judges and whatever-at
the
expense of YOU-while
YOU, as a party in trouble, are not
even RECOGNIZED
IN THE COURTROOM.
Ekkers are
into a property case for six years-AND
HAVE 1?5T TO BE
RECOGNIZED IN COURT, MUCH THE LESS BE HEARDWHILE THE LAWYERS HAVE MADE HUNDREDS
OF
THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS QUARRELING WITH EACH
OTHER!
I agree with “Anonymous”
about the wasting of time
with the “legal bullshit” but how do you change that??
Believe me, there aren’t enough bullets to get rid of the
lawyers. They have plagued mankind since time began! And
these days, WHO makes up the majority of the legal profession? The word “profession”
is sullied by the very description. I would note that back in Germany in the days of Adolf
Hitler-67
out of a hundred lawyers were Jews.
This was
just brought to our attention last evening-on
the non-news
Historical Society presentation written and presented by the
Jews. They presented it in such a way as to be “abused” but
there it was. What do you have now? Ah, but the “Jews”
aren’t “just Hebrew” citizens, are they? No, they are like the
Communists they INVENTED-they
bear no relationship to
that which they manufacture.
They are the epitome of the
parasites sucking dry your world and all within it.
I am constantly invited to get out of your lives and SHUT
UP. I am called a “hisssss lizard” and other cute labels. I
recall they did this with Jesus also, when he told truth-it
runs in the species.
So be it. I AM NOT A SERPENT but
there is THE GROUP WHO DID LABEL THEMSELVES
THE “SERPENT PEOPLE” AND THEY, TODAY-CALL
THEMSELVES “JEWS”. YOU GO RESEARCH IT. I LIKE
“SNAKES”, IT’S THE PEOPLE WHO CALL THEMSELVES
BY THE TITLE THAT I FIND ABHORRENT FOR THEY
DEFILE THEIR OWN PEOPLE. I FIND IT DEGRADING IN
ITS UTMOST EVIL TO BETRAY YOUR OWN FAMILY.
So much has been kept from your knowing that I wonder
that you are not at the doors beating them down to get the
TRUTH. But no, you deny and continue to follow the lies.
You are actually more interested in the talcs of an assassin
and escapades of that which is unlawful and demeaning than
in finding truth of your heritage or your plight today. I would
say “dream on”, precious lambs who are being koshcrized
(your throats cut and the life-blood oozing out upon the altars
whilst you don’t notice that which is afoot save the annoying
sore-throat).
Well, those “dreams” are becoming “nightmares” for you who continue in the “passive dream”.
I can
hear your pleas and complaint+but
you have to make the
choices. I can offer truth and write the truth but, if YOU turn
it off and refuse to see and hear, I can do nothing more.
I salute you who, on this Christmas Eve, 1994, can find
some balance in the beauty of God in the midst of HELL. It
is there if you but accept.
Salu.
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Unusual1867EvidenceFor The
13th Amendment

Missing
Editor’s
note:
Amendment-and
goes as follows:

We recently
received
in a Spanish document

the following

from

letter and incredible
evidence to support that mysterious
missing
13th
1867, no less. The cover letter to the Xerox copies of the Colorado Territory document
1218194

Dear CONTACT,
While doing some research on the missing 13th Amendment (I guess it’s not missing anymore, is it?) at the University of Iowa Law Library, I came across an 1867
edition of the Colorado Laws that appears to be in Spanish. I don’t speak or read Spanish, but it appears that Article XIII is the Titles of Nobility Amendment. A few
of the Spanish words jump out at me and seem to fit in and look similar to the English version. Thought you might find it interesting.
In Light & Truth,
Is/ Jerry

Schnoebelen

P.O. Box 2552
Davenport,
IA 52809
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LIST OF STATES OR TERRITORIES WITH THE YEASXOYIWG TMT
ARTICLE XxXZ WAS CONCIDERED RAYLFI="T.ITLES OF IrqeXLITYw
COLORADO
CONHECTICUT

1864,
1861, m62,
1821, 1824, 1835.
1862, 1863, &8$7

DAKOTA

FLORXbA

1823,

GEORGIA

1825,
1825,

1628,
1831,

1838

1827,
1824,
1825,

1833
U339
ld35,

1840,

l84&

1845

1855.

1856.

1857,

1858,

1859,

1833
TERRITORIE5
1819, 1824, 1831,
1818, 1824, 1831

1833,

1841

KENTUCKY
LWISIANA
lAXWE

NASSACHUSETTS

1823

IIICHICGAW

nIssIssIPPI

IISSOURI

KEBRASKA

NORTH CAROLINA

RHODE-ISLAND
VIRGINIA

1819, 1828

1822

1819

(with

there

18'78, 1876
LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF

1667,

1866

1868,

1861,

1837. LB46
1839

183%
1833,
1838
1842,
1862,

INDlANA
IOWA
KAIGAS

PENNSYLVANIA

1838

1066,

1839

1822,
1827,
1831,
1839,
1861,

1819,
1822,
1821,
1838,
1855,
1822

fLLx.KofS

HORTHWESTERW
oexo

lB25,

1665,

1843
Mi68

vote

WYOXING

AWERICA:

it made

this

the

1862,

true

1873

13th)

1815

TO DATE: 24 STATES Alit) OR TERRITORIES WITH 77 PUBLICATXONS.
IN ADDITION, TRE 13th IS IN TRESS PRIVATE PUBLICATIONS. AGAIN
SHOEfRG AS A RAtIPIED
AliKfIDRENT: 1: THE HISTORY OF THE UORLD,
1856. 2: TMS RIGHTS OF AH AMERICAN CITIZEN, 1832. 3: THP AtISRXCAN
MASS.,
POLITICIAN, 1842.,4: CORST3TUTfON OF THE UNITED STATES
THE
5,6r A RISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES, 1837, 1049.
7:
Undated.
FOLITXCAL TEXT BOOK, 1842. 8: JUSTICE OF THE PWCFL (BY HGWRY
FOTTER, FEDERAL JUDBS IN NORTH CAROLIRA), stating that the 13th
(TOM), roe RATIFIED!
1828. 9: LIVES OF THE HEROJ3S OF THE AWERICAN
REVOLLJTIOR, 1-8.
let TX6 TRUE REPUBLXCAH, BY JONATHAN FRENCH,
11% ECHOES FROH THE CABINET, BY DAYTON AND WEIITUORTH,
1849,
PUBLISHING, 1855.
12: THE STATE REGISTER, OF LOUXSIARA, BY A.Y.
BRU., 1855.
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The CONTACTis a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States
because of this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes the United States, so goes the world.”
CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other
en-Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle
between the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
The CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever half-truths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast
media prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers who, in turn, are in the process of economically, emotionally and spiritually collapsing
this once great countrv (and actuallv the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of existence under their diabolical control plan called
The New World Order. .
The newspaper CONTACT began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes”
of its internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR. THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR, in turn, began life in midOctober of 199 1, having evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS, which itself came into existence
as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONIXJOURNALS.
While the LIBERATOR ‘S motto reminded all that “The Truth Will Set You Free”, the CONTACT motto, displayed proudly in the
masthead, takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye Shall Know The Truth And The Truth Shall Make You
Mad!”
The “Phoenix Project” is about the preparations needed-at
body, mind and soul levels- to understand and survive the great healing
changes which are beginning to affect this frazzled and tortured little planet. We look forward with great expectations to the CONTACTing
with all of you that shall undoubtedly be taking place as the entire Phoenix Project “ground crew” continues to connect and solidify through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Welcome aboard!
- Dr. Edwin A4. Young

Editor-In-Chief,
CONTACT
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Mystery,
And
The

CONTACT:

IBabylon
The
Great,
BabvZonZan
Ta2mz.d
PartIIrSection2

Editor’s note: The last installm’ent of Nora’s writing
on this subject appeared in the 11/29/94 issue of CONTACT. We continue with the discussion here.
In order to provide some documentation
to those who
are unknowing
about the “book” of the “Jews”, I have
gathered a few references together from two commentaries. The “book” of the greatest majority of those calling
themselves “Jews” or “Israelites” today is the Babylonian
Talmud. This Talmud is actually set forth in 11 (some say
12) volumes and is 20 times the size of the Bible. It has not
been generally available to those other than “Jews”, and is
therefore not available to me. I understand that a copy is
in the Library of Congress. Also, ones might gain access
Jewish
to a set of the volumes from personal sources.
bookstores might be of some help or libraries that feature
works done by the “Jews”. There are abridged copies and
translations from which quotes have been taken and commentaries made; my sources will be listed in the Bibliography.
However, considering the real lack of general knowledge regarding the Babylonian Talmud among the “gentiles” (anyone other than a “Jew”), it is astounding that the
one-world church idea and interfaith movements
have
gotten as far as they have; actually that could be the reason
the movement HAS gone so far-no one knows the TRUTH
of the matter, and people have been manipulated
and
mislead. Those who are leading this inter-faith movement
and the lay people supporting it, if they are truly ignorant
and not actually part of the conspiracy, must start asking
questions soon-or
be shamed by the facts when it is too
late.
One ofthe first questions to ask is WHO instigated, for
example, the World Council of Churches? WHO funds it?
WHO benefits from it? WHO does and will run it? WHERE
is it leading? I know from personal knowledge that a major
Interfaith Council in London actually does very little. I
met and talked with the “Christian” representative
on the
Council who was a professor at Oxford in 1983. I asked
him if he and the other two main representatives
tried to
understand each other or share knowledge of each other’s
beliefs and viewpoints.
“Oh no”, he said. In fact, they
didn’t do much of anything, and he was wondering if I had
some suggestions to make the meetings more interesting!
The problem is that the differences between them have not
become known or addressed.
These “representatives”
don’t ask any questions-the
“Council” is, in my opinion,
a facade, to make people think someone is “tending the
store”- NO ONE IS! Even a “Christian” scholar at Oxford
knows nothing about the Talmudists
or Islamics after
meeting together with them for over ten years. They sit for
an hour once a month and just smile at each other, more or
less. Supposedly they are there if there is a “problem”.
How they could possibly deal with any real problem, or
even recognize one, is of course a big question.
My
suggestion to this professor was that they start trying to
learn from each other about the various beliefs, and they
expand the group to include others, for example, the Buddhists, who are a large part of the Indian or Asian population in London.
Both suggestions were unthinkable.
The
Council was “not intended to perform this kind of service.”
I suspect this is the way most of the inter-faith councils
work. WHO sets the criteria for these “Councils”?
It
appears that the one-world religion will just take over in
slow degrees and by default while Christians and Moslems
think everything is going fine.
Like this “Council”,
one version of the “one-world
religion” is planned at present to slowly incorporate all
those who include at least parts of the Old Testament in
their “book”. Therefore, the Christians, Jews and Islamios
were the only ones allowed on the “Council” in London in

1983-you
know it was a controlled “set-up”.
There are serious problems with the foregoing seenario, especially when you understand the viewpoint of
most of the “Jews”, as taught by the Babylonian Talmud.
[In explanation:
I generally enclose the word “Jew” in
quotation marks because the name was just “given” to
them, with no historical precedents, in the 18th century,
and there are two groups calling themselves “Jews” today.
One is that which Christians and others assume they all
are- for example, followers of God’s Laws and believers
This group teaches the Torah
in God, Who is One.
(Pentateuch), the first five books of the Old Testament,
which contain God’s Laws. The other group does not really
believe in the One God, only the “God of Israel”. However,
they don’t believe they need to follow God’s Laws in
respect to everyone other than a “Jew”, or even in respect
to a “Jew” if the Talmud allows it. They don’t use the Old
Testament, only the interpretations and commentaries upon
it which many rabbis have made and compiled into the
Babylonian Talmud. These “interpretations”
are also based
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upon an “oral tradition”, and will be quite shocking to
those unfamiliar
with them, or those who think these
“commentaries”
come from the Old Testament.
This is
why “gentiles” don’t have general access to the Talmudit is a “secret” book containing many interpretations
of
what were ‘<oral traditions”. Further, most ot those calling
themselves “Jews” today are actually “Ashkenazi Jews’\
sons of Japheth, according to biblical accounts. They are
NOT SEMITES. but of “Gothic”. “Teutonic”.
Russian/
Mongolian/Turkish
blood lines.
Their leaders are the
Khazarian Jews, who accepted “Judaism” in the 8th century A.D. (References:
The Thirteenth Tribe; the Encyclopedia Judaica; and Judaism and the Vatican)]
I believe the attitude of the “Jews” towards a sharing
or a revelation of their beliefs with others was clearly
stated in the following quote from the book, Judaism and
the Vatican, [quoting:]
At the (Orthodox) Rabbinical
Council of America
attended by 900 rabbis representing one-and-a-half-million Jews in the U.S.A. and Canada, Rabbi Dr. Joseph B.
Soloveitchik, professor of Talmud at Yeshiva University,
told the assembled rabbis: “We are opposed to any public
debate, dialogue, or symposium concerning the doctrinal,
dogmatic, or ritual aspects of our faith.
“There cannot be any mutual understanding
conceming these topics, for the Jew and Christian will employ
different categories and will move within incommensurate
frames of reference and evaluation.
“We believe in and are committed to our Maker in a
specific manner and we will not question, defend, offer
apology, analyze or rationalize our faith in dialogues centred
(sic) about these ‘private’ topics which express our personal relationship to the God of Israel.” (Reported in the
Jewish Chronicle, January 28, 1966, page 40)
[End of quote]
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The above helps to explain
why copies of the
Babylonian Talmud are not readily available, and it also
clearly shows that any “gentile” expectations of a sharing
of interests with the “Jews” within their present belief
systems is a manipulated
fantasy of criminal proportions
prepared for the gullible and ignorant by very cunning and
It is interesting
that Dr.
power-seeking
people.
Solovietchik’s remarks came only about three months after
the Catholic Church had “relaxed the ‘Jewish Question”’
in Vatican Council II, showing, I believe, that all the
“sharing” between “Christians”
and “Jews” is only onesided.
Following are excerpts from the book, The Talmud
Unmasked, by Reverend 1.B Pranaitis, whose text was
translated into English from the Russian by Colonel E.N.
Sanctuary.
The Russian translation also carried the HeIt was stamped with the Impribrew text for comparison.
matur of Reverend Pranaitis’
superior, Archiepiscopus
Metropolita
Mohiloviensis
Koslowski, April 13, 1892.
The Christian Defense League was able to reprint it in
1985. According to E.N. Sanctuary, Reverend Pranaitis
was “liquidated”
by the Cheka (now known as the KGB)
during the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia. The “Jews”
were the leaders in this Bolshevik movement in Russia and
still retain the power in that government. They were called
the “Red German Jew Company” by the anarchist Bakunin
(reference:
World Revolution).
Reverend Pranaitis provides some commentary as well as quotations from various
parts of the Babylonian Talmud.
He gives a brief history of the Babylonion Talmud and
a description of its various sections with their titles, followed by a Part I which is titled: “Teaching of the Talmud

“Finally as punishment for his crimes and impiety, he
suffered an ignominious death by being hanged on a cross
on the eve of the Passover (as we have seen above).
“The book Zohar, III, (282), tells us that Jesus died
like a beast and was buried in that ‘dirt heap...where they
throw the dead bodies of dogs and asses, and where the
sons of Esau (the Christians) and of Ishmael (the Turks),
also Jesus and Mahommad, uncircumcised
and unclean
like dead dogs, are buried.
“InAbhadah
Zoruh (6a) it says: ‘A Nazarene is one
who follows the false teachings of that man who taught
them to worship on the first day of the Sabbath.‘”
Regarding Christians, Reverend Pranaitis tells us that
besides the name “Notsrim”, they are also called by the
names used in the Talmud to designate all non-Jews:
Abhodah Zorah (strange worship, idolatry); Akum (worshippers of stars and planets (meaning Christians); Obhde
Elilim
(Servers of idols);
Minim (heretics);
Edom
(Edomites); Amme Haarets (people of the earth, idiots);
Goim, Nokhrim (strangers, foreigners); Basar Vedan (flesh
and blood, carnal men who are destined to perdition and
who have no communion with God); Apikorasim (Epicureans, those who express private judgments in matters of
faith); Kuthim (Samaritans).
The names are used indiscriminately throughout the various commentaries.
There are a number of texts which are quoted by
Reverend Pranaitis ,which reveals the contempt of the
“Jews” for the Christians.
They are considered “worse
than the Turks”, “murderers”,
“fornicators”,
“unclean”,
“compared to dung”, “not like men, but beasts”, “they
propagate like beasts”, “children of the devil”, “their souls
are evil and unclean”, “ after death they go down to hell”,
:tc.
I quote several passages:
Abhodah Zorah (I 220):
‘Animals must not be allowed
$ANHEDRIN
Exhibit
59
5s
o go near the goim, because
f&c again [to others]?-E
Htma said: From the time that she goes
hey are suspected of having
bareheaded in the streets. ‘
ntercourse
with them, nor
nust women cohabit
with
R.EIevu~dinR.~s~:IfohathenEud~unrut~
.hem because they are overconoection with his wife, he kuis guilt; fo; it is written, and he
sexed.”
shall ckave, which excludes unnatural inter course. a Raba objected:
Schabbath (1456): “Why
are the goim unclean’/
BeIs there anything: for which 4 Jew is not punishable and a heathen
cause they eat abominable
is? J But R& said thus: A heathen who violates his neij$bour>
things and animals that crawl
>e unnaturaIJy is fm koin mmishmenr. Why so?-$cripture
on their belly.”
:
.
and he dJdcka9e,
saith:l To his a&. ms;
Abhodah
Zorah (226):
“Why are the goim unclean?
which excludes unnatural intcrco&. J
F’
Because they were not present
R. Ijanina said: If a heathen smites a Jew, he is worthy of death, I
at Mount Sinai. For when the
foriciswrittar.And~c~tkir~mdtkm~,cmdukmkrsrnu
serpent entered Eve he infused
that there was JJO
JIWJ,
he skw the Qyp&$R.
Ijanina also said: He
her with uncleanness.
But the
Jews were cleansed from this
wh6 smites an Israelite on the jaw, is as though he had thus assaultwhen they stood on Mount
ed the Divine Prm;
for it is written. 0~ &I s&&
MU [i.e.
Sinai; the goim, however, who
an hdite]
ufhac&eth*the Holy 0~~9%
were not on Mount Sinai, were
(Mnemonic; Ij(rr, hir WWII. S&uk)~* Resh L&i& said: He
not cleansed.”
lore Dea (I98 48) Hagah:
who lifts his hand against his neighbow, even if he did not smite
“When Jewish women come
~.isulLdawidred~,~iti9wrhten,Rndkrrclidwrtotkr
out of a bath they must meet a
wicked
man,Whcrefmef&&t dwusmitethyfeUow?~l
‘Whereforehast
friend first and not something
unclean or a Christian. For if
thou smitten’ is not said, but skrejiie -&tit tkou r&e, shewing
so, a woman, if she wants to
that though he had not smitten him yet, he was termad a wicicad
keep holy, should go back and
mur.Ze’irislidinR.~snunc:Heballedasinna,foriti9
bathe again.”
Midrash
Talpiath I/01.
225d): “God created them in
the form of men for the glory
of Israel. But Akum were created for the sole end of ministering unto them (the Jews)
day and night. It is becoming
to the son of a king (an Israelite) that animals in their natural form and animals in the
form of human beings should
minister unto him.”
Kathuboth
(36):
“The
seed of a goi is worth the same
as that of a beast.”
A. Rohl. Die Polem (p.
20): “The life of a goi and all
his physical Powers belong to
a Jew.”

which includes chapters titled
Concerning
Christians”
“Jesus Christ in the Talmud’ and “Christians in the Talmud”. Part II is titled “Precepts of the Talmud Concerning
with chapters titled “Christians
are to be
Christians”,
I shall
are to be Exterminated”.
Avoided”, ‘Christians
present several examples from each chapter.
You need also to know the various names that “Jesus”
and Christians have been given in order to recognize the
subject of each verse; According to Dr. Pranaitis’ translation: Christ’s name in Hebrew is Jeschua Hanotsri (Jesus
He is called Notsri, and Christians are
the Nazarene).
called Notscrin (Nazarenes). Since “Jeschua” means “savior”, the name “Jesus” rarely occurs in Jewish books. The
name is almost always abbreviated to “Jeschu”, which is
taken to mean “may his name be blotted out.” In note 2 of
page 28, it is cited that I. Buxtorf states in “Abbrev.
Jeschu: The Jews among themselves do not say ‘Jeschu’,
but ‘Isschu’, which is further translated to mean ‘liar’ and
‘abomination’,
etc.” Elsewhere Christ is called “Otho
Is&” (that man), “the son of Stada (a prostitute)“, “Peloni”
(a certain one), “the son of Pandira or Panthera ” , “Naggar
bar naggar” (the carpenter son of a carpenter), “Talui” (the
one who was hanged).
Dr. Pranaitis quotes the Talmud section Tract Kallah,
16 (186), Tofdath Jeschu and Sandhedrin, 67a to show
that: “The Talmud teaches that Jesus was illegitimate and
was conceived during menstruation; that he had the soul of
Esau; that he was a fool, a conjurer, a seducer (to other
religions); that he was crucified, buried-in
hell and setup by his followers as an idol ever since.”
In the Talmud, Sanhedrin (107b) we read: “Mar said,
‘Jesus seduced, corrupted and destroyed Israel.’
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Babha Bathra (54b): “All things pertaining
to the of Jesus as God. Therefore, I believe tl.2 passages which Against Christianity.
Her book is available and deserves
goim are like a desert; the first person to come along and use this term were written by the rabbis/Pharisees
afterthe every American’s
immediate and concerned interest.
I
take them can claim them for his own.”
RomanCatholicchurchcameintobeingabout325A.D.
However cannot urge you strongly enough to obtain and read this
Choschen Hammischpat
(183,7): “If you send a mes- I have not researched the matter.
book. (The address of the publisher is in the BibliograI have had to limit the many quotes and explanations
phy.)
senger to collect money from an Akum and the Akum pays
too much, the messenger may keep the difference.
But if provided to us by Reverend Pranaitis.
Nevertheless, the
[Quoting from the foreword of the book:]
the messenger does not know about it, then you may keep above should suffice to show the grave differences between
After hearing about the great ‘humanitarian
experiit all yourself.”
“Jews” and Christians-differences
largely suppressed by ment’ in Soviet Russia, she (Elizabeth Dilling) traveled
Babha Kama (i13b):
“It is permitted to deceive a the “Jews”. It is.obvious, from the above, that any foolish there in 193 1 and was able to go behind the scenes. She
or blind “cooperation”,
goi.”
much less capitulation,
to their was shocked by the forced labor, the squalid living quardemands will only be used by them to further their goal of ters and deplorable living conditions, and the atmosphere
Zore Dea (157.2) Hagal: “If a Jew is able to deceive
them (idolators) by pretending he is a worshipper of the world domination.
of fear created by the Soviet dictatorship.
She was most
It is also obvious that they promulgate,
through their teachings in the Babylonian Talmud, world shocked by the anti-Christianity
of the atheist Communist
stars (Christians)
he may do so.”
domination, a most insidious kind of racism, and that they regime.
Zore Dea (159.1): “It is permitted to take, according
to the Torah, to lend money to an Akum with usury. Some are certainly strongly anti-Christ, anti-Christian,
and anti[End of quote]
of the Elders deny this except in a case of life and death. everyone else.
It was not until she returned to the U.S. and tried to
Couiidering
the present and increasing involvement
Nowadays it is permitted for any reason.”
warn us against the Communists that she was labelled an
Babha Kama (113a): “The name of God is not profaned, of the present hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church “anti-Semite”, and thereupon soon learned about the conwith the affairs of Palestine and Jerusalem together with nection between the “Jews” and Communism.
Commuwhen it is not known by the goi that the Jew has lied.”
Babha Kama (1136): The name of God is not profaned the Talmudic teaching of the “Jews” that they (Israel) will nism is their creation. The killing of 66 million Christians
when, for example, a Jew lies to a goi by saying: ‘I gave be “redeemed” when “Rome is destroyed”, one becomes
during the Bolshevik Revolution by the Bolsheviks was in
something to your father, but he is dead; you must return it ever more alarmed by the situation.
Unfortunately,
it complete accord with the teachings of the Babylonian
appears the destruction has long been underway by en- Talmud.
to me’, as long as the goi does not know that you are lying.”
said to him (Rabbi
emies from within the church.
Zohar (I, 16Oa): “Rabbi J&u&
You will find a great deal of information in Elizabeth
It might be a good idea to run through some of the Dillings’s book about this “connection”, as well as earlier
Chezkia):
‘He is to be praised who is able to free himself
church history and its encounters with the Pharisees, the
from the enemies of Israel, and the just are much to be above quotes again and see what the “Jews” are allowed
against the goi, according to the Talmud. If ever they get Talmud and the “Jews”. Ms. Dilling used a copy of the
praised who get from them and fight against them.’ Rabbi
asked, ‘How must we fight against them?’ Rabbi Jehuda
the total upper hand, YOU will see the Noachide Laws Soncino edition of the Babylonian Talmud in citing parts
applied heavily against everyone but a “Jew” , according to of it in The Jewish Religion, Its Influence Today. When
said, ‘By wise counsel thou shalt war against them ‘(Proverbs 24:6). By what kind of war? The kind of war that “their religion” as expressed in the Talmud.
you read copies of this Soncino edition, which are exhibElizabeth Dilling has also written an excellent book ited at the back of her book, you are astounded, shocked,
every son of man must fight against his enemies, which Jacob
and unbelievably
grieved, to think any “learned Elders”
used against Esau-by
deceit and trickery whenever possible. unmasking the Babylonian Talmud. It is titled The Jewish
Theymustbefoughtagainstwithoutceasing,untilproperorder~
Religion, Its Znfruence Today, formerly titled The Plot would be a party to such twisted thinking or that any
restored. Thus it is with satisfaction that I say we should free
ourselves from them and rule
ova them.”
SANHEDRIN
mbit
66 6.y
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644.61)
Orach Chaiim (330,2):
‘But,’ said she, ‘are you not a Jew?’ He replied, ‘What does it
“No help is to be given to an
view that Mokch worship is not idolatry. For it has been taught,
Akum woman in labor on
concern thee?’ He thar entered.
uncovered l&self before it, and
[if one causes his seed to Pass through the fire,] whether to Mokch
the Sabbath, even in a small
wiped himself on the idol’s nose, whilstthe acolytes praised him.
or to any other idol, he is Cble [to death]. R. Ekazar son of
way, for the Sabbath must
saymg. ‘No man has ever served this idol thus.’
R. Simeon said: Ifto Mokch. heisliable; iftoanotheridol. he is not.
not be violated.”
He-that uncover hima& before BaaI Peor thereby serves it,
Zore Dea (158,l): “The
Ahye said: R. Ehur
son of R. Simeon and R. @nina b. Anti.
Akum who are not enemies
even if his intention was to degrade it. He who casta a stone at
genus said the one and same thing. R. Ekazar son of R. Simeon,
of ours must not be killed
Merculis thereby serves it, even if his intention was to bruise it.
that which has just been stated. R. ~anina b. Antigonus-as it has
directly, nevertheless
they
R. Manasseh was going to Be Toratha.. 1On the way he was told.
been taught: R. Hanina b. Antigonus said: Why did the Torah
must not be saved from dan‘An idol stands here.’ He took up a stone and threw it at the idor.
gers of death. For example,
employ the word Mole&? To teach that the same Jaw applies to
if you see one of them fall
statue. Thereupon they said to him: ‘It is Merculis’. He said to
whatever they proclaimed as their hing. even a pebbk or a
into the sea, do not pull him
them, ‘But we have Iearned, HE WHO CASTS A STONE FOR MERsplinter. 1 Rabina~ said: The di&mue between them is in respect
out unless he promises to
CULIS’ THEREBY SERVES IT.’ So he went and inquired at the Beth
hdt*$b7,ft
t <’
of a temporary MoIech.1 mrfc*
give you money.”
Harnidrash [whether he had done wrong, since his action was a
Sanhedrin
(59a):
[64b] R. Jannai said: Punishment is not in&red unl& one
“Rabbi Jachanen says: ‘A
gesture of contempt]. They informed him, we have Iearned, HE
delivers his seed to the acolytes of Mokchoor
it is said: And
goi who pries into the Law is
WHO CASTS A STONE AT MERCUWS r [thereby serves it]-that
tk,u8irr
of thytiea to parrthrough
tkrjh to wd
it
guilty of death.“’
is to say even if it ia wrcly to bra&e it. He said to them, ‘Then I
has
been
taught
likewise:
I
might
think.
that
if
one
caused
his
Obadian: “Rabbi David
will go and remove it.’ But they replied, ‘Whether one casts a
seed to Pass through the he to Mokcb. without first delivering
Kimchi writes: ‘What the
stone or removes it, he incurs guilt, because every stone thus
prophets foretold about the
it to the priests, he is liabk: therefore the Writ teaches, Tkov
destruction of Edom in the
removed leaves room for another.’
dd nor give. If he gave it to the Priests, but did not cause it to
last days was intended for
pass through the fire, I might thinh that &is habk: therefore the
Rome, as Isaiah explains
Writ
5tates. to p
lrougk. If one de&vered it [to the priests of
(ch. 34.-l): Come near, ye
3ISHNAH.
HB WHO GIVES OF HIS SEED TO MOLECH IN*
nations, to hear...for when
Mokch], but caused it to pass through to some other deity, I
Rome is destroyed,
Israel
CURS NO PUNISHMENT
UNLESS HE DELIVERS IT TO MOLECH
might think that he is punished: theretim the Writ teaches, lo
c
shall be redeemed.‘”
’
AND CAUSES IT TO PASS THROUGH THE FIRE. IF HE QAVE IT
M&h. Now, if he delivered it to the priests and caused it to pass
Simoni
Zalkut
IO MOLECH BUT DID NOT CAUSE IT TO PASS THROUUH THE
to Mokch, but not through the bre, I might think that he is Iiabk:
(245c.n. 772):
“Everyone
FIRE, O,R THE REVERSE, HE INCURS NO PENALTY, UNLESS HE
who sheds the blood of the
impious is as acceptable to
DOES DOZ.
TkdiEerenca ir,rhuifoneUCr;LrYItoMobch,Otunud~~aU)~
God as he who offers a sacthl~hthO6t’OtOWtlKOtbWd+‘,&tDOt~n~.
rifice to God.”
(1)MobcbirconoradrPtbridadLingbip.~rberntht&too
SEMARA.
The Midmahd teaches idolatry and giving to
Zbidem (x, 7): “Inplaces
regudssayfs&hssaMelsch.
(r)Iahisvicwthe7didti
uy the oas sad
Mokch.3 R. Abin said: Our Mishnah is in accordance with the
where Jews are strong, no
ronhippsd
the uqe thin& (3) La, Mything dicb wu only cs~pody
idolater must be allowed to
u Mole& such as a pebble, which would obviously 30~k a perm=nt idol.]
remain.”
(I) A town in Babylonia, on rbc rod to pumhdidu, ‘A.Z. a&r.It MY perhrpr
According to R. &ias b. Antigeaw, be is executed evea rhea. But RI
This ends the quoted
k ideAed with Birhn, on the south of t& royal unrl, on the S&u&a
EIUU~ wn of R. ~&on holb dut tk Lw spplia only to l pemunent idol
material from The Talmud
road (A. Neukwr, G&p+ de Tdmd, p. 565). (1) D%* i.e., a8 act of
to k the mplninR
ef the M&uh
wontipped u I&&&.
Unmasked.
WOtIh@
(1) [He WII told tht tk ding in th Mirhnrh is +%
AT
I at. Thb
uNu!wnn0tvwR70
It is interesting
that so
wwcuus. implyiag evea u s gesture of centemp] (4)On 55’. (5)a
much is said about idolamete ogcnca, proving ilut tivina one’~Ked to Mokcb L not idohtry.
tors, which relates to the
437
Catholic
Church’s
use of
crucifixes, and the worship
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captured audience, such as the ghetto Jews were, should be
taught and led by such malefic teachers. One can only be
glad if he/she was not born into such a dark situation-for
you will see that they, especially women and children,
were very much used and abused by the Pharisaic males.
The Pharisee/rabbis
argue and debate such minute
points, draw irrelevant references from debatable sources
to substantiate their point of view, and come up with about
any answer they choose to cover any particular situation
even when it is diametrically
opposed to the clear statement of scripture.
If they or the congregation
doesn’t
accept one interpretation,
sooner or later, it appears that
another rabbi comes along to provide a more “agreeable”
answer.
This is one reason the Talmud is so large-all
those rabbis had their personal opinions recorded therein.
I will share some ofthe Exhibits, which are copies of pages
from the Talmud, so you will understand.
What is so bad about it? Well, I guess it depends a
great deal on your own beliefs and practices whether you
think it is “bad” or “good”. Like the gnostics, who believed that Cain was superior to Abel, the Talmud, in my
opinion, promotes a dark way of life that does not teach
God’s Laws, but the reverse. Nevertheless, one must know
the truth of it in order to make a choice about it, and hence,
determine one’s own destiny.
Hopefully the above has prepared you for the few
references I have drawn from Ms. Dilling’s comments. If
you get the book, you will be more than able to confirm all
that she says and a great deal more that you will wish were
not true.
[Quoting:]
Sodomy and killing a Gentile: Sanhedrin 58b of the
Talmud (Exhibit 59) states that sodomy or “unnatural

SANHEDRIN

@&&bit

connection is permitted to a Jew”, and permits sodomy
with a “neighbor’s wife”. It also teaches that “if a heathen
smites a Jew, he is worthy of death.”
Then follows:
“Rabbi Hanina also said, ‘He who smites an Israelite on
the jaw is as though he had thus assaulted the Divine
Presence.“’
By turning one word into another and, without rhyme
or reason, picking out a verse in Proverbs 20:25 (“It is a
snare to a man who devoureth that which is holy...“), the
precept is somehow then evolved that “one who smiteth
man--that
is an Israelite-attacketh
the Holy One.”
Throughout the Talmud it is a basic Pharisee teaching
that only Pharisee Jews are “men”.
Kill the Gentile who studies the Torah: “A heathen
who studies Torah deserves death...it is our inheritance,
not theirs...he is as guilty as one who violates a betrothed
maiden.‘* (See Exhibit 60) This is sound Talmudic thinking, since knowledge of the anti-human criminality of the
Talmud Torah must inevitably put non-Jews ontheir guard.
Babies: Baby boys may always be used as subjects for
sodomy by grown men, according to the Talmud (See
Exhibit 54). The Pharisaic subterfuge here is that until a
child reaches sexual maturity, capable of sexual intercourse, he or she does not rank as a person; hence Biblical
laws against sodomy (pederasty) do not apply. Throughout
the Talmud, “nine years and one day” is the fictitious age
of male maturity.
Likewise, under “nine years and one day”, the “first
stage of intercourse” of a boy with the mother, or any
grown woman is harmless, Talmudically.
Shammai, to
seem more “strict”, lowers the age to eight years in some
cases. (See Exhibit 82 from Sunhedrin 69b ofthe Talmud.)
A long harangue about the amount of the Kethubah

(payment if divorced) a woman gets if her virginity was
removed by a young boy fills Kethuboth 1 lb of the Talmud
(See Exhibits 136-7). And here, the foul mother may be
reckoned “pure”, depending on the age of child.
Such
degrading use of children was typical of paganism throughout the ancient world.
“When a grown-up man has intercourse with a little
girl it is nothing, for when the girl is less than this--that is,
less than three yCars old-it is as if one puts the finger into
the eye--tears come to the eye again and again, so does
virginity come back to the little girl under three years old.”
(See Exhibit 136, Kethuboth 11b of the Talmud)
[End of quoting]
Elizabeth Dilling has done a tremendous job in bringing the truth of the Babylonian
Talmud to Americans.
Unfortunately,
space does not allow a more thorough review of her book here, and I regret I could only touch upon
a few of the subjects. There are additional subjects, such
as approval of incest, worship of Tammuz, child sacrifice
to Moloch, demonology (remember how Solomon was said
to be able to control the demons through use of his seal ring
with the five and six-pointed star), the Kol Nidre vow,
ritual murder, Semites, Babylon, etc.-all
teachings and
practices you thought had long ago disappeared.
One can indeed begin to see that the teachings from the
Babylonian Talmud, and those who follow them, bear a
strongresemblance
to the description of “Mystery. Babylon
the Great, the Mother of Harlots, and Abominations of the
Earth,” found in the biblical book of Revelation. Pharisaic
Talmudism was a mystery because the “Jews” were so
good at keeping it secret from the “gentiles”.
They lived
and practiced their beliefs separate from other people or
from the overview of the civil governments around them
am+ in any event, mostly
“protected” by the rulers of
the countries in which they
SANHEDRIN
lived, due to their allowed
Exhibit
69 @
management of the finances
that one’s own loss has priority ova that of any other man? *of that country and intermarThere the deduction folIows from ‘smr thut’. *
riages within the ruling ftiR. Jose, son of R. @nina said: Whybcxtinction
thrice threatened
lies, etc.
for idolatry? 1-One teaches extinction for the
Christ denounced
the
Pharisees of his day. He
idols; one for abnormak and one
called them “whited sepulthe view that Molech worship is included in general idolatry. why
chres” and “inside full of
is extinction mentioned in its case?-To apply to one who causes
dead men’s bones and all
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qtituttkutman, adrill cut him of jm umoq his popk;] &cause he
Lth g& Of his ued unto Mokck.4 why is this stated?L~use
it is said, there rh@ not be found mnong you tany one thaf siaketh his
sots or his daughter to puss throqh the fre.6 From this I know it only
of his son or daughter. Whence & I know that it applies to
his son’s son or daughter’s son rod From the verse, [And ij
the pmpk Q the Jind do uny wys hide their eyes
the
Lginthofhirrrrd~toMolcch[Mdki?lhinrnot:TIvnZoia...cut
him ofi]
Now theTanna commences with the verse. ‘base he bath g&n
of hir seed’. but concludes with ‘s&en he giveth of his se&?-This
is
to intimate another deduction.s Thus: [brrclwr Ik huth g&a]
his
se& From this I know only that the law applies to Iegitimate seed
[that being the normal meaning of the word]; whence do I know

frmnmaa]
when

of

(I) Dcut. XVIII.

to.

(1) Probably

baause

this would not be accounted

nomal mode of Mokcb worship; cp. pp. 4~8. w

l

(J) Is ‘rbr &J, IQI aw

IOp’ applicabk
onlyto l non
whocmnmnllypustbmugJ~
bimsclf. but
oat to a blind ot &ping Len. rho mtmt be kd Q attkd. 01 doea it apply
by explicitly
to lu? (4) Lp. xx, *f!y#im
tk plmlgc coaoema
r$faringto*denct.wbyhitrc~

(6)DnIcXVLII,ro.

(7)Lev.

xx, ~Hantbehw.lpplkshtognadwm.
(8)Lc.hmtbchtvm.
imdiaor&rtbltlnotherilw-&y
bedal&
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his son to pass through to an idol [not Mokch], where such is not
the normal mode of worship. Now, on the view that a sqsddej~ is
a worshipper of idols.3 why is extinction stated for it?6-Even as
it has been taught: That soul skull SUW~ be cut # jmm uoaa his

peopk;*
he shall be cue off in this world and in the next: this is
R. Ak&a’s view.9 R. Ishmael said: But the verse has previousiy
stated ‘det soul JhdJ be cut of: ‘0are there then three worlds?‘~ But
[interpret thus:] ‘und [that souJ] sLJJ be cut of-in
this world:
‘he i to be cut o#‘-[of the following verse, and denoted by

(I) The questioner understood this to lx deduced from ‘9

&J-in

thyself.

Since this is not taught in the name of any particuhr Tanna. it should agree
with the Rabbis too. (2) Heb. oD.Yej~1. implying an admonition to avoid any
action which may lead to poverty. Naturally. this i3 not to be interpreted as
permitting dishonesty,

but merely insists that poverty must not bc courted.

(I) Twice in Lev. XX, z-5: Wkororm kc kc . . . tigiutk

ojkir seed IOMafah . . .

kirr
not Thkm
I willICIeryfueqains~rbf IIM. . . and wilt cur him o#. Once in Num.
XV, Iof. But the mu1 rhardoah rvghr presumprwust~. . . tke IUWrepro&k tk Lord;
f will cut him of /,m amongkir prop& _ . . And ij tk pcq& oj the land . . . kill

(6) The munmg of wduddef is disputed in Ker. 7b. By a ‘worshipper of idols’
is meant. e.g., one who sings hymns in a huthen Tcmpk.

normal part of idolatry. it is understood.

(7) Since, being a

(8) Num. XV, JI. Continuing the

wrscs quoted in note J. In the Hcb. as usual. this emphasis is denoted hy the
rcpctition of the verb, Y??

n-F

(9) Hc interprets the doubling of the vcrh

as referring to
(IO) Ibtd. ho. (I I) Rashi explains that this qucs-.. two worlds.
..tion is not put to R. Al&a, because he interprets ~$4
in that previous
vcrsc as referring to b*my. .
not idolatry. But this question is rhctorially
stated by R. Ishmael on his own assumption that w@&j means an idol worshipprr.
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uncleanness”,
“hypocrites”,
“ye serpents, ye generation
of vipers, how can ye escape
the damnation of hell”, “ye
are of your father the devil,
and the lusts of your father
ye will do”, etc. (See Murk
7:1-4,Ma~hew 15.69,Matlhew 23, John 8.) Did the
Pharisees
go away?
No.
According
to Elizabeth
Dilling, theJewish Encyclopedia (1945) states: “The
Jewish religion, as it is today, traces its descent without a break, through all the
the
centuries
from
Pharisees...The
Talmud is
the largest and most imporsingle
piece
of
tant
literature...and
a study of it
is essential for any real understanding of Pharisaism.”
I think it is time, obviously, that this Babylonian
Talmud be dragged out of
the closet and examined by
the world in full daylight
before another single agreement of any sort be concluded with the people who
follow it. Further, I think
that Christians and Moslems
must be doubly on guard regarding any attempt to “consolidate” all religions under
one administration
of any
sort which involves groups
with such diametrically
op-
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posed, abominable,
obscene, injurious and life-threatening beliefs. It is time that the Christians compiled their
Ii ts of complaints against the “Jews” and presented it to
the Elders of Zion” for redress of grievances, just as the
“Jews” did at Vatican Council II. We will soon see how
much “cooperation”
is actually present behind that facade
of “brotherhood”,
“one-world religion”, etc.
One of the questions in history has been: why did the
Khazars accept “Judaism” in the 8th century over Christianity or Mohammadism?
The questioner generally assumed that “Judaism” meant “Old Testament” or “Torah”
teachings.
I can see, after learning
more about the
Babylonian Talmud, and after having studied more about
the Khazars and their way of life, that indeed, Talmudism
fit into the life of the Khazars very well indeed. There was
NO great “conversion to God Creator” in the 8th century,
only the acceptance of an established “religious” practice
which fit their own propensities, and provided a “legitimate”
cover for their diabolical activities. Why do I say this?
There is an account in the book The VinlandMap and
the Tartar Relation of an expedition in the 12th century
across the country occupied by the Khazars and the other
Mongolian/Turkish
tribes (known by many names). The
book was reprinted in 1967 by Yale University.
Therein a

Exhibit

KETHUbOTH

tb

brief description is given of the family and tribal life of
these pedple.
You will find they practiced polygamy,
incest, phallic worship, passing children through the fire,
murdering or taking into slavery all those not of their tribe,
usury, robbery, burning, etc.-everything
taught by the
Babylonian Talmud. The Khazars early became the merchant middle-men between the Ottoman Empire and Russia. You will find them now at the head of banking, trade,
and g0vemment.s. Knowing now how the Talmud teaches
and allows their way of life, one need not wonder at the
power and strength they have accumulated at the expense
of the “goi” of all the nations over the centuries.
The
“Khazars”, remember, were also called “Goths”, who became the “Elite” rulers of the Baltics, Russia and Europe.
They were also “Tartars’*, which were related to the ruling
family of the Ottoman Empire and established the Mogul
Empire in India and China, as well as settling in Spain,
Italy, Portugal, etc. We are not dealing here with a few nonconformists who wear black robes, strange hats and phylacteries, although this is the image the media often presents. We are dealing with a group of powerful, greedy,
brilliant, cunning, and totally depraved people who have
usurped “Judaism”, as well as all the other “-isms” intheir
drive for world take-over.
The “Pharisees”
of the 8th

1%

lesh. !jomc teach this teaching bi itself: 1 [AS to] a small boy who
wasintercourse with a grownup woman, Rab said, he makes her
as though she were] injured by a piece of wood; whereas Samuel
,;lld: ‘I&cd by a piece of wood’ does not apply to flesh. R. Oshaia
,bpted:
FtTH

l\‘HEs

A GROWK-UP.MAN

A LITTLE

COURSE

WITH

GIRL.

A GROWN-UP

hCCIDESTALLY
rHESE
50

CASES]

ISlURED
THEIR

ACCORDING

TO

U’HO WAS ISlURED

HAS HAD

OR WHEN

A SMALL

WOMAS.
BY

A

R. MEIR.

OR WHEN

PIECE

YETHUBAH

OF

IS TWO

BUT

ACCIDENTALLY

INTERCOURSE

BOY

THE

HAS INTER.
A GIRL

WAS

WOOD-[IN

ALL

HUNDRED

SAGES

SAY:

BY A PIECE

[ZUZ];
A GIRL

OF WOOD-

IS A MAKEH!~
Raba
said. It means5 this:
.
When a crown+p rnx) has intercourse with a little’~rl it is
4
I;othiac, for when rhc girl is less than thi sQisaTifoneputst7
HER

KF.THUBAH

hnger into the eye;vut
when a small boy has mttrcourse wn
rown-up woman’he makes her as ‘a girl who is injured by a
$e
of wood.’ ancl [with resard to the case of] a girl injured by
a piece of Wood,’ itself. there is the difference of opinion between
R. Meir and the Sages.
Rami b. &ma said: The difference of opinion” is [only1 when
he9 knew heL 10for R. Meir compares her** to a mature girl.‘1 and
\L

to that question %a~ recorded without my reference to R. Judah.
Sa8es direr only with regard to
regard to

J

J

girl injured by

small boy who hat intercourx

J

(4) The

piece of wood, but not with

with a gown-up

woman. Tbi~ rhowr

that the latter 01c unnot’be

compared with the former cae. The Mirhnah
(5) Lit., ‘nays’. @it..
would consequently be against Rab and for &I’@
(7) fl tetr3 home to the CY~again
‘here&
is, Icw than three years old.
and again. SO doea virginity come back to the little giil under three
Nid. 451.
vbo

(8) Between R. Mcir and the Saga.

was thus injured

(! z) A &wrh

(9) The h&and.

(v. Gloo.), a girl of full
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YeJn.

Cf.

(to) I.e.,

Nttity.
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century in Babylon were most like them in intent and
practice, and provided them the “cover” which has fooled
the nations.
There are copies of several Exhibits attached from
Elizabeth Dillings’s book [sprinkled over pages 19-221
which correspond with the TalmuSs quotes used in this
article. Remembering that the Talmud began to be collated
in the 2nd century, and that it still “allowed”, through
much “hair-splitting”,
the sacrificing of children (passing
them to Moloch), one can only shudder in horror at the
heaped-up infamy caused and propagated by such a vile
system. Certainly, in my opinion, there has never been a
more entrenched system, in the last few millenia, of beliefs
wherein the human person, including the “Jews”, was
more systematically
ruined and degraded in all their aspects, than the system which stands partially revealed in
these few glimpses of the Babylonian Talmud.
Knowing now the centuries-long-term
sexual attitudes,
practices, and beliefs of the Talmudists, is it very difficult
to imagine that they indeed may very well have earned the
epithet: “Mystery, Babylon the Great, the Mother of Harlots”? What do you think has happened to all those threeyear old girls and nine-year old boys who have been so
sexually mistreated and misled during their early life by
the Pharisees? Further, for example,
vhere do you think all the violence
Ind pornography in our present con11)
Exhibit
137
KeTHU60TH
rolled mass media originated and
the SIga compue her to a woman who had mteKOUt# rrich a
vhat is it doing to the youth of this
tation? Ask yourself: who controls
man.1 But if he did not know her.1 allagree) that sheha a6thing.r
he controlled media? Is it oonstituAnd why does R. Meir compare her to A mature girl? Let him
ional? I believe it is long past time
compare her to a woman who had intercourse with a man!-IIn
br a citizen’s investigation of these
the case of] a woman who had intercom
with a man, a deed
‘cultural” aberrations
if America
:ver hopes to remain a nation under
had been done to her by a man;5 but in her case’-no deed has
I constitutional
government, much
been done to her by a man. - And why do the Rabbis compare7
ess, “one nation under God.”
her to a woman who had intercourse with a man? Let them compare
My next article will take up anher to a mature girl! [In the case of] a mature girl M) deed WIWSOIther aspect of “Mystery, Babylon
he Great” through a book review of
ever has been done to her.8 but in her case- a deed has been
rhe People of the Secret, by Ernest
done to her.9
Scott.
’ so
‘But if he did not know her, all aerec that w
Bibliography:
The Talmud Unmasked, by Reverend I.B. Pranaitis,
R. Nahman objected: If she says, ‘I was injured by a piece of wood.’
.ranslated from Russian to English
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THE DIFFERENCE.
Eustace, and Ezra Pound before him,
TELL YOU THE TRUTH, WILL TELL YOU TRUTHAND HAVE ALWAYS TOLD YOU TRUTH-BUT
THE
ELITE SCOUNDRELS
HAVE TRIED EVERY WAY

I

J

- 1

J
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HATONN

MOVING

Each day that you have to move on-please
do so. Do
not be lulled by the media to rest on your awards- for the
enemy goes right on with ever increasing diligence.
KWANSA
If you do not believe it then I suggest you take a big
look at what is celebrated “this week” for the traditional
seven days with a seven-candle candlestick as the logo. It
is an “African-American”
(whatever in the world that term
could possibly mean) celebration. Unfortunately
that term
singles out the most forward thinking, racially distinct
group in the world and labels them something THEY ARE
NOT. So, from where would such a label come, do you
suppose? Ah indeed, the candelabra tells you EXACTLY
who suggested and then implemented the various “names”
for a race of mankind-which
changes with the wind to be
politically correct or as a selective set-up for full racial
segregation under the GUISE of unification.
The seven days of celebration with candle lighting is
called Kwansa (sometimes called Kwanza) and reflects socalled African lineage background.
However, it is 8 NEW
celebration “for the Americans” of “native” culture. “Native”??? Native “what”? Native slavery whose foundation
for same (slavery) was built originally and ongoing by the
people NOW CALLING THEMSELVES “Jews”.
This group of people, the Khazarian One Worlders

by Eustace

Mullins

The Curse Of Canaan
A Demonology of History
(COC) $15.00, 242 pages

’

Murder By Injection
The Story of the Medical Conspiracy
Against America (MBI) $15.00, 361 pages
Rape Of justice
America’s Tribunals Exposed
(ROJ) $18.00, 535 pages
The Secrets Of The,Federal Reserve
(SFR) $15.00, 201 pages
The World Order
Our Secret Rulers
(TWO) $15.00, 297 pages
To order Eustace Mullins’ superb books,
please wtite to:
Ezra Pound

Institute
Of Civilization
P.O. Box 1105
Btaanton;
VA 24402.

(for shipping

and handling,

HOLY

LIGHT.

There is hardly anyone or anything more hated by the
false-“chosen people” than are the BLACKS. Why? Because the Blacks “think” they are Godly people and, because they BELIEVE so, they ARE. The very ignorance
foisted off on a segment of mankind which disallows for
equal justice, equal opportunity and equal REAL education-has
literally allowed the setting up for riots, chaos
and loss of millions of the very race with which the antiWorse, the ones
Christ CLAIMS to have brotherhood.
involved ARE NOT ALLOWED TO KNOW TRUTH AND
ARE BOUND TO THAT INABILITY TO QUESTION BY
THE LEADERS OF THE TRIBE. These puppet-MA%
TERS are cunning and deceitful and come from every
color, race, tribe and segment of human. “THAT” is why
you cannot find them among you for they head the govemment, the churches and all commercial activities.
THEY
HAVE LITERALLY STOLEN YOUR WORLD, YOUR
HERITAGE AND YOUR FREEDOM.
NO
NEW

READING

MORE

WHO RUN EVERY COMMERCIAL
ENTERPRISE IN
THE WORLD, THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM OF EVERY
NATION, THE POLITICAL SYSTEMS OF EVERY NATION AND THUS AND SO-ESTABLISHED
ANOTHER
FALSE HOLIDAY TO SUCK YOU IN. THE FOCUS FOR
THE GREAT SUCKING SOUND-IS
AMERICA, CITIZENS!
This h;s NOTHING to do with PEOPLE of given areas
or backgrounds.
It has EVERYTHING to do with control
of the V 3RLD by the Elite people who follow the very
adversarial
god of CHRIST-the
anti-Christ-WHILE
UNDER THE COSTUME AND FACADE OF GOD OF

add 10%)

KNOWN TO MAN TO DESTROY HIM-J.
EDGAR
HOOVER, THE BARON OF THE FBI, HAD A PERSONAL CONTRACT
ON HIM. THEY STILL TRY
BUT TRUTH
IS GAINING
RECOGNITION
AND
THOSE OF SUCH AS THE BRITISH
INTELLIGENCE GROUP, ADL B’NAI B’RITH, ARE GOING
TO BE UNCOVERED-IT
HAS ALREADY
BEGUN.

You must understand that all “service” “8rouns” form
under the guise of “right principles”
and %er&ce”
in
brotherhood.
The true PURPOSE is never recognized at
onset and, as the membership grows-THE
DIVERGENCE
FROM GOODNESS IS MISSED BY THE PARTICIPANTS
WHO CONTINUE

RIGHT ON WITH THEIR GOODLY

COMMUNITY SERVICE. This is NECESSARY to allow
for the cover to remain intact. BUT THE MEMBERSHIP
IS STARTING TO TURN AGAINST THE USURPERS
WHO THIEVE THE GOODNESS AND USE IT AND THE
MEMBERSHIP FOR FOUL INTENT.
ONES

WHO

Censorship is in its most effective mode by “copyrights”. Truth can bear NO COPYRIGHT.
SO, attorneys
and courts MAKE THE RULES THAT TRUTH IS COPYRIGHTED. They mislead the writers into believing their
%tuffl is safe and secure under the guise of such “LAWS”
(777). WHO MADE SUCH STUPID LAWS? That’s right!
And WHY would these laws be made falsely? That’s right,
again! To censor YOUR FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
SPREAD and to gain FIRST INPUT FROM ANY NEW
IDEA, PLAN, TRUTH AND/OR PATENT FOR NEW
PRODUCTS.
PONDER IT. If you mail your work DIRECTLY to the Usurpers-WHO
GETS THE INFORMATION FZIWi7’?

Interesting isn’t it?

I would share a small note, in part,
Mullins to Brent at CONTACT.

from Eustace

[QUOTING:]
Bankers Research Institute
P.O. Box 110s
Staunton, VA 24401
Eustace Mullins, Director

REASON
FOR
REVELATIONS

Why do I not bring new and marvelous revelations?
I
am taunted, as are my people, that we only give what is
already
around and “why do you not bringnew t&h?” we
are constantly admonished.
Because there IS NO “new”
truth. Truth is truth, has always been in front of you, and
shall always be there-you
just don’t look-and
when you
‘find”, you DENY UNTIL IT IS TOO LATE TO RE-

CENSOR

Dec. 20, 1994
Dear Brent:
I have just received the Dec. 13, 1994 ‘%rasite”
issue of CONTACT. YOU are thefirst to have the courage
to deal with this vital aspect of the world problem. Please
send me 50 copies.
With very best regards,
M Eustace Mullins

GAIN CONTROL.

[END OF QUOTING]
EUSTACE

MULLINS

Why do I continually return to the “bigoted” Eustace
Mullins? Because he IS THE LEAST BIGOTED PERSON
I KNOW ON YOUR PLANET! His very best friends come
from among the scoundrel tribe! “They” just simply KNOW

We present this note because we honor this writer
beyond others who have written on the same subject materials-about
a wide variety of topics-but
all dealing with
the world in downward spiral [see information on this
page]. I repeat that this is NOT a bigoted man and the
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attacks of the “ADL” against him PROVE AS MUCH. The
ADL does not bother to continue years of attack against
anyone UNLESS THEY ARE TELLING TRUTH!
I hope that within the year we can have a full section
of CONTACT allocated soleiy to Eustace Mullins, and, be
able to pay him handsomely
for the service.
You must
understand that one does not HAVE to believe in aliens,
little or big, to believe in TRUTH and opening up that truth
to the multitudes.
I would guess, however, that just in
KNOWING GOVERNMENT
AND NEW WORLD ORDER LIES AND COVER-UPS,
that certainly Mullins
KNOWS there are “friendly aliens” around as well as
dastardly aliens.
Please remember something more obvious and most often missed: The ones calling themselves
JEWS have kept themselves segregated from the American
community
by failure to simply define themselves
as
“Americans”.
This, readers, means that THEY ARE
ALIENS.
Does this make the term “Aliens among us*
more easily understood7
Thank you. Citizens of a bloodline from the Middle East or Holy Land who are citizens of
the United States of America-CALL
THEMSELVES
AMERICANS-AND
LISTNO QUALIFICATIONS!
You
have ones RUNNING your GOVERNMENT
in the most
important positions known to a government-who
do not
even speak good English-they
are primarily RUSSIANJEWS (BOLSHEVIKS).
I do not “make up” this information-IT
IS WELL-KNOWN TO ANYONE WHO READS
OR HEARS. THE SOVIET-COMMUNISTS
CAME AND
CONQUERED-SO
BE IT!
RONN

JACKSON

There is no “new news” from Ronn over the Christmas
days. This is fine as time for phones are limited as so many
try to get through to loved ones through such days.
We are pleased to note that Ronn’s “room-mate” was released last Thursday and did immediately contact COWACT.
There was a major sna-foo afoot, however, as he claims
Ronn told him it was prearranged
for him (Wade) to
contact ones in Las Vegas and/or CONTACT and living
facilities and a job would be arranged. Wade waited at the
bus terminal all day for someone to pick him up and, when
no one arrived he contacted Rick Martin.
There was nothing to do for the gentleman save give
him a bit of assistance in Las Vegas for a trip to his own
home-state.
So, information gets scrambled. At any rate,
we will follow up as the man is from Nevada, obviously,
and if Jackson gave him this information, he must plan to
stay in CLOSE touch.
Unfortunately,
Ronn says he never gave Wade such
information.
Is this just oversight or entangled webs? It
is hard to know but I don’t want you readers to come back
to CONTACT as if our stories are “far-out” misinformation. I am quite sure that this man will knowRonn Jackson
just about better than anyone around and confirmation of
activities can be verified.
At Ronn’s request, CONTACT
purchased typing equipment, etc., for Wade and therefore
it is reasonable that such hoveful arrangements would have
been offered at some poini. The facrs are that with the
financial changes of this month-the
parties here are unable to be of much help. Follow up is underway.
As for Ronn himself, the Constitutional
Law Center is
full-bore ahead on the case. Old court transcripts will be
personally gathered by Mr. Dixon and filing of a “writ”
should be accomplished by Tuesday afternoon-if
the transcripts uncover what is expected. Would it not be nice to
find “freedom” by the First??
ADDRESSES
“COMMITTEE”

OF
MEMBERS

A dear friend in Florida has gathered mailing information for MANY of the members of that Committee.
It is
being provided elsewhere in this paper, I believe. Please
feel free to continue your writings to these individuals.
[seep. 81
RICHARD

WAYNE

SNELL

Please do not let up on your contacts to the Governor
of Arkansas on behalf of Snell [See Box on this page]. We
are finding more and more probable miscarriage of justice
in all relationships
to this case. YOU must not allow that
man to be executed-he
is innocent of the charges. Know
that during this Season BUNCHES of obscene arrests,

confiscations
and actions have been taking place against
others besides Snell who KNOW about Clinton-AND,
AS WELL, HARASSMENT AGAINST PATRIOTS DOING NOTHING AND/OR MAKING TAX PROTESTS.
I would share a letter from a Florida reader that you
might well consider as a format by which to correspond
with said Governor of Arkansas.
[QUOTING:]
The Honorable Governor
State of Arkansas
JIM GUY TUCKER
State Capitol
Little Rock, AR 72201
Dear Governor

Tucker,

It SC ‘ms that I will be asking for a miracle, and yet I
must ask anyway. It is in regards to Richard Wayne Snell,
who is now on “Death Row” in Arkansas in o Federal
[Editor’s note: actually, it is a State] Prison. What Ihave
read recently concerning him is this:
1. He was researching corruption in Mena, Arkansas.
2. He was targeted, set up and ambushed by Federal
Agents, using Arkansas State Troooers.
3. He returned/ire in self defense, thereby killing one
ArkansasState
Trooper, andwasfinally
wounded
and captured.
Of course, I don ‘t know all the facts, and, if the
foregoing
is TRUE, a case of serf defense was surely
warranted.
This gives rise to questions that should be
investigated, ifjustice is to be administered
The questions that arise are:
1. Did his defense attorney truly represent him without collusion?
2. Was he targeted because of his research of the
corruption?
3. Would his death serve to further cover-up ongoing
and, now, unfolding investigations of corruption
in Mena, Arkansas and elsewhere?
Dear Governor Tucker, I must ask: ifthere is even an
iota of doubt in your mind about any single facet of this
case, will you PLEASE SZGNA STAY-OF-EXECUTION
SO THAT THE MATTER CAN BE RE-EXAMINED?
If
you do not act quickly, andiUr. Snell is executed, it will be
too late for him. If however, you grant a Stay-of-Execution, and the ensuing investigation re-verifies the worst
case scenario (of his guilt), will you not still be recognized as a man ofmercy and conscience. 7 And as a man
who leaves no stone unturned in the cause of distributing
justice?
Dear Sir, his life hangs by a thread, and the cutting
knife is in your hand. May you allow our FATHER to
guide you in this matter, as well in every decision that
you must make.
If you find me to be incorrect, misguided or misin.formed, PLEASE take the time to correct me.
IsI N. N.M.

Thank you for attending this brother who is about to be
slain to protect your bastard president in his incredible
criminal escapades.
Readers, these actions cannot wait until you are through
with the ball-game or sipping your Holiday Egg Nog. They
must be attended FIRST and the game will seem far more
worthy of your respite.
AND
PLANNED

One family in Florida was raided and property taken
from within the dwelling right through the Christmas Tree
and packages. This was an average family who declined to
file tax papers “because they believed the Income Tax to be
It is-but
I remind you-the
LAWS
Unconstitutional.”
NOW STATE THAT YOU WILL DO THESE THINGSOR LOSE EVERYTHING!
This is going to happen more
and more as Tax Day comes (for example presentation)
AND more and more vehicles will be confiscated from you
who feel the Driver’s License is unconstitutional.
YOU
WILL BE ARRESTED IF DRIVING WITHOUT THAT
LICENSE AND YOUR VEHICLE IS SUBJECT TO IM-
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Think carefully for that
MEDIATE CONFISCATION!
which SHOULD be is NOT.
I believe that we have offered THE BEST ways, for
protection of selves, available.
I have told you over and
over again that even the most plausible methods ofprivacy,
etc., will likely become unavailable.
I note that you will be
offered opportunity through this information sheet for some
alternatives as to privacy and business. BE CAUTIOUSI DO NOT SANCTION THE METHODS OTHER THAN
AS POSSIBLE VERY SHORT-TERM POSSIBILITIES.
I
don’t even sanction them for short-term if the facts be
recognized.
The BEST way to secure some assets is still through
the Phoenix Institute For Research & Education, Ltd. with
gold as COLLATERAL for gaining immediate currency
AND having the bank hold the metal as security against
those notes. These values remain able to increase while the
notes offer working tinds for this work and projects which
will ultimately offer you participants JOBS and a place to
live when the going gets REALLY bud. 1 won’t push
further but some people simply KNOW NOT WHATTHEY
DO WHEN THEY FAIL TO SECURE THEIR COLLATERAL. No bank in the world will secure the collateral for
a citizen when there is call against same or pay the interest
as the rates increase-why
do you expect the Institute to do
so? You complain about “misuse” of funds? That would
be the most grievous form of misuse and abuse of
“everyone’s” assets. [Editor’s note: For more information about the Phoenix Institute and/or questions about
participation
therein, please call 805-822-0601 during
normal West Coast business hours.]
As to privacy and protection of seif, Nevada Corporations used and maintained PROPERLY are the best shelter
you can obtain-ANYWHERE
[Editor’s note: For more
information on Nevada Corporations please see p. 291.
Do not let the smooth salesmen tell you how secure and
readily available foreign funds and trusts ARE-they
[the
funds] will soon not be obtainable and the costs, fees and
general expenses will be all you get out of it-and that will
be in the “wrong” direction-save
for the attorneys and
salesmen. If you are in Podunk, U.S.A. and your assets are
in Ireland-you
don’t HAVE ANYTHING AND NO WAY
TO GET IT-BACK!
I am in a great state of annoyance to
some of our thoughtful business attachments for this information but I DO NOT ADVISE SUCH ACTIVITIES IN
THIS TIME OF TOTAL CORRUPTION AND CHAOSYOU MAY “THINK” YOU DEAL IN PRIVACY-BUT
YOU DO NOT!!! In fact, ponder a moment: HOW ARE
YOU GOING TO KEEP IN TOUCH??
ADDRESSES?
HOW? WILL THATNOT BRING THE SEEKERS RIGHT
TO YOUR MAILBOX,
TELEPHONE,
OR DOOR?
THINK! !
I most certainly suggest that no funds from our coffers
be allotted to such activities.
You have poured enough
unreturned funds into seemingly good activities such as
the ones who even sidetracked funds for the Constitutional
Law Center. DO NOT BE SUCKERED BY THAT WHICH
LOOKS GOOD-AND
IS NOT.

Where To Write:

[END OF QUOTING]

RAIDS
CONFISCATIONS
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Governor Jim Guy Tucker
State Capitol
Little Rock, AR 72201
(50 1) 682-2345
The White House
President William J. Clinton
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20500
(202) 456-14 14
Richard Snell SK897
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CONTACT:

Some Comments
On Cults & Sects
12/26/94

CULTS

#l

AND

HATONN

SECTS

such, Le., Anti-Defamation
League, World Zionist
ganization,
American
Jewish League, etc.]

Or-

“Ideology

is irrelevant,” says Richard Ofshe [H: Jewwho shared the 1979 Pulitzer Prize for
Public Service for helping to expose Synanon, a violent
cult that began as a drug-rehabilitation
center in California. “What is important is how power and authority are
used in the group. When people’s confidence in themselves is shattered so they accept exploitation, then that’s
a cult.” [H: Does that net suit the definition of ALL SOCALLED
JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
AND PACs?
ish], a sociologist

I am asked to comment on Cults and Sects and why do
people follow leaders in these set-up organizations.
I can
tell you one thing right off: YOU DO NOT NEED AN
ORGANIZATION
TO SERVE AND HONOR GOD.
THAT IS WHY YOU WILL FIND NO SUCH THING
IN THIS SERVICE.

So, why DO people follow the leader???
I think the following article from The Orlando Sentinel, Sat., Dec. 24, 1994 speaks to the issue very well.
[QUOTING:]
CULTS:
WHY
DO PEOPLE
PI.AY
FOLLOW
THE LEADER?
by Wendy Marston, A&E Monthly

How many people thinking themselves
“Jewish” but
are NOT, are sucked into the payoff to Israel and the
World Order Masters?
We have a full-page advertirement for funds from American ‘Jews” from last week’s
leading New York paper, but the ad ran NATIONWIDE AND IN CANADA.
If there is space, please run
it. {See p.25.)
THIS IS THE BIGGEST
“CULT” OF
THE OCCULT
OF ALL KNOWN GROUPS EVER IN
HISTORY.]

In 197 1 comedian Steven Allen received a distressing
Ofshe has watched cults and the ways they operate for
letter from his son Brian: “I have given up my old name the past 20 years. He stresses that looking for a specific
and all that went with it. My new name is Logic Zsruef. I philosophy is not the way to identify a cult. Instead,
do not expect to return to Los Angeles. This will be my last determine what method the organization USES TO CONletter.”
TROL MEMBERS’
BEHAVIOR!
[H: This one rhouid
So began Allen’s encounter with the Love Family, the know for he helps ret the guidelines
for the major
Seattle cult his 24-year-old son had joined. In Beloved
Jewish groups and that means he knows all about conSon: A Story of the Jesus Cults (Bubbs-Merrill.
1982), trolling behavior!!]
Allen describes his family’s ordeal in trying to remain in
What usually propels someone to join a cult is the
sontact with Brian, who, after years of membership in the intense insecurity and vulnerability
experienced after a
Love Family, did finally make a break. [H: Why do ones personal upheaval. Thus people who have receritly moved,
lost a job, left a marriage or started college are all prime
INSIST on calling these “Christian”
groups or “Jesus
Cults”?
Because the enemy wants you to believe, that’s
candidates.
The leaders of cults, however, are a VERYDZFFERwhy! Alien is “Jewish” and yet if he paid attention he
ENT BREED FROM THE MEMBERS.
The ones that
would see exactly WHO structured
this organizationby the naming of his son “Israel”.
For goodness sakes,
immediately spring to mind-Charles
Manson, Jim Jones,
will you never see?]
David Koresh, Sun Myung Moon [H: ALL SO-CALLED
The term “cult” has been used to describe groups AND TRAINED
“JEWS”.]-have
become compelling
ranging from Grateful Dead fans to Jehovah’s Witnesses
celebrities.
to Mary Kay cosmetics saleswomen, but what exactly is a
What is it that enables them to control so many people?
cult?
[H: Yes indeed, I am also interested
for you
The stock answer has been “charisma”, a word that
NEVER
find the MAJOR CULTS being labelied as obscures more than it explains: One cult expert described
the typical leader as an effective manipulator capable of
operating a complex social system. [H: INDEED! And
that training
comes directly from the MIND-CONTROL PROGRAMS
AND PERSONS INVOLVED.
JIM
JONES WAS TAKEN TO ISRAEL, HE DID NOT DIE
AT JONESTOWN
AND KORESH WAS SEEN BEING
LIFTED
OFF IN ONE OF THE OFFICIAL
HELICOPTERS AT THE MT. CARMEL SITE IN WACO.]

A common belief-though
false-is that leaders started
out with good intentions but were corrupted by power. [H:
Boy, is that ever a true statement-FOR
THE WRONG
REASONS!]
In fact, Manson was a pimp and a hustler
before gathering his “family” in the late ’60s. Jones,
although he became a preacher as a very young man, had
already exhibited signs of violent irrationality when faced
with any kind of abandonment.
[H: THE express signs

THE PHOENLX

‘0 get harsh. We have no group and no recruiting to jobs
)r anything else. YOU either are for GOD OF LIGHT
)r you are not. I certainly have a job and so do YOU
rlthough I realize that some of you think soliciting
nemberr for US is somehow your task. NO, NO AND
YO! We serve only the CHRISTED
energy of GODmd for that we NEED NO CLUB (OF EITHER VARIETY). Ones bringing visitors to a “meeting”, if we are
saving one, ERR greatly if they give the impression
that
there are church-like
gatherings.
There is nothing
tbout our meetingr
which is %hurch-like”
save the
message perhapr
as would be revealed
in a TRUE
Christian atmosphere.
There is no donation, no order,
no regularity and no membership
although ones CONSTANTLY desire to structure
this perception.
Our
KNOWING may well qualify as a ‘%eligion” of rome
Iort-but
it ir NOT, so don’t try to make into same.
?Iote that it is your enemies who continue in such tactics
md mispronouncements
to suck you into their trap. If
you feel this way about us-please
get thee froni us. We
have an honorable job to do and good business
to be
built-no
more. I have a task of sharing the WORD of
truth as do many of my friends-however,
YOU WILL
ESTABLISH
AND DO THE PROJECTS.]

He accomplished
this trick with a team of skillful
spies who would learn during the interview if any of the
newcomer’s family were still at home. If not, they would
break into the house, snoop around and race back with
details. The new person would be convinced of Jones’
omniscience.
Continued use of espionage ensured that
anyone who began to question Jones’ authority would be
found out and quickly dealt with. [H: This 1s THE major
reason I rpeak so rarely about perronal
events and
private incidents-so
that YOU DO NOT COME TO
BE SUCKERED
INTO A MAGIC
CULT OF “PSYCHIC” NONSENSE.]

Cults also use brainwashing
techniques.
One--sleep
deprivation-is
a tried-and-true way to distort perception,
[H: And just WHERE
even to the point of hallucination.
would this come from in your daily activities?]
Members aren’t commanded outright to stay awake; rather
they’re given assignments-changing,
memorizing dogma,
confession-that
achieve the same results: postponing
sleep. As their physical state deteriorates, followers fall
more firmly under the leader’s hold.
[END’ OF QUOTING]
I hope that ones of YOU who try to impress ME with
your need to stay up all day and night to answer letters, do
writings, do service or anything ELSE-are
not! If you are
not in the service of my enemy-you
will become so when
deprived long enough. This does not infer that ones who
serve at night and get the rest they need during the day are
remiss. They simply utilize “different’* hours. Those of
you who believe that YOU are somehow “beyond the
ability of the dark forces to control YOU” are going to be
very sadly mistaken.
I wouldliketolea~thisparticularwritingforthestaffisvay
short of hands today and the paper must go to bed this evening.
llmnk you and, Dharma, I would like to continue right on, please.
Takea~andaetbacksuicklyaMlwewilltryt
ofthe other work&. Sal;.

COMMUNICATION
WII-H

THE

IS ONLY
MORE

DEAD

A LITTLE

DIFFICULT

THAN

COMMUNICATION
WITH
SOME
OF
The leader needs an effective intelligence
system to
LIVING.
recruit and keep tabs on members. Jones’ spy network was THE
and immoral
behaviors
trained into traineer through
such as the Montauk Project, the Monarch Project and
thus and so.]

first-rate.
Strangers attending their first People’s Temple
meeting would have been interviewed before the sermon
and, in many cases, would be shocked to hear Jones revealing their secrets during his talk. [H: Do you readers and
“I don’t need a plowzharaan
you beat my sword
into a Lamborghini?”

friends NOW SEE WHY I insist on no membership,
no
pushing
of anything
and certainly
no ‘recruiting”?
__
When I hear ones even using the wakd I cringe and have
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like super-glue on balsa wood. [See the last several issues
of CONTACT for reports on some of the ongoing shenanigans in this attack.] Why? Would not the ADL citizens
want freedom under the Constitution ofyour Great Nation:
I offer here a well-done letter by one who obviously needs
support and our protection BY PRINTING HER N&E.
I
have no notion as to militias, in general, but your Constitution allows for same and just WHY would a foreign cult
be so active AGAINST AMERICAN CITIZENS7

Declare your InaeDenaencc
L-

-

u

(Continued

from

Front

Paie)

[QUOTING:]

Rocking the religious boat is nothing new to Gritz,
who received 28.39 1 Utah votes during his Populist Party
presidential
campaign in 1992. Utah provided a third of
his nationwide support.
But Gritz has a habit of rattling Mormondom with
comments like this one from a Salt Lake Tribune interview
two years ago: “I don’t personally believe we will be gods,
frankly. I don’t know whether Joseph Smith was a prophet
a little bit, a long time, or always or never. It doesn’t make
a difference to me.”
A 1984 convert, Gritz had contended that his salvation
depended more on “my position with the deity, not Salt
Lake City.” His growing frustration with what he views as
the “corporate” hierarchy of the Mormon Church resulted
in a March 14 letter instructing church leaders to remove
his name from membership rolls “until such time as Jesus
Christ is restored as the head”. [H: Bad news, Bo, Jesus

“Regional representatives,
LDS college presidents,
stake presidents and other officials reported that I had been
‘excommunicated’,”
writes Gritz. “It was painfully clear
that LDS Church officials favored Bush and would do
‘whatever it takes’ to keep votes from me and the Consti-

Christ was NEVER the head of the Mormon Church. In
the Oriental
(specifically
Japanese)
languages
‘Marman” MEANS
“Satan”.
The Mormon
Church
was
ESTABLISHED
as THE American
branch
of the
Freemasonic-Illumanati
Zionist octopus.
If you can’t
see it with the knowledge
that YOU HAVE, BO, then
you are pretty BLIND!
This is also why I AM PRESENTED TO YOU AS A SERPENT-TO
ALIENATE
YOU FROM GOD AND HIS HOSTS. Believe what you
will but you remain stranded
in the wrong troops as
long as you allow for the manipulation
by the ADL
through ones like George Green et al. who have ALREADY SOLD THEIR SOULS-TO
GUESS WHO!]

A March meeting with his stake president, Blain Hale
of Las Vegas, was the “straw that broke the camel’s back”,
writes Gritz. The former Green Beret claims Hale admonished him for baptizing an Army intelligence lieutenant in
California, since Gritz was practicing his Mormon priesthood ordinance outside his region. Then Gritz writes that
Hale asked if he planned to file a 1040 tax form with the
IRS in April.
“It is very clear through Supreme Court decisions that
there is to be no mix between church and state,” writes
Gritz, [H: And your million dollar check is in the mail!]
who has said he dutifully pays taxes. “Why, if our govemment rejects God, are churches accepting roles as government tax collectors?”
[H: VERY GOOD QUESTION!]

“My action is not recommended for any who feel their
salvation and status before God is in any way tied to human
authority and man-made structures,” Gritz writes in an
open letter to supporters titled Salt Lake City ‘NMe. “I am
not suggesting that any ofyou revoke your church membership.” [H: Why not, Bo? I thought you stood for truth
If you do not advocate your
at all turns of the pathway.
own actions then how can you expect your readers to
stand FOR YOU?
If demand
for tax returns upon
which to. base your tithing is WRONG FOR YOU, is it
not WRONG FOR ALL?!

Gritz writes that he came to Mormonism after receiving a divine revelation in the Asian jungle during a failed
mission to find missing Vietnam POWs. [H: Now THAT
IS interesting!
Who do you suppose
gave you that
udivinen

revelation?

No, old friend,

it WAS NOT ME!]

He, his wife Claudia and two children were sealed in the
St. George Temple in 1985, a rite that according to Mormon doctrine will keep them together for eternity. [H: And
a ritual which CANNOT be taken
tithing member of the cult.]

UNLESS

you are a

“Some of the temple ritual seemed more than strange,
but I found great peace and claiity in my’celestial communication,” writes Gritz, who did not return phone calls
from the Tribune. [H: I find that bit even more interesting-he
found “that” communication
with celestial beings peaceful
and with clarity-while
I am with the
Hosts of God and he hears me NOT? What’s more is
that I am a ‘blood relative” to the young man. My hope
is that I will witness this young man mature into TRUTH
where his service
can be fulfilled
in the service
of
GOD.]

As his 1992 presidential
campaign dawned, Gritz
writes, “I was disappointed
to find that politics left its
repulsive stain upon those I thought invulnerable.”
He
resented being denied access to speak at Brigham Young
University although George Bush, Bill Clinton and Ross
Perot had been invited. [H: Not to mention inviting the
Mormori LEADER,
Brent Scowcroft!]
Church off:cials
warned him not to accept invitations
to speak in ANY
CHURCH FACILITIES, he said.

The letter in point is TO the ADL.

tution.”

Gritz contends the Internal Revenue Service has convinced the LDS Church to police its members for tax
protestation.
LDS Church spokesman Don LeFevre says honesty is
a requirement to qualify for a church temple recommend,
which implies obedience to the law. [H: Now if that isn’t
the largest dose of hogwash ever-presented
since the
Grinch stole Christmas ! Obviously,
Mr. LeFevre
or
Coi. Gritz have not gotten to know, very well, the larger
membership
of the Mormon Church, especially
as relater to BUSINESS!]

[END OF QUOTING]
UNITED
NATIONSANTI-DEFAMATION
LEAGUE;
(Mormon Church offshoot)
I am not tattling-I
state a FACT. If it is uncomfortable-apologies
for not speaking UP SOONER!
TheADL is into the sibject gf American State Militias

ADL (Anti-Defamation
League)
823 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017
Attn:

David Strassler
Thomas Halpem
David Rosenberg
James Purcell

I have just read your so called report on American
Militias.
I would like to ask you one BIG question: Just
who do you think you are, spying on the American people,
who are following their total rights given to them first by
God as free Americans, by the Constitution of the United
States, and the Constitutions
of each of our individual
states?
You talk about anti-this and anti-that.
Just who put
you in the judge’s seat? By your actions in your involvement in the murder of 100 men, women and children at Mt.
Carmel, and the murder of Randy Weaver’s wife, son and
their dog, it is very clear who is the anti-Christian.
and
anti-anything
that you do not approve of. Satan, your
father, must be very proud of you and your right arm, the
“Cult Awareness” bunch of idiots.
How dare you judge what is a cult? Where did your
“wise men” come from; who decides who or what is a cult,
or who is anti-this or anti-that? I can tell you if you do not
know-from
the pit of hell!
Also, how dare you tell the ATF just what they must do
as far as your appendix “ADL MODEL PARAMILITARY
TRAINING STATUTE, AND HOW IT MUST BE PASSED
IN ALL OF OUR STATES! You do not set our laws and
you have stepped way beyond anyone’s right to judge free
Americans (H: Ah, but dear ones, THEY DO SET YOUR
LAWS!] (and whether you realize it, we are still free, and
NO ONE is going to change that). [H: No, you are not
“still free” and therein lies the FACT.] Oh how ashamed
the true, loving Jewish people must be of you and your
filth. I have many Jewish friends and they are nothing like
you animals, and I apologize to the animals for using their
name to describe yo;.
-

WE NEED YOUR HELP!
PLEASE CONSIDER SPONSORING
A PHOENIX JOURNAL
The cost for printing the PHOENIX JOURNALS in sufficient quantities
to offer them at rock bottom prices is always a serious challenge to our
financial resources. At this time we need financial assistance to help cover
the printing costs of the JOURNALS. If you are in a position to assist,
please call PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC. at (800)800-5565
and ask for Brent.
We would like to extend our thanks once again to those of you who have
helped us so greatly in the past. Without your assistance we would not have
come this far.
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May our Holy God forgive you for what you have done,
and are doing.
Our Holy God told us “to pray for our
enemies, and those who persecute you, for my name sake,
and I will heap coals of fire upon their heads.” I will be
praying for you to realize who is in control of you, and that
you will repent and fall on your faces before Almighty God,
before it is too late for you. Have you forgotten people like
you, as hateful as you, and evil as you, did the same thing
to the Jewish people as you have done in Idaho, and Waco,
Texas and are now spreading your venom and hate against
patriotic American
citizens?
[H: I apologize
for any
bringing in of threats of what God will do-for
the very
“threats”
were written as IF by God in the books of
Jewish
instructions
called the Holy Bible.
READ
THOSE BOOKS WITH DISCERNMENT
AND GOOD
JUDGMENT!]

With absolutely no respect for you and your organization from hell, I am a free American who objects to you and
for all you stand for.
Delores Kuespert
5 1530 Juniper Rd.
South Bend, IN 46637
[END OF QUOTING]
Sorry, “pickers”, this is not set up by any of “us” as you
of the opposition proclaim. This is an American screaming
out in objection to that which is being foisted off onto you.
A 12/l l/94 ADL REPORT ON MILITIAS CAN BE RECEIVED VIA APFN HOTLINE FAX PUBLICATIONS.
CALL 702-228-9 11 l-AREA
2, SPECIAL REPORT 2.
AND PLEASE.
READERS,
SUPPORT
THE APFN
HOTLINE.
1See information in Box below on this pane.1
FREEDOM IS NOT FREE!
ONES STRUGGLE TO
GETZNFORMA TZON TO YOU BUT THE HELP IS SO
LZTTLE IN SUPPORT THAT IT IS SHOCKING AND
APPALLING.
Z do note that it is because the true
patriots and freedom seekers have done their seeking in
the wronp ~laccs andwerc divided from assets BEFORE
the fact-GUESS
HOW THAT CAME TO PASS???.
I have no input about “militias”my interest and
mission deals with other matters of information.
But here
is another “good one”. It is anarticle from SONS/DAUGHTERS OF LIBERTY:

Before offering the article, however, it should be noted
that, according to Texe Marrs, Broadcaster & Editor of
FLASHPOINT newsletter, “Bob Dole ir a 33rd degree
Mason.” Further let it be noted that Bob Dole was served
Public Notice of Treason on Nov. 28th by Charles R.
Sprows, Maitland, Florida (Fax: 407-644-2717).
[QUOTING:]
THE
GREATEST
BETRAYAL
BY THE
GOVERNMENT
AND

It is known from within the ranks of the Military and
by Illuminati
members that America is clearly betrayed
and must therefore be takenback.
Enough information has
been given us to hold them accountable for War Crimes
and Treason.
Internet and computer hackers have made
access files available.
If you have been violated by any
Judge, IRS, BLM, Police, etc., we ask you to write down all
vital information
as best you remember and to gather
background information on the violators. Get their names,
social security numbers, official titles, personal history,
where they live, take photos of them, find out where their
relatives live, family members, where they bank, clubs and
organizations,
etc. This information will be asked for later
as they will be held accountable for their War Crimes.
Draft up your own forms to fill out and encourage others to
do the same. If you see people being violated in public or
along the roads or at home-photograph
the event and then
document it with witnesses. Collect maps showing aerial
restricted zones and note these locations. Collect maps of
fenced government projects that are not quite what they
seem. Watch key areas along Florida-Georgia,
California
borders, Canada, and any troop movements, rail oar movements, monitor the FEMA bands and short wave radio
bands. Be prepared and learn the landscape better than
others.
Try to locate underground
air vents, pipelines,
elementary structures that need investigating,
etc.
The Petroleum Club is the entrance to underground
shelters, accessed by elevators.
All aerial maps which
show landing strips of 5,000 and 7,000 feet are requested
to be observed, especially in Florida.
The greatest conspiracy to surrender our country is through the New World
Order-Illuminati
efforts supported by the Masonic members in law enforcement and government agents. You have

*
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been duped. On May 1st they celebrate the establishment
of the Illuminati -all seeing eye efforts of the new World
Order-look
at the back of any dollar bill and read the
Novus Ordo Seclorum. When going from 32nd degree to
33rd degree they out the crotch out of their mentor’s pants and
perlbnu oral sex upon the 33rd degree Mason while being photographed to know that they have “something” on each other.
These are men in charge of the country. They must be
purged from the soil. Their phallic symbol is the Washington monument representing the male organ. The outlay of
Washington D.C. is all Masonic, Kennedy was killed in an
outdoor Masonic temple on the 33rd parallel. Their French
Goddess of reason and logic is the Statue of Liberty, etc.
All judges are Masonic members. Know the judges in your
areas. Share this information to other concerned Americans. Sodomites must be purged from the land and soil.
Their escape words are Tubal Cain. This is their code to let
one go. Read books by Texe Marrs-Dar&
Majesy,
The
New World Order by Ralph Epperson, The New World
Order-The
Ancient Society by William Jasper and many
others. All participants are considered direct enemies.
Any government worker who is active during the soonto-be-imposed Martial Law curfews and regulations is to
be considered an enemy. Be prepared to handle any and all
situations.
Do not be caught off guard. Take the battle to
them. We can no longer sit idle while they continue to
conspire against our people. The government has become
Become mobile, become a guerilla fighter,
a monster.
function in small groups, be unpredictable.
You do not
need orders to act. We are under attack and have betrayed
ourselves as American men if we do nothing. The time is
past to wait for more to occur. When it starts it shall break
out Nationwide-non-stop.
You have a responsibility
to
protect what is yours and what is ours. Take America
Back. Too much blood has been shed by our forefathers
and now it is our turn.
Become the men who we are
supposed to be and JUST SAY NO AND MEAN IT. This
is your last wake-up call.
[END OF QUOTING]

The inference in the last sentences is to violence. I DO
NOT SUGGEST YOU MOVE INTO VIOLENCE LEST
YOU LOSE YOUR BEST LEADERS!!!
Your last wakeup call?? From whom? This has no “author” but was
received at A.P.F.N.
Remember that the subjects will
’ always bear a lot of truth to incite you to foolishness.
Remember that your enemy is running OUT OF TIME
ALSO!
I promise you that NEVER is violence an answer-it
I is going to get you killed and nothing more. You must
woik w:thin-the-LAWS
to remain alive to gain back your
LAWS! There have always been and shall always be those
who incite to lawlessness and violence.
The enemy you
fight CANNOT STAND THE LIGHT OF DAY IN TRUTH
OF THEIR CONSPIRACIES
AND SECRET ORDERSREVEAL THEM AND THEY SHALL PERISH BY THAT
LIGHT UPON THEM.
There is another small column attached to the above
which I would also share:
I

T+e!z
Tapes,

WORW

Transcriptions

&

Videos

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes
and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. Postage is
included
in tape prices.
Please send check or money order to: rtfE WOlrfI, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi,
CA 93582 orxall805-822-4176
if you have questions or you wish to use your Visa,
Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatics//y
receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a partial list of older items but including all of the most current
meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
l/8/94(2);
1 /16/94(2);
l/23/94(2);
2/7/94(2);
2/l 3/94(4);
3/6/94(2);
4/3/94(l);
4/l 7/94 (2);
S/l /94 (2);5/8/94(2)
Mother’s Day; 5/l 4/94(3); S/29/94(2);
6/l 8/94(2);7/3/94(3);
7/24/94(2);
7/26/94(2);
7/3 l/94(2);
8/6/94(2);
8/l 4/94(2); 8/28/94(2);
9/l l/94(2);
g/25/94
(2);
1 O/l O/94 Columbus Day(S);1 O/28 & 30(4);1 l/6/94(2);
11/20/94(2);11/27/94(2);
12/l l/94(2);
12/l 8/94(3).

[QUOTING:]
WAKE

UP.

AMERICA

Ever so slowly, Americans are awakening to realize
that the MAJOR MEDIA is responsible for hiding many
truths from the public [H: Wow, perhaps this is the most
blatant

UNDERSTATEMENT

OF THE DAY!].

They

have known about government drug dealers for years. Why
have they not told the public the facts’? John Swinton, the
former Chief of Staff for the New York Times and one of the
best loved newspaper men in the United States made one of
the most important and informative
statements
in our
nation’s history. He was so respected that his colleagues
called him “The Dean of his Profession.” Called on to give
a toast before the New York Press Club, he is quoted as
saying this about a “free pressn in America: [H: Yea I am
aware that CONTACT has nut this statement
MANY
timer-it
rather serves as a logo to the team here and if
you recognize it, good for you-if
not, shame on you.]

“There is not one of you who dares to write your
honest opinions, and if you did, you know beforehand
that it would never appear in print. Z am paid weekly for
keeping my honest opinion out of the paper I am con-
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nccted with. Others of you arc paid similar salaries for
similar things, and any ofyou who would be sofoolish as
to write honest opinions would be out on the streets
looking for anotherjob.
If I allowed my honest opinions
to appear in one issue of my paper, before twenty-four
hours my occupation would be gone. The business of the
journalist
is to destroy the truth; to lie outright; to
pervert; to vilify; to fawn at the feet of mammon, and to
sell his country and his race for his daily bread; you
know it and I know it so what foUy in this toasting an
independent press. We are the tools and vassals of rich
men behind the scenes. We are the jumping jacks-they
we dance. Our talents, our possibilities
pull the stringsand our lives are all the property of others... WE ARE
INTELLECTUAL
PROSTITUTES.”
[END OF QUOTING]
PLEASE HELP KEN VARDON AT AMERICAN
PATRIOT FAX NETWORK!!
THE FAX NETWORKS
ARE YOUR ONLY LINK TO FREEDOM ALONG WITH
THE FEW NEWSLETTERS
AND PAPERS SUCH AS
CONTACT. THESE ARE BRAVE INDIVIDUALS WHO
HAVE ALREADY
GIVEN
EVERYTHING
THEY
“HAVE”-RIGHT
DOWN TO NECKS, TO CONTINUE
IN SPITE OF ALL ODDS AGAINST THEM. FREEDOM,
I REMIND YOU-IS
NOT FREE JUST AS IT SEEMS TO
NO LONGER BE FOR ALL CITIZENS. SO, WHY MUST
SINGULAR CITIZENS STAND PURCHASING
YOUR
FREEDOM?
PONDER IT.
FORGOTTEN

DOCUMENTS

I would like to offer this last tid-bit again, please.
Then we will still the keyboard so that the rest of the paper
“team” is free to finish before dawn and press time. We
have made this pretty much of a “general” topics paper as
different contributors
have efforted to have some semblance of “holiday” renewal. God bless you ALL and may
you return to your task, if you have vacationed, with vigor
and realization of the task at hand.
[QUOTING:]
“SIGN
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THAT

PARCHMENT”

In a rare old book, owned by the late A.P. Warrington
of the Theosophical Society, is an account of a speech made
by an unknown Patriot at the time of the signing of the
Declaration of Independence.
A group of men gathered in the old State House in
Philadelphia
on July 4, 1776, preparatory to signing the
Declaration.
Among them were Thomas Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Hancock, and John Adams. It was
late in the afternoon and they had not signed the Decfaration. These men realized that they were faced with the
death penalty of high treason if the Revolutionary
War
failed.
They talked of death by scaffolds, axes and the
gibbet. Naturally, they were reluctant to sign the document, and their courage seemed to wane.
Suddenly, a strong voice sounded from the balcony. A
man was speaking to the group of men.
“They may stretch our necks on all the gibbets in the
land, they may turn every rock into a scaffold, every tree
into a gallows, every home into a grave, and yet the words
of that parchment can never die! They may pour blood on
a thousand scaffolds, and yet from every drop of blood that
dyes the axe, a new champion of Freedom will spring into
birth! You cannot blot out the words of God written on that
parchment
there.
The works of God may perish, HIS
WORDS, NEVER!”
“The words of the Declaration will live in the world
long after our bones are dust. To the mechanic in his
workshop they will speak hope, to the slave in the mines,
Freedom, but to the coward kings, these words will speak
tones of warning they cannot choose but hear.”
“Sign that parchment! Sign! If in the next moment the
gibbet’s rap y is about your neck! Sign! By all your hopes
in life or death, as men, as husbands, as fathers, brothers!
Or be accursed forever. Sign! Not only for yourselves but
for all ages, for that parchment will be the textbook of
Freedom, the Bible of the rights of men forever.”
“Nay, do not start and whisper with surprise.
It is
true-your
own ears witness it! God proclaims it. Look at
this strange band of exiles and outcasts, suddenly trans-

formed into a people, a handful of men, weak in arms but WOODWORK OF THE “OLD” TO FIGHT YOU INmighty in God-like faith. Look at your recent achieveSTEAD OF SUPPORT
YOU-OH
INDEED;
YOU
UNCOVERYOUR
ENEMIES!
ments-your
Bunker Hill, your Lexington, and then tell WILL IMMEDIATELY
HIS
me, if you can, that God has not given America to be free!” I WOULD ASK COL. GRITZ TO RECONSIDER
“I beg you to sign that parchment for the sake of these ASSOCIATION
WITH ME-FOR
HE CLAIMS
TO
millions whose very breath is now hushed in intense expec- DESIRE FREEDOM
FOR HIS NATION-AND
A
OF HIS “GOD” OF CHRIST.
I AM OF
tations as they look up to you for the awful words. YOU LOCATION
THE HOSTS-CHRIST
IS MY COMMANDER-IS
ARE FREE!”
“Were my soul trembling on the verge of eternity, were THAT NOT ENOUGH FOR HIM? IT IS TIME FOR
this hand freezing to‘ death, were this voice choking in the EVERY CITIZENYEARNINGTOBEFREEANDTO
last struggle, I would still, with the last gasp of that voice, PROSPER IN THIS ONCE GREAT NATION-TO
GOD AND HIS MESSENGERS,
AND
implore you to remember this truth-GOD
HAS GIVEN RECOGNIZE
TO RECLAIM
HIS INDEPENDENCE
FROM THE
AMERICA TO BE FREE!”
HIS CONSTZThe unknown speaker sank exhausted in his chair. BEAST HORDES AND REESTABLISH
TUTZON AS HE TAKES BACK HIS SOVEREIGNTY
The men, fortified with his enthusiasm, rushed forward.
John Hancock was the first to snatch up the quill and pen FROM THE THIEVES OF SATAN!!!
May you embark on the journey BACK TO GOD and in
his name. He had hardly finished before the quill was
so-doing GOD SHALL SAIL WITH YOU! HE WILL NOT
grasped by another, and then another, and yet another.
SUPPORT GREED, AND HALF-RECOGNIZED
MONFinally, it was done.
DECLARE YOUR
They turned to thank the man for his inspiring words, GERS OF FURTHER DISREPUTE.
AND RE-BUILD ON OTHER SOIL
but he was not there, and unfortunately, no one knew who INDEPENDENCE
UNTAINTED BY THE EVIL EMPIRE-AND
RECLAIM
he was or where to find him.
THE CHOSEN BEAUTIFUL LAMP OF FREEDOM THAT
The “Unknown Speaker”--SAINT
GERMAZN
[END OF QUOTING]
Now readers-attend
me well, please:
Your plight
cannot be greater in scope than that of those men listening
to Germain in that hall on that day. WHAT YOU MUST
HAVE IS A DECLARATION
OF INDEPENDENCE
AGAINST
THE GOVERNMENT
WHICH HAS STOLEN AND PUT DOWN YOUR CONSTITUTION.
CAN
IT
BE
WORSE
THAN THAT DECLARATION
AGAINST
ENGLAND
(THE
SAME ENEMY AS
TODAY)
IN
THOSE
DAYS?
~
YOU NEED NOT
TRY TO ‘SAVE”
THE
GOVERNMENT.
BUILD A
NEW
GOVERNMENT
AND
GRASP IT AGAIN
f you’re looking for the benefits that Incorporating
THE
UNT 0
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability.
PEOPLE
OF
‘ncreasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital
YOUR NATIONCITIZENS
THE
through Ihesaleof stock - taking just 5 minutes of your time
OF THIS GREAT
to explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation
COUNTRY.
YOU
could save you and your company thousands of dollars.
DON’T
NEED
A
CRIME-RIDDLED
CITY IN ROT AND
No State Boundaries.
DECAY
OR ANY
No matter which state you live in, you
THE
MAOF
can still utilize and reap all of the
Low cost.
SONIC TEMPLES
benefits of a Nevada corporation. And
Nevada is one of the lowest costin;
BUILT
WITHIN
you don’t even have to visit Nevada to states to incorporate in. Your annua
THE
DISTRICT
operate a Nevada corporation.
fees to have the privilege of owning
OF CRIMINALS!!
Nevada corporation are only $85 a yea)
MUST
YOU
No State Taxes.
STAND AND DEYou can save a bundle on taxes. The
k’s easy to start.
CLARE YOUR INstate of Nevada does not tax the income
Simply give us a call and one of ou
D E P E ND E N C E
of its corporations or its state’s citizens.
knowledgeable corporate consultant
(NOT WAR) AND
will assist you in answering an
Complete
privacy.
REBUILD
YOUR
questions that you may have.
Nevada statutes have developed a
STATES
IN SOVcorporate structure that allows owners
EREIGNTY
UNFor more informationcontact.
and investors of Nevada corporations
DER THE RULE
Nevada Chporate
to remain completely private. Plus,
Headquarters Inc.
OF THE PEOPLE
Nevada is the only stale that does not
AND AGAIN
ALhave an automatic exchange of tax
LOW THE GOVforms with the Federal Government.
ERNMENT TO BE
RULED
BY THE
Asset protection.
LAWS OF YOUR
Protect your assets from potential

It’sTaxFti Nevada,
@helastofthe“safe
havens”)

I

CONSTITUTION.

lawsuits and threats. Nevada, the “safe

YOU WILL FIND
YOUR TRAITORS
D
N
A
TREASONISTS
IMMEDIATELY!!
WILL
THEY
COME FROM THE

haven” state has a corporate structure
designed for privacy and obscurity.

m

P.O. Box 27740
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Telephone: 800-398-1077
OR: 702-896-7001
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CONTACT:

The Declaration Of
Independence
In Congress,
July
4. 1776
The unanimous Declaration ofthe thirteenunited
States
of America.
When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which
have connected them with another, and to assume among
the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to
which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God entitle them,
a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that
they should ‘declare the causes which impel them to the
separation.
We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator
with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.-That
to secure
these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the govemed,-That
whenever any Form of Government becomes
destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to
alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government,
laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its
powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to
effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will
dictate that Governments
long established should not be
changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all
experience hath shewn that mankind are more disposed to
suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves
by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But
when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing
invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty,
to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards
for their future security.-Such
has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is now the necessity
iwhich constrains then. to alter their former Systems of
Government.
The history of the present King of Great
Britain is a history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all
having in direct object the establishment
of an absolute
Tyranny over these States. To prove this, let Facts be
submitted to a candid world.
He has refused his Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public good.
He has forbidden his Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing importance, unless suspended in their
operation till his Assent should be obtained; and when so
suspended, he has utterly neglected to attend to them.
He has refused to pass other Laws for the accommodation of large districts of people, unless those people would
relinquish the right of Representation
in the Legislature, a
right inestimable to them and formidable to tyrants only.
He has called together legislative
bodies at places
unusual, uncomfortable,
and distant from the depository of
their Public Records, for the sole purpose of fatiguing them
into compliance with his measures.
He has dissolved Representative
Houses repeatedly,
for opposing with manly firmness his invasions on the
rights of the people.
He has refused for a long time, after such dissolutions,
to cause others to be elected; whereby the Legislative
Powers, incapable of Annihilation,
have returned to the
People at large for their exercise; the State remaining in the
mean time exposed to all the dangers of invasion from
without, and convulsions within.
He has endeavoured to prevent the population of these
States; for that purpose obstructing the Laws for Naturalization of Foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage
their migrations hither, and raising the conditions of new
Appropriations
of Lands.
He has obstrucmistration
of Justice, by
refusingtis
Assent to Laws for establishing
Judiciary

Powers.
He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for
the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of
their salaries.
He has erected a multitude of New Offtces, and sent
hither swarms of Officers to harass our people, and eat out
their substance.
He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing
Armies without the Consent of our legislatures.
He has affected to render the Military independent of
and superior to the Civil Power.
He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution,
and unacknowledged
by our laws; giving his Assent to their Acts of pretended
Legislation:
For quartering large bodies of armed troops among us:
For protecting them, by a mock Trial, from punishment
for any Murders which they should commit on the Inhabitants of these States:
For cutting off our Trade with all parts of the world:
For imposing Taxes on us without our Consent:
For depriving us in many cases, of the benefits of Trial
by Jury:
For transporting
us beyond Seas to be tried for pretended offences:
For abolishing the free System of English Laws in a
neighbouring
Province, establishing
therein an Arbitrary
government, and enlarging its Boundaries so as to render
it at once an example and tit instrument for introducing the
same absolute rule into these Colonies:
For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most
valuable Laws and altering fundamentally the Forms of our
Governments:
For suspending our own Legislatures, and declaring
themselves invested with power to legislate for us in all
cases whatsoever.
He has abdicated Government here, by declaring us
out of his Protection and waging War against us.
He has plundered our seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt
our towns, and destroyed the lives of our people.
He is at this time transporting large Armies of foreign
Mercenaries to compleat the works of death, desolation,
and tyranny, already begun with circumstances of Cruelty
62 Perfidy scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous ages,
and totally unworthy the Head of a civilized nation.
He has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive
on the high Seas to bear Arms against their Country, to
become the executioners of their friends and Brethren, or to
fall themselves by their Hands.
He has excited domestic insurrections amongst us, and
has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants
of our frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of
warfare, is an undistinguished
destruction
of all ages,
sexes and conditions.
In every stage of these Oppressions
We have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble terms: Our repeated
Petitions have been answered only by repeated injury. A
Prince, whose character is thus marked by every act which
may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the ruler of a free people.
Nor have We been wanting in attentions to our Brittish
brethren. We have warned them from time to time of
attempts by their legislature to extend an unwarrantable
jurisdiction
over us. We have reminded them of the circumstances of our emigration and settlement here. We
have appealed to their native justice and magnanimity, and
we have conjured them by the ties of our common kindred
to disavow these usurpations, which would inevitably interrupt our connections and correspondence. They too have
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been deaf to the voice of justice and of consanguinity.
We
must, therefore, acquiesce in the necessity, which denounces our Separation, and hold them, as we hold the rest
of mankind, Enemies in War, in Peace Friends.
We, therefore, the Representatives of the United States
of America, in General Congress, Assembled, appealing to
the Sunreme Judne of the world for the rectitude of our
intentions, do, in:he Name, and by Authority of the good
People of these Colonies, solemnly publish and declare,
That these United Colonies are, and of Right ought to be
Free and Independent States; that they are Absolved from
all Allegiance to the British Crown, and that all political
connection between them and the State of Great Britain, is
and ought to be totally dissolved; and that as Free and
Independent
States, they have full Power to levy War,
conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Commerce,
and to do all other Acts and Things which Independent
States may of right do-And
for the support of this Declaration, with a firm reliance on the protection of Divine
Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our Lives,
our Fortunes and our sacred Honor.
-John
Hancock
New Hamwhire

Josiah Bartlett
Wm. Whipple
Matthew Thornton
Rhode

Island

Step. Hopkins
William Ellety
Connecticut

Roger Sherman
Sam’el Huntington
Wm. Williams
Oliver Wolcott
New York

Wm. Floyd
Phil. Livingston
Frans. Lewis
Lewis Morris
New Jersey
Richd. Stockton
Jno. Witherspoon
Fras. Hopkinson
John Hart
Abra. Clark
pennsvlvania

Robt. Morris
Benjamin Rush
Benj. Franklin
John Morton
Geo. Clymcr
Jas. Smith
Geo. Taylor
James Wilson
Geo. Ross
Geo. Walton

~assachuretts-Bay

Saml. Adams
John Adams
Robt. Treat Paine
Elbridgc Gerry
Delaware

Caesar Rodney
Geo. Read
Tho. M'Kean

Wm. Paca
Thos. Stone
Charles Carroll,
of Carrollton
Virginia

George Wvthe
Richard Henry Lee
Th. Jefferson
Benj. Harrison
Ths. Nelson, Jr.
Francis Lightjbot Lee
Carter Braxton
North Carolina

Wm. Hooper
Joseph Hewes
John Penn
South Carolina

Edward Rutledge
Thos. Heyward. Junr.
Thomas Lynch, Junr.
Arthur Middleton
Geornia

Button Gwinnett
Lyman Hall

NOTE: On April 12, 1776, the legislature of North
Carolina authorized its delegates to the Continental Congress to join with others in a declaration of separation from
Great Britain; the first colony to instruct its delegates to
take the actual initiative was Virginia on May 15. On June
7,1776, Richard Henry Lee of Virginia offered a resolution
to the Congress to the effect “that these United Colonies
are, and ofright ought to be, free and independent States....”
A committee, consisting of Thomas Jefferson, John Adams,
Benjamin
Franklin,
Robert R. Livingston,
and Roger
Sherman was organized to “prepare a declaration to the
effect of the said first resolution.”
The Declaration
of
Independence was adopted on July 4, 1776.
Most delegates signed the Declaration August 2, but
George Wythe (Va.) signed August 27; Richard Henry Lee
(Va.), Elbridge Gerry (Mass.), and Oliver Wolcott (Corm.)
in September; Matthew Thornton (N.H.), not a delegate
until September, in November; and Thomas McKean (Del.),
although present on July 4, not until 1781 by special
permission, having served in the army in the interim.
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LatestNewReleases
HEAVE- EM
OUT
Phase Three, Part 1
It is very di ficult to tell the *white hats’from

the *black Ll ts’ if you have no vision. Zf you
are blind, you are going to have to sharpen
up to energy stgnals and learn of ‘dv-ectrot& and -players”. Citizen ‘mankind’ is
basically but a pawn in the Elite game of
who gets to run things. You must learn to
play the game BETTER than the script writers for until YOU WRITE THE SCRIPTou
are destined to be caught in -their-p fay.

ASCENSION
1NEVER-EVER
BLUE

BEAM

FLIGHT

OR
LAND?
SCHOOL

ISURPERS

I

Can you learn to ascend by take-off day? Will I
you ra ture’ or ‘rupture* yourfantasy?
Who
plans aP1t,?tewondrous adventures to suck you
m? Well, rt takes a lot o discerning and a heck
of a lot of WISE JUDG Ii4GI Players are im ortan&-but not as important as RECOGN lz!ING
TRTH!
T@ Satanic players still have some
very rnterestmg games to pla with you-and
the curtam’s nsmg is even a t*It delayed-ah,
but Satan’s promised land is not being denied I
to you--’ st dela ed b inconvenience
Good
luck. A&y the 8LO&
OF GOD be shown
be ore ou in truth of ex ression-NOT
BE

I

U d ED

%O

SUCKER

Y&

INTO

A

HOI.O-

GRAPHIC HOLOCAUST OF THE LIE! The time
is at hand for the testing-how
will you fare?

OF

IN

FREEDOM

c

1

CONSPIRACY

is time you latch the puzzle pieces together
lithplayers
inclusive
in this tale of Usurpers

the take freedom and TRUTH and destroy it
z the name of greed, self-aggrandizement
nd ego-Elitism. There IS a Conspiracy-far
eyond that which is known as the “Conpiracy Theo y*. If you don’t look beyond and
zto the TRUTH OF IT-you are destined to fall I
lenslavement without recourse. Theplayers
:ave been obvious and yet “hidden* ‘neath
‘our noses. It is time to awaken sleeping c
lumanity
in soul realization-lest
.JOU
nake passage within the dark corn ors
vithout ever having realization
that
IT
:OULD HAVE BEEN SO DIFFERENT
WITH- I
N THE LIGHTED
PLACES OF

BY
GYEORGOS
rQ1

CERES

‘A PHOENIX

GYEORGOS

HATONN

JOURNAL

What Are The
Phoenix Journals?

Many people have asked us what the PHOENIX JOURNALS are. They contain the true history (His-story) of
mankind on this planet as well as detailed information about the most asked about and wondered about subjects
(i.e., Spirituality, E.T.s, our origin, our purpose here on this planet, etc.). Commander Hatonn and the other Higher
Spiritual Teachers who have authored these JOURNALS, weave spiritual lessons and insights throughout the
unveiling of lies which have beendeceptively
forced upon us, throughout time, by the Elite anti-Christ controllers.
These JOURNALS are the “DEAD SEA SCROLLS” of our time. Their importance in the growth of mankind cannot
be overstated. They are the textbooks of understanding
which God promised us we would have, to guide us through
the “End Times”.
Here is what Commander Hatonn has said about the PHOENIX JOURNALS. Quoting from JOURNAL #40,
THE TRILLION DOLLAR. LIE, Vol.11, pgs. 47 & 48: “Some day in the far recesses of the future experiences of
another human civilization-these
JOURNALS will be found and TRUTH will again be given unto the world
manifest so that another lost civilization can regain and find its way. God always gives His creations that which
they need when the sequence is proper. It is what man DOES WITH THESE THINGS which marks the civilization.
WHAT WILL YOUR LEGACY BE????? I focus on current activities which might turn your world about in time
to save your ecosystems and your sovereignty as nations and peoples. You cannot wait to be filled in on the lies
of the generations lest you wait until too late to take control of your circumstance presently within the lies. YOU
ARE A PEOPLE OF MASSIVE DECEPTION AND WHAT YOU WILL DO WITH THIS INFORMATION
IN
ACTION DETERMINES YOUR PURPOSE AND GROWTH IN THIS WONDROUS MANIFESTED EXPERIENCE-WILL
YOU PERISH PHYSICALLY OF THE EVIL INTENT, OR WILL YOU MOVE INTO AND
WITHIN THE PLACES OF HOLY CREATOR?
THE CHOICE IS YOURS.”
In case you didn’t know, Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. can automatically
send you the latest PHOENIX
JOURNALS as they are printed. This gives you an extra discount on new JOURNALS and you don’t have to keep
remembering to order. Call (800) 800-5565 for details.
See Back Page for ordering information.
Brent Moorhead
Business Manager

1oo

A

CERES

PHOENIX

IUTTERFLItS,

HATONN

JOUI

MIND

CONTROL-

THE RAZOR’S EDGE

IT’S ALL IN THE GAME
the closing of this issue of the
that period of time of Indeendence Day, (July 41, 1994 relative to the United
:tates of America.
You celebrate FREEDOM?
‘OUHA VE NO FREEDOM-IN AMERICA
OR ELSEVHERE. As informationflows and appears negarue inperception-remember,
readers, YOUMUST
:NO W TRUTH AND PLAYERS-OR
YOU CANNOT
:HANGE A THING FOR YOU ARE TRAPPED IN
SNORANCE OF THAT WHICH CONTROLS YOIJ.
‘ou CAN know TRUTH--and
in action within that
:nowing-you
CAN achieve, again, FREEDOM!
s we approach

urnal we are near
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GYEORGOS
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(Please see Back Page for
ordering information.)
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CONTACT:

THE PHQENLX
,.

PROJECT

FOR
INFORMATION
ABOUT
JOURNALS,
BOOKS,
ETC.,
MENTIONED
IN THIS
NEWSPAPER,
PLEASE INQUIRE:
THE PHOENIX

ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME:
JOURNALS ANDHAVE
KHAZARS
BEEN WRITIEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-.
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING
OWNERMANUAL
DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS
CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPE- *+28. OPERATION SHANSTORM
CIES. SINGLE JOURNALS ARE $6.00, **29. ~OF~bwWERADE
38. THEDARKCHARADE
ANY 4 JOURNALS ARE $5.50 EACH, u
3 9. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
ORMORE JOURNALS ARE $5.00 EACH
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I
(Shippingextra - see right.)
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE
** These marked JCWRNALS are out of
THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II
stock until further notice.
4 1. THE DESTRUCTION OF A
l*l. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM
++2. ANDTHEYCALLEDHlSNAME
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEILREMOVED
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
l*5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
**6. SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
FROM HELL
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
++9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
++10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
“11. CRY OFTI-IEPHOENIX
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
l * 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX
54. THElwNNEL3NEcK
l*13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET
55. MARCHING TO ZION
RAVAGE,
l l 14. RRpp--RApE,
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
PILLAGE AND PLUNDER OF
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
THE PHOENIX
DIVINE PLAN VOLE
**15. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO
++16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGCN
THEPITOFFIRE
l*17. THENAKEDPHOENIX
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A
l*18. BLOOD AND ASHES
DRUM-BEAT!
19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON
60. AS THB BLOSSOM OPENS
l*20. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
2 1. CREATION,THE SACREDUNIVERSE
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
**23. BURNT OFFERINGS
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
l*24. SHROUDSOFTHESEVENlHSEAL
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
l*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION

CONTACT:

66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES
70. NO THORNLESSROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL. I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
.
UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES
VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHINGTO ZOG
8O.TRUIHFROM-IHEZGGBOG
81. RUSSIANROULEI-IE
82. BRE’IREATS
83. POLlTICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERS85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING‘IHE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN!
88.lHEADVANCEZDDF!MOl.lTlON IEGION
89. FOCUSOF DEMONS
90. TARING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD
WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND
OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP i.Phsseale)
%. HEAVEHO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE’EM ouTmaseThlee)
98.ASCENSION
ORNEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS
OFFREEBOM
IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTlERFLIES, MIND CONTROLTHE RAZOR’S EDGE
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1994 by CONTACT,
Inc.
Reproduction’
of thih newspaper
for
private,
non-profit
expressly
use is
encouraged,
as long as the content and
integrity
remain
absolutely
unchanged.
.For commercial
purposes,
reproduction
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forbidden
unless
and until
permission
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by
CONTACT, INC.
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Post
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Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
UPS-$3.75 1SCtitle, $1 .OOea add’1
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea addi
PriorityS3.40 1st title. $1 .OOea add’1
‘. ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea addi
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea addi
UP5 2nd day-$9.00 1st tltie, $1 ea add’1
CANADA

& MEXICO

Surface-$3.00 1st title. Il.50 ea add’1
Alrbook64.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add7
FOREIGN

Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add’1
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please

PROJECT

by

CONTACT,
Inc.
Post Office Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by
phone to l-800-800-5565.
Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US);
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date appears on right side of mailing label.
Quantitv Subscriutions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125
for 25 copies of 13 issues(
$160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275

or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for
shipping charges.

~CtiL.:

Box 27353
Nevada

l-800-800-5565
Canadians
call
l-805-822-9655
(Mastercard,
VISA,
Discover)

for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 100 copies of 26 issues (US);

.
:.;s&+TBE.

Office

Las Vegas,

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT,
THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3 .OOeach. Quantity back issue

prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping
included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign
: orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges.

allow 5-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

‘TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202
This is a service for
)ur dedicated
readers.
roduy’s Wutck telephone
notline carries the latest
mews and comments from
Commander
Hatonn’s
most recent writings. This
is our way of keeping vou
informed
about
fastbreaking news and events.
The message machine
will answer after 2 rings
if there are any new messages for that day, and
after 4 rings if not. Thus
dairy callers can hang up
after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message
has been recorded.
The
message update(s), if any!
occur by 6 PM Pacific
Time.

